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The increased rates of urban expansion and replacement of natural areas by artificial surfaces have drastically changed the land use and land cover, and consequently have brought
numerous environmental issues at various scales. Urban climate models can predict the environmental impacts of cities through incorporating energy, mass, and momentum analyses.
A comprehensive simulation of urban climate requires adequate representation of the
essential physical processes that involve exchanges of momentum (via drag), heat (via radiation, convection, and conduction), and water (via precipitation, evaporation, or evapotranspiration) between the atmosphere and the impervious, vegetated, or soil surfaces.
In this thesis, a new urban microclimate model, called Vertical City Weather Generator
(VCWG), is presented, which attempts to overcome some limitations in the previous studies.
It consists of a rural model, an urban vertical diffusion model, a building energy model, a
radiation model with trees, an urban surface energy balance model, and an urban hydrology model. VCWG models the dynamic interaction between the mentioned sub-models to
resolve vertical profiles of climate variables, including temperature, wind, and specific hu-

midity; to compute temperatures and water content in urban surfaces and sub-surfaces; to
compute building environmental variables such as indoor temperature and specific humidity;
and to compute energy metrics such as building water/energy/electricity demands and the
associated heat or humidity fluxes imposed on the outdoor environment.
VCWG is evaluated against the Basel UrBan Boundary Layer Experiment (BUBBLE)
field measurements conducted in Basel, Switzerland, in 2001-2002 and the Sunset neighborhood field measurements conducted in Vancouver, Canada, in 2008. The simulation results
exhibit reasonable agreement with the measured datasets. The performance of VCWG is
further assessed by conducting various explorations on the model’s components, which are in
reasonable agreement with the previous studies. VCWG can be used as a design, prediction,
or investigation tool to understand how urban climate variables are influenced as a function
of forcing environmental conditions and urban configurations. It can be used for simulations
to provide details at micro-scale, while it is very computationally-efficient and suitable for
large spatio-temporal scale analyses.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivations
1.1

Background

Urban expansion and conversion of the Earth’s surface to urban uses have brought numerous
environmental issues at various scales. Cities and industrial areas disturb the natural water
cycle and thermal energy exchange between the earth’s surface and the atmosphere. In
addition, these areas release anthropogenic pollutants into the atmosphere with negative
impacts from local to global scales.
Urbanization is accompanied by dramatic changes in land use and surface energy balance
that drive local climate change. These climate modifications lead to an increase in air
temperature in the built-up areas in comparison to the surrounding undeveloped areas. This
phenomenon is called the Urban Heat Island (UHI). This warming trend has been observed
in most cities around the world for almost 200 years, indicating that the UHI is the most welldocumented example of anthropogenic climate modification [191]. Increasing heat storage
in urban areas, trapping of solar radiation, reduced ventilation, heat release from vehicles,
power plants, and building energy systems, are just some examples of mechanisms that are
responsible for anthropogenic heat release in the urban environment. The local climate
modification induced by urbanization is also attributed to the urban configuration, surface
albedo, thermal conductivity, and changes in convective heat removal [130].
Building a city also disturbs the pre-existing hydrological processes in natural areas.
This perturbation is mainly caused by replacing low vegetation and trees with artificial
surfaces, which results in a reduction in surface water exchanges and infiltration and increases
in surface runoff and sensible heat flux [156]. Therefore, in addition to temperature and
humidity control, proper mitigation strategies are required to prevent urban flooding and
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damage to the infrastructure.
Urban areas interact with the atmosphere through various exchange processes of heat,
momentum, and mass, which substantially impact human comfort, air quality, and urban energy consumption. These complex interactions are observable from the Urban Canopy Layer
(UCL) to a few hundred meters within the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) [22]. Much
of the urban climate research has focused on UCL, which is characterized by a heterogeneous
urban structure, a variety of human activities, and pollution sources. There is evidence that
urban development can modify the urban climate by changing the atmosphere-earth surface
interactions [153]. It can noticeably affect atmospheric stability, dispersion of pollutants,
and the UHI. The latter can often have significant negative influences on building energy
performance and human health [5].
To capture the physical processes occurring in the urban environment, various urban
atmospheric models have been developed. Modeling the interaction between urban elements
(e.g. trees, buildings, vehicles) and their impacts on energy and water exchanges can help
urban planners develop cities more sustainably for climate control, reduced flooding, and
improved air quality.

1.1.1

Scales of Climate

Aerodynamic and thermodynamic properties of the urban areas differ from those of permeable natural areas that cause distinct features of turbulent structures and turbulent transports of momentum, heat, and scalars within and outside the urban areas [58]. The urban
boundary layer can be divided into different regimes, including the urban canopy layer, the
roughness sublayer, the surface layer, and the mixed layer (see Figure 1.1) [193]. The lowest atmospheric layer, from the ground to the rooftop level, is defined as the urban canopy
layer, where the texture of the urban surfaces, including all urban elements with a variety of
properties, is a key factor in the turbulent and radiative exchanges between urban canyons
and the above atmosphere. The Roughness Sub-Layer (RSL) is the next atmospheric layer
extending up to approximately 2-5 times of average building height. Within this layer, the
flow and turbulence are still influenced by the individual roughness elements and show strong
variation in both horizontal and vertical directions. The RSL can also be affected by the
distance downstream of a roughness element change. Above the RSL, the Surface Layer
(SL), which is also known as the constant flux layer, is characterized by the shears that are
induced by turbulence and vertical gradients of meteorological quantities [166]. The strength
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of turbulence is a function of surface roughness and stability conditions. The next layer during daytime is the mixed layer, where the turbulence is vigorous and tends to uniformly mix
the atmosphere in the vertical and horizontal directions. This vigorous turbulence can be
generated by either forced or free convection. The latter is generally unstable and is caused
by bottom heating (upward heat flux from the surface) or radiative cooling at the tops of
cloud or fog layers [13, 40].

Urban Boundary Layer

Mixed Layer

Urban Surface Layer

Micro-Climate
Roughness Sublayer

2-5 times of
average building
height

Urban
Canopy
layer

Urban Area

Rural Area

Figure 1.1: Boundary layer structure over an urban area.

In urban climatology, the scale of analysis specifies the key parameters that contribute
to climate modifications. At the microscale, for example, the lowest atmospheric layer,
individual building, and surrounding area properties influence the microclimate. An individual building consists of walls and roof facets, each with a different heat storage capacity
and different time-varying exposure to solar radiation. Also, the horizontal ground surfaces consist of several elements such as irrigated or non-irrigated green space and paved
areas, each with different radiative, thermal, aerodynamic, and moisture properties [22]. At
neighborhood-scale, the inclusion of urban trees and buildings with different geometry adds
more complexity. The building walls and the elements lying between buildings define the urban canyon. The city blocks are recognized by the urban canyons and the roofs of adjacent
buildings [21]. At the city-scale, the amalgamation of city blocks determines the climate
3

modifications. At this scale overall aerodynamic and thermodynamic properties of multiple
blocks are important. While spatial variation of climate variables decreases as the resolution
of analysis decreases, it is important to understand and parameterize, when modeling, the
heterogeneity, and complexity associated with urban climate at all scales [64].
Urbanization alters the natural terrain by the construction of new surfaces and structures with different properties. This process also introduces new sources and sinks for heat
and water vapor. These changes modify the climate and render it different from the rural
surrounding areas [13, 58]. Urban elements change patterns of air and surface temperature,
humidity, precipitation, wind speed, runoff, and the energy balance in general. By replacing
green spaces with human-made structures, the amount of evapotranspiration to the atmosphere decreases compared to the vegetated rural area. Also, the relative humidity can be
reduced due to the increase in runoff of precipitation [128]. At the microscale, rougher urban
terrains reduce wind speed by 20-30 % in comparison to the open spaces [13, 58].
The land-use changes induced by urbanization are the main drivers of micro to mesoscale
climate change. At the mesoscale, the increased surface roughness and heat flux released from
the urban areas modify flow patterns and wind speed with altitude. The aerosol emissions,
surface and boundary-layer feedbacks, mesoscale convergence, and thermodynamic considerations over the whole range of scales contribute to the process of cloud formation. Such
two-way interactions modify precipitation and urban climate, particularly over a long-term
period [111, 131, 196].

1.1.2

Urban Heat Island

The Urban Heat Island (UHI) is recognized as one of the clearest examples of climate modification caused by replacing natural areas with artificial surfaces. This phenomenon causes
a greater temperature in cities compared with their surroundings. Built-up areas make
changes to the energy balance at the lower atmospheric layer (roughness sublayer), which
are identified as the main causes of UHI [156].
The UHI is mainly attributed to the reduction in loss of longwave radiation at street level,
increased heat storage, anthropogenic heat released from human activities, urban greenhouse
effect, inter-reflections of radiation between the urban elements, and loss of evaporation from
surfaces compared to vegetated surfaces [155], all of which affect the energy performance of
buildings [67]. Surface temperatures of urban facets are mainly controlled by geometric,
radiative, thermal, moisture, and aerodynamic properties. View factors control the amount
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of radiation that can reach the surfaces and the visibility of the solar path over the course
of the day. Albedo and emissivity of the urban surfaces provide control to the shortwave
and longwave radiation components reflected and emitted, respectively. Thermal properties
including heat capacity and thermal conductivity control the ability of the surfaces to store
and conduct heat, respectively. Latent heat flux is another term in the surface energy
balance, which is not well investigated, particularly for humid regions and rainy days. The
amount of moisture available at the surface and near the surface control the heat removal by
the latent heat flux. Aerodynamic roughness length, which influences the exchange processes
between the surface and the adjacent atmosphere, provides control on surface temperature
by changing the flow regime and wind speed. When convective thermal energy loss for a
surface is desired, smooth surfaces experience higher temperatures, as less turbulent flows
lower the convective heat transfer coefficient for a surface [156].
UHI can be viewed as a primarily nighttime phenomenon, but it can also be occasionally
observed during daytime. It has been suggested that the UHI pattern is strongly influenced
by wind speed, wind direction, and the daily maximum air temperature at a rural site
nearby a city [59]. During extreme high temperatures, which may be accompanied by high
humidity and higher absorption and storage of heat in urban areas, as opposed to rural areas,
the sensible heat released from urban surfaces amplifies due to higher surface temperatures
[59, 110]. Daytime atmospheric UHI has been reported in Hong Kong [185], where UHI
was detected in the early afternoon and at its peak just before sunset. Most commonly
during nighttime, urban areas cool down at a lower rate than the surrounding rural areas
due to radiation trapping and reduced convection so that the UHI is at its maximum at
nights. In addition, the excessively absorbed heat by the urban area during a heat wave
will be released at nights with noticeable atmospheric UHI [59, 153]. Nevertheless, the UHI
phenomenon cannot be easily generalized because it depends on multiple factors such as built
density, ventilation rate, shading, radiation heat transfer, evaporation, background climate,
and more, to the extent that occasionally, an Urban Cool Island (UCI) can also be observed
in the same climate zone [210].
The UHI can be investigated at different levels or layers, including surface heat island,
canopy-layer heat island, and boundary-layer heat island [152]. At the surface level, all urban
elements with different optical and thermal properties interact directly with the incoming
radiation. Large differences between the properties of rural and urban surfaces in terms of
thermal and moisture capacity cause significant temperature differences between rural and
urban surfaces during the day.
5

Heat Dome

Divergent Flow

Heat exchanges

Convergent Flow

Rural Area

Urban Area

Rural Area

Figure 1.2: Illustration of heat dome flow.

The heat island at the canopy layer is defined by flow within and above the built-up
area, and can be extended to two or three times of average building height. At this layer,
the aerodynamic and thermal effects of the elements and surfaces cause spatial temperature
gradients in both vertical and horizontal directions. Negative heat island can be observed in
parts of the urban area where more shade is provided by buildings and trees. The atmospheric
UHI usually reaches the maximum peak a few hours after sunset and remains warmer for
a few hours after sunrise. Spatially, canopy-layer temperature increases where the rural
area meets a city and reaches a peak at the center of the urban area. The thermal profile
of atmospheric UHI shows an island-shaped profile, which indicates the size of the area it
influences [52].
The boundary-layer heat island follows the same trend as the canopy-layer heat island,
but the magnitude of temperature difference tends to remain constant and has less spatial
variation. A dome-shape profile, which is also called Urban Heat Island-induced Circulation
(UHIC), can form at this layer (see Fig. 1.2). UHIC is driven by UHI and is spatially extended in both horizontal and vertical directions. This phenomenon reveals how the climate
of adjacent cities can affect one another via urban ventilation and pollutant transport. From
the regional scale point of view, the heat dome of the adjacent cities can merge together
and cause regional UHICs. Additionally, the horizontal extent of the UHIC represents the
footprint of this heat flow. UHIC generally occurs when the temperature difference between
rural and urban areas is large enough to cause a buoyancy-driven flow, and the synoptic
wind is weak. Under such conditions, the excess heat in the urban areas lifts up the air,
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and causes an upward turbulent plume and a divergent outflow pattern over the city. At the
lower level, the lower pressure in the city results in convergent inflow through the urban edges
[52–54, 78]. It has been found that this heat transport can have interference effects on atmospheric convection and boundary-layer structure. Recently, the simulation results from a
Lagrangian atmospheric transport model, which is called Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian
Integrated Trajectory-Weather Research and Forecasting-Urban Canopy Model (HYSPLITWRF-UCM), showed the three-dimensional map of an urban heat plume for an urban area
in the vicinity of a lake [43]. It was suggested that the lake acts as a sink (source) of urban
heat during the summer (winter). Furthermore, the scale of UHI can be determined by the
ability of the urban surfaces to move heat upward into the atmosphere and away from the
city. The shape and size of an urban area can affect the UHIC in different forms, including
the direction and the amount of convergent flow and, consequently heat exchanges within the
urban environment. A water tank experiment revealed that a square urban area experiences
non-uniform convergent and divergent flows, while for a circular city both inflow and outflow
patterns are axisymmetric [54]. Depending on the mixing heights within the boundary layer
of the adjacent cities, pollutant dispersion patterns induced by UHICs can vary. Findings
from water tank modelling experiments suggested that pollutants are transported from the
smaller to the larger UHIC, and the outflows of a city with larger mixing heights limit the
vertical pollutant dispersion of the smaller one [54]. However, this process is much more
complicated in reality, and more field measurements and numerical simulations at different
scales are needed.
Much of the studies on UHI define it as the temperature difference between urban and
surrounding undeveloped areas. The poor knowledge of the spatial variation of UHI can
challenge this definition and cause a large bias in the estimation of UHI. For example,
observational investigations in Oklahoma City showed that atmospheric UHI intensity can
vary from 2.1 [K] in the urban area to 0.4 [K] when approaching sub-urban and rural areas
[80]. Thus, not only temporal variation but also spatial variation of UHI should be better
understood. Also depending on the climate zone, the footprint of UHI effect can extend to
several times of the city size, and it can vary during day and night [214, 216]. Zhou et al.
(2015) [216] showed that the surface UHI decayed exponentially along urban-rural gradients
in China. The surface UHI intensity is also a function of city size, which can, for example,
increase with the logarithm of the city size in Europe [215].
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1.1.3

Urban Hydrology

Replacing green spaces with impervious surfaces (e.g., roads and buildings) disrupts the
watershed’s drainage and hydrology. The rivers and streams crossing urban areas have
been channelized, dammed, and diverted for water supply. Urbanization generally includes
vegetation removal and soil aridation, which reduce the available area for infiltration and
increase surface runoff. Therefore, understanding the effect of urbanization on hydrological
processes is important for urban water management [156].
The hydrologic cycle (or water cycle) is a phenomenon that involves the continuous
circulation of water through the three phases of water vapor, liquid water, and ice. The
water cycle is mainly driven by the surface energy balance through evaporation of water
from water bodies (e.g., lakes and rivers) and moist surfaces (e.g., vegetation and soils),
vertical mixing, condensation into small particles of ice and water, and finally by various
forms of precipitation [156, 199].
In general, the assessment of meteorological processes involved in the hydrologic cycle
requires a water balance analysis at the surface and its interaction with the groundwater.
Depending on the type of the surface, the fraction of precipitation reaching the ground
can be stored in the soil and reaches the deeper soil layers. Vegetation intercepts water,
increases its return to the atmosphere via evaporation, retains a small fraction, and causes
the remainder of water to reach the ground in forms of dripping and throughfall. The
unsaturated soil allows the precipitation reaching the surface to infiltrate and recharge the
groundwater. The hydraulic conductivity of substrate and the slope of water table control
the water fluxes between soil columns. Runoff occurs when the infiltration capacity of the
soil and the storage capacity of the surface are exceeded, and water moves overland. Strong
and long-lasting precipitation drives more surface runoff, while it can be blocked and delayed
by vegetation [156, 199].
As mentioned earlier, urban growth is associated with vegetation removal, soil compaction, and presence of more impervious surfaces [156]. These modifications can threaten
to reduce the amount of groundwater, and ultimately increases demand to import water
from distant sources by developing significant network of channels and pipes. So, built-up
environments require the careful design of drainage systems to cope with the increase in
volume and speed of surface runoff [119].
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1.1.3.1

Water Balance

Water balance can be outlined for natural or artificial surfaces at different scales (see Figure
1.3). In the rural area, the incoming precipitation (P ) is balanced with the evaporation from
the surface and soil (E), change in soil water storage (∆S), leakage at the bedrock (Lk),
and the surface runoff which moves overland (R). The surface water balance equation for a
rural area is
P = E + ∆S + Lk + R.
(1.1)
If we apply the water balance equation for an urban neighborhood, an additional source
term needs to account for anthropogenic water (I)
P + I = E + ∆S + Lk + R.

(1.2)

The anthropogenic water can be caused by human activities with different temporal and
spatial scales, such as irrigation or industrial processes. The urban areas involve surfaces
with different hygrothermal properties and vegetation coverage that can influence the above
mentioned terms.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: Illustration of water balance of an urban area (a) and a rural area (b).

Many studies have indicated that urban areas affect the processes of cloud formation and
precipitation patterns [74, 87, 132, 196]. Urban areas modify the moisture and thermody9

namic properties of surfaces that consequently affect thermal stratification of the atmosphere
and cause heat dome structures. As a result, the atmospheric convection and wind convergence over and downwind of urban areas are affected. Another mechanism that can alter the
precipitation patterns in the urban areas is related to greater roughness which can affect the
spatial distribution of precipitation by increasing airflow convergence over and downwind
of cities [74, 156]. Additionally, anthropogenic aerosols released into the urban atmosphere
can modify microphysical processes, including formation, timing, phase, and duration of
precipitation [87]. Interception of rainfall by urban surfaces, tree crown, and stems plays an
important role in spatial and temporal distribution of moisture in cities. It has been suggested that around 6% of intercepted water is stored in the system before any evaporation or
leaving the system as runoff. This fraction is less for the intercepted water at the roof, which
is often removed through gutters and possibly down to the sewer system. Recently, green
roof technologies, which utilize roofs that are partially or completely covered by vegetation,
have been established to retain more water and reduce the peak rates of runoff [156].
Another source term in Equation 1.2 is piped water that is used for green space irrigation with a strong seasonal pattern. Irrigation has a small time scale, but can significantly
alter water and energy balances by changing soil water storage, ground evaporation, and
vegetation transpiration [114, 156]. Depending on the climate zone, irrigation can be the
largest source term in the surface water balance in the summer. Another source of anthropogenic water in urban areas is due to water vapor released to the outdoor environment
from various human activities such as emissions from building energy systems and industrial processes. Building energy systems contribute indirectly to the urban water balance by
changing the outdoor humidity. The amounts of latent and sensible heat fluxes released into
the atmosphere are functions of building energy system operation [138, 156].
Natural areas act as a source of evapotranspiration and replacing them by artificial surfaces causes depletion of evapotranspiration in cities. During wet periods, a small amount
of cumulative evapotranspiration is associated with high soil water content and the subsequent rainfall contributes more to runoff. However, high rate of evapotranspiration makes
soil dry and leaves the soil with high water capacity. So, low soil water storage provides
the precipitation with high probability of infiltration. Impervious surfaces are believed to
contribute to evaporation for a shorter period of time after rainfall events than the natural
surfaces [164]. However, urban vegetation and pervious surfaces are often the main source
of evapotranspiration [119, 156].
Effects of urban growth on streamflow are characterized by larger amounts of surface
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runoff, shorter time to find its way to drainage systems and rivers, and lower depth of base
flow that decrease water infiltration. Generally, large fractions of smooth and impervious
surfaces in cities make the overland flow move faster than those in rural areas. Urban runoff
is also recognized as the main form of pollutant transport into the urban drainage systems
and freshwater ecosystems [35, 156].
Water storage can occur in the air, surface, and soil columns. Change in the amount of
water in the air, which is measured as humidity, has a short time scale due to the turbulence
and it is orders of magnitude smaller than water storage in the surface and soil [119, 156].
The storage change in vegetation is also negligible, but it can have an immediate effect on
vegetation water use. Due to the high variability of soil moisture content across an urban
area and drainage properties of the urban element surfaces, the change in water storage is
highly variable.
Figure 1.4 shows a rough visualization of the effect of land use change on the partitioning
of precipitation [156]. Over the long term, intercepted water in natural areas is effectively
stored and provides a great source of evapotranspiration. As expected, only a small fraction
of total precipitation is partitioned into surface runoff. On the other hand, transition from a
rural area to a built-up area is associated with more impervious surfaces, hence great volume
of surface runoff is generated.

1.1.4

Modeling of Urban Climate

Recently, numerical models have been extensively employed to simulate exchanges of momentum, mass, and energy within the urban boundary layer. They can either be forced
by the atmospheric variables to determine energy and water balances at the surface or vice
versa. If these two types of models are coupled together, it results in an urban climate
model where exchange processes provide the link between the urban atmosphere and the
urban surfaces.
The numerical models used to simulate urban climate typically contain equations that
conserve momentum, mass, and energy. These equations determine the relationships between
meteorological quantities and surface conditions under different large scale meteorological
forcing conditions. The aerodynamic, thermal, and radiative properties of the urban surfaces
provide boundary conditions to solve the governing equations within the urban boundary
layer. The surface roughness slows down air parcels and removes a fraction of momentum
from the atmospheric flow [156]. The incoming shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes are
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Figure 1.4: Generalized partitioning of precipitation into evaporation, runoff, and infiltration
for different climate zones [156].
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the driving forces to the surface and are balanced by sensible heat flux (Qsens ), latent heat
flux (Qlat ), and ground heat flux (Qgrd )
QS + QL = Qsens + Qlat + Qgrd .

(1.3)

This equation can be used for any surface in an open green rural area (Figure 1.5b) or
individual urban facets such as road, roof, and walls. However, the energy balance of a
volume in an urban area is more complex as there are new sink and source terms within the
volume, energy exchanges across the volume surfaces, and the interaction with the urban
facets should be taken into account (Figure 1.5a). As mentioned earlier, the boundary
conditions for the mass conservation can be obtained from surface water balance equations
(Equations 1.1 and 1.2).
Urban climate models are generally designed for certain spatial and temporal scales that
cover the atmospheric processes of interest. For example, if the model aims to determine the
exchange processes between an entire city and the atmosphere, the computational domain
should be extended far beyond the horizontal and vertical size of the city. The numerical
models are limited to the processes relevant to the given phenomena. For example, air pollution models generally cover atmospheric flow and air chemistry processes. Urban climate
models are usually designed to simulate the interaction between the surface and the atmosphere. Depending on the scale of analysis, the surface representation can vary from a simple
one-dimensional slab in a mesoscale model to more realistic forms that include vertical and
horizontal dimensions. In the latter case, simplifying the urban canopy layer into a street
canyon with representative dimensions and orientation is a common practice. These Urban
Canopy Models (UCMs) are either used stand-alone to obtain the exchanges in an urban
area or coupled with the mesoscale models that provide more realistic boundary conditions
for them.
Mesoscale models incorporating the urban climate were initially aimed to resolve weather
features with grid resolutions of at best few hundred meters horizontally and a few meters
vertically, without the functionality to resolve microscale three-dimensional flows or to account for atmospheric interactions with specific urban elements such as roads, roofs, and
walls [19]. These models usually consider the effect of built-up areas by introducing an urban aerodynamic roughness length [69] or adding source or sink terms in the momentum
(drag) and energy (anthropogenic heat) equations [48]. Therefore, if higher grid resolutions
less than ten meters (horizontal and vertical) are desired [135, 194, 201], microscale climate
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.5: Generalized partitioning of incoming shortwave and longwave radiation into
sensible, latent, and ground heat fluxes. In the urban area (a) and the rural area (b). Urban
energy fluxes at the facades are shown (c).
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models should be deployed.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be used to investigate the urban microclimate
taking into account interactions between the atmosphere and the urban elements with full
three-dimensional flow analysis [6, 16, 141–143, 146, 148, 180]. However, these models are
usually used for airflow simulation around generic building arrays or individual buildings.
Despite accurate predictions, CFD models are not computationally efficient, particularly for
simulations at larger scales and for a long period of time, and they usually do not represent
many processes in the real atmosphere, such as clouds and precipitation. For example,
Mortezazadeh and Wang (2020) [144] developed a Fast Fluid Dynamics (FFD) model based
on semi-Lagrangian approach that only solves transient flow around blocks of buildings.
As an alternative, Urban Canopy Models (UCMs) require an understanding of the interactions between the atmosphere and urban elements to parameterize various exchange
processes of radiation, momentum, heat, and moisture within and just above the canopy.
UCMs have been developed based on experimental data [7, 8, 34, 104, 124], three-dimensional
simulations, or simplified urban configurations [39, 99, 101, 122, 146]. These urban canopy
models are more computationally efficient than CFD models. They are designed to provide
more details on heat storage and radiation exchange, while they employ less detailed flow
calculations. Models are frequently simplified into one direction, particularly the vertical
direction, assuming horizontal uniformity. This means that exchanges between air parcels
are considered only in the vertical direction and horizontal exchanges are set to zero. These
type of models are called column models. Higher dimensional models are usually used when
exchanges are considerable in other directions such as flow around individual buildings.
Development of energy balance models has been underway with different levels of complexity (see Figure 1.6). The first generation models simplified the urban canopy into a slab
associated with the thermal and aerodynamic properties that describe the urban canyon. In
the next generations of the models, two and three-dimensional structures have been introduced to consider more features of the urban streets. In other words, the models can be
designed to solve the energy and mass balance equations either at a single layer or at multiple layers. The single-layer models solve the equilibrium equations for each urban facet as
they interact with air state variables at a single hypothetical point. The multi-layer models
can provide higher resolution to the urban canopy model, most commonly considering the
change of state variables in the vertical direction. Multi-layer models solve the energy, mass,
and momentum equations at multiple layers extending from ground up to an elevation above
canyon height. Multi-layer models usually link the layers by solving prognostic equations,
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which distribute energy, mass, and momentum fluxes vertically.

Slab Models

Single-Layer Models

Multi-Layer Models

Figure 1.6: Urban canopy models with different levels of complexity. From left to right the
complexity of the model increase from a single point (slab model) to multi points at a single
layer (single-layer model) and multi layers (multi-layer model).

Urban microclimate models must account for a few unique features of the urban environment. Urban obstacles such as trees and buildings contribute substantially to the
changing of flow and turbulence patterns in cities [88]. Difficulties arise when spatiallyinhomogeneous urban areas create highly three-dimensional wind patterns that are difficult
to model [168, 171]. For example, the surfaces of urban obstacles exert form and skin drag
and consequently alter flow direction and speed and produce eddies at different spatiotemporal scales. This can lead to the formation of shear layers at roof level with variable
oscillation frequencies [125, 197, 212]. All such phenomena should be properly approximated
in parameterizations.
Heat exchanges between the indoor and outdoor environments significantly influence the
urban microclimate. Various studies have attempted to parametrize heat sources and sinks
caused by buildings such as heat fluxes due to infiltration, exfiltration, ventilation, walls,
roofs, roads, windows, and building energy systems [90, 179, 206]. Therefore, a Building
Energy Model (BEM) is required to be properly integrated in an urban microclimate model
to take account of the impact of building energy performance on the urban microclimate and
vice versa [27, 28, 71]. This feedback interaction between the urban microclimate and indoor
environment can significantly affect UHI and energy consumption of buildings [1, 178].
Urban vegetation can substantially reduce the adverse effects of UHI, particularly during
heat waves, resulting in improved thermal comfort [5, 12, 70]. Urban trees can potentially
increase the overall albedo of a city, provide shade and shelter, and, therefore, change the
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energy balance of the individual buildings as well as the entire city [5]. A study of the
local-scale surface energy balance revealed that the amount of energy dissipated due to
the cooling effect of trees is not negligible and should be parameterized properly [70]. In
addition, the interaction between urban elements, most importantly trees and buildings,
is evident in radiation trapping within the canyon and, most importantly, shading impact
of trees [23, 99, 167]. Buildings and trees obstruct the sky with implications in long and
shortwave radiation fluxes downward, and upward that may create unpredictable diurnal
and seasonal changes for the UHI [61, 91, 209]. Also, it has been shown that not only trees
but also the fractional vegetation coverage on urban surfaces can alter urban temperatures
with implications in UHI [12]. Trees also exert drag and alter flow patterns within the
canopy. However, this effect is not as significant as that drag induced by buildings [101].
Such complex interactions must be accounted for in successful urban microclimate models.
Some efforts also have begun to develop multi-scale climate models by coupling the
mesoscale and the microscale models [33, 42, 94, 127, 140]. The mesoscale models are
generally designed to use either single-layer or multi-layer canopy models using feedback
interaction with the atmospheric models. The coupling approach between the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) and the urban canopy models have been extensively used for
weather predictions, regional climates, air quality, and water resources. Different parameterizations have attempted to provide this coupling such as the Noah land-surface model, the
Single-Layer Urban Canopy Model (SLUCM) [104, 124], and the multi-layer urban canopy
model [122, 178, 179].
Fewer existing models provide an accurate representation of hydrological processes in
the urban environment. Attempts have been made to include the impact of surface energy
and water budgets for the different surface elements, such as soil, vegetation, and urban
canopy. The Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) has developed the Soil,
Vegetation, and Snow (SVS) scheme. SVS uses the tiling approach, and instead of a single
energy budget for the entire surface, separate energy budgets for bare ground, vegetation,
and snow cover are considered [81]. Wang et al. (2013) [204] developed an urban hydrological
model, which was coupled to an urban canopy model, accounting for water transport from
natural and engineered surfaces. Recently, the SLUCM in WRF was modified by integration
of anthropogenic latent heat, urban irrigation, evaporation from paved surfaces, and the
urban oasis effect [207, 208]. Yang et al. (2016) [208] evaluated the new WRF-SLUCM
model and found that the model prediction underestimates precipitation in the summer and
overestimates it in the fall. The results from this coupled model indicated that hydrological
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processes decrease air temperature and increase dew point temperature in the urban areas,
and there is a complex relationship between surface temperature and 2-m air temperature.
Järvi et al. (2011) [84] developed the Surface Urban Energy and Water balance Scheme
(SUEWS), which calculates energy and water balances in the urban area with multiple
surface types using hourly meteorological forcing data. The capability of WRF to capture
land-atmosphere interactions and rainfall patterns has been investigated. It was shown
that WRF is sensitive to surface characteristics and can significantly affect energy and water
balances. While it can capture radiative fluxes and mean profile of meteorological quantities,
wind and flow pattern at the lower level cannot be simulated accurately [110]. The Global
Environmental Multiscale (GEM) atmospheric model can also be used at the mesoscale. In
GEM, the tile approach is used to parameterize the land-atmosphere interactions and the
tiles represent the urban and rural surfaces, water, continental ice, and sea ice [82].

1.2

Research Gaps

Numerous studies have focused on high-fidelity urban microclimate models with high spatiotemporal flow resolution, capturing important features of the urban microclimate with acceptable accuracy [16, 66, 148, 187]. Some example CFD models of this kind include Opensource Field Operation And Manipulation (OpenFOAM) [3, 6, 10], Parallelized Large-Eddy
Simulation Model (PALM) [120, 168], and ENVI-met [46]. Despite the advances, however,
high-fidelity models capable of resolving three-dimensional flows at microscale are not computationally efficient and they are complex to implement for operational applications. As a
remedy, lower-dimensional flow urban microclimate models have been developed with many
practical applications in city planning, architecture, and engineering consulting (see Table
1.1). For example, bulk flow (single-layer) models such as Urban Weather Generator (UWG)
calculate the flow dynamics at one point, usually the centre of a hypothetical urban canyon,
which is representative of a neighborhood [26, 29, 104, 133, 173, 179]. Another bulk flow
(single-layer) model is the Canyon Air Temperature (CAT) model, which utilizes standard
data from a meteorological station to estimate air temperature in a street canyon [51]. The
Town Energy Balance (TEB) calculates energy balances for urban surfaces, which is forced
by meteorological data and incoming solar radiation in the urban site on top of the modeling
domain [126]. The Temperatures of Urban Facets - 3D (TUF-3D) model calculates urban
surface temperatures with a focus on three-dimensional radiation exchange, but it adopts
bulk flow (single-layer) modeling, and it is forced by meteorological data on top of its domain
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[102]. More recently, TUF-3D was coupled to an Indoor-Outdoor Building Energy Simulator
(TUF-3D-IOBES), but this model adopted a bulk flow (single-layer) parameterization [206].
The multi-layer Building Effect Parametrization-Tree (BEP-Tree) model includes variable
building heights, the vertical variation of climate variables, and the effects of trees, but it
is not linked to a building energy model [98, 100, 122]. More recently, the BEP model has
been coupled to a Building Energy Model (BEP+BEM) but it is forced with meteorological
variables from higher altitudes above a city using mesoscale models, instead of near-surface
meteorological variables measured outside the city (rural areas).
Precipitation is known as the primary driver of land surface hydrological processes and a
major component in water and energy circulations [84]. In recent years, this recognition has
motivated efforts to include urban hydrology in urban canopy models. The Urban TethysChloris (UT&C) model [129] has shown that the biophysical and ecophysiological behavior
of urban vegetation can be a major contributor to urban energy and water balances. Recent
model development studies have improved the energy and water exchanges by including the
effect of ground vegetation [109, 204], trees [101, 108, 167, 174] and solving surface water
balance equations [23, 84, 149, 189]. Despite growing demand to consider these effects, the
present models are still oversimplified, not considering precipitation effects and hydrological
processes.
An overview of the literature reveals no independent urban microclimate model that accounts for spatio-temporal variation of meteorological parameters in the urban environment
and considers the effects of trees, precipitation, urban hydrology, building energy, radiation,
and the connection to the near-surface rural meteorological conditions measured outside a
city. Additionally, there is a lack of an urban climate model which is independent of mesoscale
modeling, computationally efficient, and operationally simple for practical applications.

1.3

Objectives

As discussed earlier, adequate representation of urban vegetation, precipitation, hydrological
processes, and building energy are critical for comprehensive simulation of urban climate.
Trees can provide shade and shelter, cool down air and surface temperature, and ultimately
change the energy and water balances. The inclusion of urban hydrology provides better
prediction for evaporation and transpiration, particularly during precipitation events. Depending on the local climate zone, energy fluxes from buildings can significantly alter the
urban climate and vice versa. Hence, the goal of this thesis is to develop a new urban
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Model
Name

Table 1.1: Summary of urban canopy models (VF: View Factor)
Model Components

Reference

Building

Urban

Radiation

Urban

Urban

Energy

Canopy

Model

Hydrology

Vegetation

UWG

single
thermal
zone model

single layer

single layer,
VF:analytical

No

bulk parameterization of
low/high veg.

EPW
weather
data

Bueno et al.
(2012) [26]

CAT

No

single layer

single layer,
VF:analytical

No

No

canyon
top
forcing

Erell et al.
(2006) [51]

TEB

No

single layer

single layer,
VF:analytical

No

No

canyon
top
forcing

Masson et al.
(2002) [126]

TUF-3D

No

3D raster

radiosity
model

No

No

canyon
top
forcing

Krayenhoff
and
Voogt
(2007) [102]

TUF-3D-IOBES

single
thermal
zone model

3D raster

radiosity
model

No

No

canyon
top
forcing

Yaghoobian
and
Kleissl
(2012) [206]

BEP

No

multi-layer

multi layer,
VF:analytical

No

No

mesoscale
modeling

Martilli et al.
(2002)[122]

BEP-Tree

No

multi-layer

multi layer,
VF:Ray
Tracing

No

multi-layer
parameterization of high
veg.

canyon
top
forcing

Krayenhoff et
al.
(2020)
[100]

BEP-BEM

single
thermal
zone model

multi-layer

multi layer,
VF:analytical

No

No

canyon
top
forcing

Salamanca et
al. 2010 [179]

UT&C

No

two layers

single layer,
VF:Ray
Tracing

Yes

single-layer
parameterization
of
low/high veg.
at road and
roof levels

canyon
top
forcing

Meili et al.
(2020) [129]

-

No

single layer

single layer,
VF:analytical

No

bulk parameterization of
high veg.

canyon
top
forcing

Kusaka et al.
(2001) [104]

VUCM

No

single layer

single layer,
VF:analytical

Yes

single-layer
parameterization of high
veg.

canyon
top
forcing

Lee and Park
(2008) [108]

-

No

single layer

single layer,
VF:ray
tracing

Yes

single-layer
parameterization of high
veg.

canyon
top
forcing

Ryu et al.
(2016) [174]

Forcing
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microclimate model, called the Vertical City Weather Generator (VCWG), which attempts
to overcome some of the limitations mentioned in the previous sections. VCWG resolves
vertical profiles of climate variables, such as potential temperature, wind, specific humidity,
and turbulence kinetic energy in relation to surface energy and water balance models and
urban design parameters. VCWG also includes a building energy model. It allows parametric investigation of design options on urban climate control at multiple heights, particularly
if multi-storey building design options are considered. This is a significant advantage over
the bulk flow (single-layer) models such as UWG, which only consider one point for flow
dynamics inside a hypothetical canyon [26, 29, 48, 102, 104, 108, 124]. The advantages of
VCWG are as follows
• It can either be used as a standalone model (forced by rural climate data) or coupled
with mesoscale models.
• Unlike many UCMs that are forced with climate variables above the urban roughness sublayer (e.g. TUF-3D), VCWG can also be forced with rural climate variables
measured at 2 m (temperature and humidity) and 10 m (wind) above ground level
(a.g.l.) that are widely accessible and available around the world, making VCWG
highly practical for urban design investigations in different climates.
• Vertical profiles of the variables are calculated in the rural area considering effects of
thermal stability, aerodynamic, temperature, and humidity roughness lengths. This
will provide more accurate boundary condition for the urban model compared to the
predecessor models (e.g. UWG).
• VCWG provides urban climate information in one dimension, i.e., resolved vertically,
which is advantageous over bulk flow (single-layer) models (e.g., UWG).
• The model accounts for hydrological processes, including transpiration from ground
vegetation and trees as a function of photosynthetic activities, evaporation from surface
and subsurface, water interception, runon, and runoff at most urban surfaces.
• VCWG is coupled with a building energy model using two-way interaction.
• Unlike UWG, VCWG considers the effect of trees in the urban climate by modelling
evapotranspiration (latent heat transfer), sensible heat transfer, radiation transfer,
drag, and other processes introduced by trees.
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Chapter 2 introduces the methodologies for rural and urban climate modeling. In the
first stage of this thesis, VCWG v1.3.2 is developed with the main components of a radiation
model to calculate net allwave radiation fluxes at the urban and rural surfaces, a rural
model to calculate the required boundary conditions at the top of an urban area, a surface
energy balance model to calculate the heat exchanges and surface temperatures, a column
model to determine the vertical profile of climate variables in the urban area, and a building
energy model to predict the performance of a building. In this version of the model, the
only source term for the evaporative fluxes is the transpiration from trees. In the next
step, VCWG v2.0.0 is developed that overcomes the limitations of the previous version by
including an urban hydrology model. The new version simulates the hydrologic processes,
including evapotranspiration from low and high vegetation at the roof and ground levels, soil
evaporation, runon, surface runoff, and infiltration. In addition, this version of the model
can be forced by more realistic weather data, which is obtained from reanalysis datasets.
Both versions of VCWG are evaluated against field observations from the Basel UrBan
Boundary Layer Experiment (BUBBLE) (Chapters 3 and 4). Additionally, VCWG v2.0.0
is evaluated against observations in Vancouver in 2008 (Chapter 4). The performance of
VCWG is explored in numerous case studies in Basel and Vancouver (Chapters 3 and 4).
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Chapter 2
Methodology
Figure 2.1 shows the VCWG model schematic. VCWG consists of six integrated sub-models
1. A rural model (Section 2.1) provides meteorological boundary conditions to the urban
components of VCWG based on a surface energy balance model (Section 2.1.1). The
surface energy balance model is used to calculate the surface heat fluxes and the soil
temperature profile in the rural site [26, 29]. The Monin-Obukhov similarity theory
(Section 2.1.2) is used to compute friction velocity and vertical profiles of temperature
and specific humidity in the atmospheric surface layer [30, 49, 161];
2. A radiation model with vegetation (Section 2.2.1) is used to compute the longwave and
shortwave heat exchanges between the urban canyon, trees, and the atmosphere/sky.
This model was originally developed by Meili et al. (2020) [129];
3. An urban surface energy balance model (Section 2.2.2) is used to calculate surface
heat fluxes including sensible, latent, and conductive heat fluxes. This model is coupled with a hydrology model to account for latent heat fluxes from intercepted water,
transpiration, and soil columns. The model also computes the soil temperature profile;
4. An urban one-dimensional vertical diffusion model (Section 2.2.3) is used to calculate
the vertical profiles of urban microclimate variables including potential temperature,
wind speed, specific humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy, considering the effects of
urban hydrology, trees, buildings, and building energy systems (e.g. condensers and
exhaust stacks). This model was initially developed by Santiago and Martilli (2010)
[182] and Simón-Moral et al. (2017) [183], while it was later ingested into another
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model called the Building Effect Parametrization with Trees (BEP-Tree), considering
the effects of trees [98, 100, 101];
5. A Building Energy Model (BEM) (Section 2.2.4) is used to determine the waste heat
of buildings imposed on the urban environment. This model is a component of the
Urban Weather Generator (UWG) model developed by Bueno et al. (2012) [26] and
Bueno et al. (2014) [29]; and
6. A hydrology model (Section 2.2.5) is used to obtain ecophysiological behavior of urban
trees and low vegetation at the ground and roof levels and calculate urban hydrological
exchanges and soil water content profile in the presence of precipitation. This model
is a component of the UT&C model originally developed by Meili et al. (2020) [129].
These sub-models are integrated to predict vertical variation of urban micro-climate variables including potential temperature, wind speed, specific humidity, and turbulence kinetic
energy, as influenced by aerodynamic and thermal effects of urban elements, including longwave and shortwave radiation exchanges, sensible heat fluxes released from urban elements,
latent heat fluxes from intercepted water, vegetation, and soil columns, and the induced drag
by urban obstacles. The rural model takes latitude, longitude, dry bulb temperature, relative humidity, dew point temperature, and pressure at 2 m a.g.l., wind speed and direction
at 10 m a.g.l., down-welling direct shortwave radiation flux, down-welling diffuse shortwave
radiation flux, down-welling longwave radiation flux, deep soil temperature, and potentially
precipitation from a file in an EnergyPlus Weather (EPW) file format [137]. Note that EPW
files generally contain historical records for the Typical Meteorological Year (TMY), but
VCWG simply takes data in this format, which can be specific to any time period. If EPW
datasets are not available for the region of interest, alternatively VCWG retrieves forcing
data from the ERA5-Land dataset. ERA5-Land is a real-time reanalysis dataset that provides hourly atmospheric variables with a spatial resolution of 9 km from 1981 to present
[175]. For every time step, and forced with the set of weather data, the rural model then
computes a potential temperature profile, a specific humidity profile, friction velocity, and
a horizontal pressure gradient as a function of friction velocity, all of which are forced as
boundary conditions or source terms on the one-dimensional vertical diffusion model in the
urban area. The potential temperature and specific humidity are forced as fixed values on
top of the domain for the urban vertical diffusion model in the temperature and specific
humidity equations, respectively. The horizontal pressure gradient is included as a source
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term for the urban vertical diffusion model in the momentum equation. It must be acknowledged that the model does not consider the horizontal advection from the rural area. The
model assumes that the internal urban boundary layer has developed sufficiently to be in
equilibrium with the underlying urban surface, and the top of the domain is above the urban
boundary layer. As an alternative to the rural model, VCWG can read an external forcing
file containing wind speed, wind direction, temperature, humidity, and precipitation on an
hourly basis at the top of the urban domain. This option is particularly useful when the
user wants to couple VCWG with a mesoscale model. While forced by the rural model or
an external forcing file, the urban one-dimensional vertical diffusion model is also coupled
with the building energy, radiation, surface energy balance, and hydrology models. The five
models are fully interactive with each other. The urban one-dimensional vertical diffusion
model calculates the flow quantities at the centre of control volumes, which are generated by
splitting the urban computational domain into multiple layers within and above the urban
canyon. The urban domain extends to three times building height that conservatively falls
closer to the top of the atmospheric roughness sublayer in the urban area [6, 182], but within
the inertial layer in the rural area, where Monin-Obukhov similarity theory can be applied
[14]. In VCWG, buildings with uniformly-distributed height, equal width, and equal spacing
from one another, represent the urban area. The two-way interaction among the building energy model, radiation model, surface energy balance model, hydrology model, and the urban
one-dimensional vertical diffusion model is designed to update the boundary conditions, surface temperatures, and the source/sink terms in the transport equations in successive time
step iterations. More details about the sub-models are provided in the subsequent sections.

2.1

Rural Model

The rural model reads the forcing meteorological variables including wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity near the ground, incoming shortwave and longwave radiation
from sky and possibly precipitation, and then calculates the vertical profile of potential temperature and specific humidity using Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST). The model
is based on the surface energy balance using either the model developed by Louis (1979) [113]
or Penman-Monteith method [11]. Deep soil temperature and surface heat fluxes are used to
solve the transient heat diffusion equation and ultimately determine the surface temperature.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of VCWG.
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2.1.1

Surface Energy Balance Model

As shown in Figure 2.2, the surface energy balance for a flat surface or rural area involves
the net allwave radiation fluxes Sn,rur + Ln,rur [W m−2 ] into sensible Hrur [W m−2 ], latent
LErur [W m−2 ], and ground conductive Grur [W m−2 ] heat fluxes
Sn,rur + Ln,rur = Hrur + LErur + Grur ,

(2.1)

where the net shortwave solar radiation flux absorbed at the surface can be calculated from
Sn,rur = ((1 − fveg,rur )(1 − αrur ) + fveg,rur (1 − αV ))(S ↓direct + S ↓diffuse ),

(2.2)

where fveg,rur [-] is the fraction of the rural area covered by vegetation, αrur [-] is albedo of
the surface of rural area, αV [-] is the albedo of vegetation (here considered to be the same
for rural and urban vegetation), and S ↓direct and S ↓diffuse [W m−2 ] are the forcing direct and
diffuse shortwave radiation fluxes from the EPW file or the ERA5-Land dataset, respectively.
The net longwave radiation flux absorbed at the surface can be calculated as

4
Ln,rur = L↓ − L↑rur = εrur L↓ − σTs,rur
,

(2.3)

where L↓ [W m−2 ] is the forcing longwave radiation flux from the EPW file, L↑rur [W m−2 ] is
the longwave radiation flux leaving the rural surface at temperature Ts,rur [K], and εrur [-] is
rural surface emissivity.
In VCWG, the sensible and latent heat fluxes in the rural area can be calculated using
either the model developed by Louis (1979) [113] or the widely used formulation of PenmanMonteith originally developed by Penman (1948) [162]. The former is recommended when
the Bowen ratio in the rural are is available to calculate the latent heat flux, otherwise the
Penman-Monteith equations can be used to determine the latent heat flux.
In the first approach, the net sensible heat flux can be computed using the formulation
of Louis (1979) [113]
κ2

1



S rur,10m Θrur,2m − Θs,rur Fh
Hrur = −ρCp 
2
Rdrag
z
ln z0,rur



z
z0,rur


, RiB ,

(2.4)

where Rdrag = 0.74 [-] is the ratio of the drag coefficients for momentum to heat [30],
2
RiB = gz∆Θ/(Θref S rur ) [-] is the bulk Richardson number, ∆Θ [K] is temperature difference
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𝑺𝒓𝒖𝒓 + 𝑳𝒓𝒖𝒓
𝑯𝒓𝒖𝒓

𝑳𝑬𝒓𝒖𝒓
𝑮𝒓𝒖𝒓

Figure 2.2: Illustration of surface energy balance in a rural area.

between the surface and the atmosphere, Θref [K] is reference temperature, g [m s−2 ] is
gravitational acceleration, κ = 0.4 [-] is von Kármán constant, z0,rur [m] is aerodynamic
roughness length in the rural area, and S rur [m s−1 ] is wind speed. Fh [-] is the stability
function for sensible heat flux and can be computed as [113]

1/(1 + 0.5bRi )2
RiB > 0,
B
Fh =
√
1 − bRi /(1 + c −Ri ) Ri ≤ 0,
B
B
B

(2.5)

where b and c are model constants and can be determined by fitting the equation to the
results from numerical simulations and experimental results [113]. After calculating the
sensible heat flux, the net latent heat flux is calculated using the Bowen ratio βrur [-] such
that LErur = Hrur /βrur [W m−2 ].
VCWG is alternatively designed to calculate latent heat flux in the rural area using the
Penman-Monteith method, if there is no reliable information about Bowen ratio. Evapotranspiration in an open area covered by low vegetation depends on meteorological quantities (including solar radiation, air temperature, vapor pressure deficit, wind speed near the
ground), and types of vegetation, which have different transpiration rates. For an area with
low leaf area index, the water is mainly lost by the soil evaporation as the soil surface is
exposed to the atmosphere at a larger area. However, rural areas with high vegetation index
provide more coverage of the ground underneath, so the transpiration becomes dominant.
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So, based on the Penman-Monteith method the latent heat flux can be calculated as follows
[11]
∆(Sn,rur + Ln,rur − Grur ) + ρ.Cpr.Va P D
,
(2.6)
LErur =
s
)
∆ + γl ( rar+r
a
where Grur can be calculated as a fraction of net allwave radiation flux [11], γl = 0.00163Pb /L
[kPa K−1 ] is the psychrometric constant and can be calculated as a function of barometric
pressure Pb and latent heat of vaporization L [J kg−1 ], ∆ is the slope of saturated vapor
pressure [kPa K−1 ]

4098 0.6108e17.27T /(T +237.3)
∂es
=
∆=
,
(2.7)
∂Ta
(T + 237.3)2
es is saturated vapor pressure [kPa] and Ta [◦ C] is air temperature, V P D = es − ea [kPa] is
vapor pressure deficit, ea is vapor pressure [kPa], ra [s m−1 ] is the aerodynamic resistance

ra =

−drur
) ln( zzh −drur )
ln( zmz0,rur
Θ,rur

κSrur,zm

,

(2.8)

zm [m] and zh [m] are the heights at which wind speed and temperature are measured,
respectively, z0,rur [m] and zΘ,rur [m] are the rural roughness lengths for momentum and
temperature respectively, drur [m] is displacement height, and Srur,zm [m s−1 ] is wind speed
measured at zm [m]. The surface resistance rs [s m−1 ] can be calculated as a function of
stomatal resistance rl [s m−1 ] and leaf area index LAI [m2 m−2 ]
rs = rl /(0.5LAI).

(2.9)

The ground heat flux drives the conduction equation at the upper-most soil layer via [26]
dsoil cvsoil

dT1
= Csoil (T2 − T1 ) + Grur ,
dt

(2.10)

where dsoil [m] is the soil layer thickness, cvsoil [J m−3 K−1 ] is volumetric heat capacity of
soil, T1 [K] is soil upper layer temperature (the same as soil surface temperature), Csoil [W
m−2 K−1 ] is the soil thermal conductance, and T2 [K] is soil temperature in the second layer
under ground. In the lowest layer (n) of soil the conduction equation is forced by a deep soil
temperature Tdeep [K] as
dsoil cvsoil

dTn-1
= Csoil (Tdeep − Tn-1 ).
dt
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(2.11)

2.1.2

Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory

In the rural model, the Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST) is used to solve for the
vertical profiles of potential temperature, specific humidity, and friction velocity at 10 m
a.g.l. using meteorological measurements near the surface. MOST is usually applied to the
atmospheric surface layer over flat and homogeneous lands to describe the vertical profiles
of wind speed, potential temperature, and specific humidity as functions of momentum flux,
sensible heat flux, and latent heat flux measured near the surface, respectively. Using MOST
the gradient of potential temperature is given by
dΘrur
Hrur
=−
ΦH
dz
ρCp κu∗ z



z
Lobk


,

(2.12)

where Θrur [K] is mean potential temperature in the rural area, Hrur [W m−2 ] is net rural
sensible heat flux, ρ [kg m−3 ] is air density near the rural surface, Cp [J kg−1 K−1 ] is air
specific heat capacity, u∗ [m s−1 ] is friction velocity, and κ = 0.4 [-] is the von Kármán
constant. ΦH [-] is known as the universal dimensionless temperature gradient. This term is
estimated for different thermal stability conditions based on experimental data as [30, 49]

1 + 5 z ,
Lobk

 


z
= 1,
ΦH

Lobk

−1/2


 1 − 16z
Lobk

z
Lobk

> 0(Stable)

z
Lobk

= 0(Neutral)

z
Lobk

< 0(Unstable),

(2.13)

where z/Lobk [-] is dimensionless stability parameter, z [m] is height above ground, and Lobk
[m] is Obukhov-Length given by
Lobk = −

Θrur,2m u3∗
.
gκ HρCrurp

(2.14)

It has been observed that there is a monotonic reduction in friction velocity with increasing stratification [85]. So, friction velocity in Equation 2.12 is estimated from momentum
flux generalization [136]


dS rur
u∗
z
=
ΦM
,
(2.15)
dz
κz
Lobk
where S rur [m s−1 ] is the mean horizontal wind speed in the rural area and ΦM [-] is the
universal dimensionless wind shear and is estimated for different thermal stability conditions
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based on experimental data [30, 49]
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(2.16)

Friction velocity can be determined by integrating Equation 2.15, iteratively, from the
elevation of the rural aerodynamic roughness length z0,rur [m] to z − drur [m], where z = 10
[m] is the reference height for wind measurement and drur [m] is the zero displacement height.
The aerodynamic roughness length and zero displacement height have been rigorously studied
and parameterized in the literature as functions of obstacle height hrur [m] and the type of
rural area [75, 165]. VCWG permits this specification, but the approximate values used in
this study are z0,rur = 0.1hrur and drur = 0.5hrur . This method provides a friction velocity
that is corrected for thermal stability effects.
The potential temperature profiles are also obtained by integration of Equation 2.12 [161]
from rural roughness length for temperature zΘ,rur [m] to z−drur [m], where z [m] is the desired
elevation above ground (here the top of the domain). A typical value of zΘ,rur = 0.1z0,rur [m]
is often used [25, 63, 84, 129].
Given the similarity of heat and mass transfer (sensible and latent heat fluxes), the same
universal dimensionless temperature gradient can be used for the universal dimensionless
specific humidity gradient, i.e., ΦQ = ΦH [-] [213]. So the gradient of the specific humidity
can be given by the following expression, employing latent heat of vaporization L [J kg−1 ],
as


LErur
z
dQrur
=−
ΦQ
,
(2.17)
dz
ρLκu∗ z
Lobk
which can also be integrated to give the vertical profile of specific humidity. This expression
should be integrated from rural roughness length for specific humidity zQ,rur [m] to z − drur
[m], where z [m] is the desired elevation above ground (here the top of the domain). It is
often assumed that zQ,rur = zΘ,rur [m] [25, 84, 129].
The rural model also outputs a horizontal pressure gradient based on the friction velocity
calculation that is later used as a source term for the urban one-dimensional vertical diffusion
momentum equation. The pressure gradient is parameterized as ρu2∗ /Htop [kg m−2 s−2 ],
where Htop [m] is the height of the top of the domain [101, 147], here three times the average
building height.
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After calculating potential temperature and specific humidity at the top of the domain
by the rural model, these values can be applied as fixed-value boundary conditions at the
top of the domain in the urban one-dimensional vertical diffusion model in the temperature
and specific humidity transport equations.

2.2
2.2.1

Urban Model
Radiation Model

In our notation for the radiation model, indices g (G), v (V), i (I), b (B), t (T), w (W), s (S), r
(R) refer to ground, vegetation, impervious, bare, tree, wall, sky, and roof. In VCWG, there
are two types of vegetation: ground vegetation cover and trees. Tree vegetation is specified
by four parameters: tree height ht [m], tree crown radius rt [m], tree distance from canyon
walls dt [m], and Leaf Area Index (LAItree,can ) [m2 m−2 ], which is the vertical integral of the
Leaf Area Density (LAD) [m2 m−3 ] profile. In this thesis, LAIi , where i can be tree (for
high vegetation) or veg (for low vegetation), refers to the leaf area index of the individual
tree or ground vegetation, and LAIi,can refers to the leaf area of tree or ground vegetation
per total ground area. VCWG considers two trees spaced from the walls of the canyon with
distance dt [m]. Trees cannot be higher than the building height. Both types of vegetation
are specified with the same albedo αV [-] and emissivity εV [-]. The VCWG user can change
these input parameters for different vegetation structures. The radiation model in VCWG is
adapted from the model developed by Ryu et al. (2016) [174] and Meili et al. (2020) [129].
The net all-wave radiation flux is the sum of the net shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes
Rn = S ↓ − S ↑ + L↓ − L↑ ,

(2.18)

where S ↓ , S ↑ , L↓ , and L↑ [all in W m−2 ] represent the incoming shortwave, outgoing shortwave, incoming longwave, and outging longwave radiation fluxes. The incoming shortwave
radiation fluxes (direct and diffuse) and the longwave radiation flux from the sky are forced
by the EPW file or ERA5-Land dataset.
2.2.1.1

Shortwave Radiation

The direct and diffuse shortwave radiation fluxes absorbed by each urban element are computed as a function of canyon height, street width, tree shape, and albedo. The urban
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geometry creates shading effects by blocking a fraction of the incoming direct solar radiation
flux. This flux is further decreased by the sky view factor, which reduces the incoming diffuse
solar radiation flux from sky and traps reflected solar rays within the canyon. Two steps are
involved to calculate the net shortwave radiation flux: 1a) the direct shortwave radiation flux
received by each urban element is calculated as a function of the sun position and shading
effects created by buildings and trees; 1b) the diffuse shortwave radiation received by each
urban element is computed as a function of the corresponding sky view factor; and 2) infinite
radiation reflections within the urban canyon are calculated using view factors and the net
shortwave radiation flux for each urban element is then calculated. All urban elements are
assumed to be Lambertian with isotropic scattering and reflections.
The absorbed (net) shortwave radiation flux on surface i is given by


 
Sn,i = (1 − αi ) Si↓ = (1 − αi ) Si↓direct + Si↓diffuse ,

(2.19)

where αi is the albedo of the surface and Si↓direct and Si↓diffuse [W m−2 ] are the direct and
diffuse incoming shortwave radiation fluxes to surface i. The amount of direct shortwave
radiation flux received by each urban surface is calculated considering shade effects according
to well-established methodologies for the case with no trees [104, 124, 200] and with trees
[174].
There is no obstacle at the roof level which can shade the roof surface. So Si↓direct
and Si↓diffuse in Equation 2.19 are the incoming direct and the incoming diffuse shortwave
radiation fluxes from sky. If there are no trees, the shortwave radiation reaches the walls and
the ground should account for the shading effect provided by buildings. The shade position
on the ground xshd [-] and on the wall yshd [-] can be calculated as follows [129]
xshd = max[1 − HWξ, 0]

(2.20)

yshd = max[HW − 1/ξ, 0],

(2.21)

where HW [-] is the building height divided by width of the canyon, and ξ represents the
solar position with respect to canyon orientation
ξ = tan θz | sin θa |,

(2.22)

where θz [rad] is solar zenith angle and θa [rad] is the difference between solar azimuth
angle and canyon orientation. Then, the shadow length on the ground and the wall can
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be obtained from Gshd,bld = 1 − xshd [-] and Wshd,bld = yshd /HW [-], respectively. Finally,
↓direct
the direct shortwave radiation flux reaches the sunlit wall SWsun
[W m−2 ], the shaded wall
↓direct
[W m−2 ] and the ground SG↓direct [W m−2 ] can be computed as follows
SWshd
SG↓direct = S ↓direct [1 − Gshd ]

(2.23)

↓direct
SWsun

(2.24)

= S ↓direct ξ[1 − Wshd ]

↓direct
SWshd
= 0.

(2.25)

Presence of trees increases the fraction of shaded surfaces. Hence, Equations 2.23-2.25
can be modified as
SG↓direct = S ↓direct [1 − Gshd,bld + τ Gshd,tree ]

(2.26)

↓direct
SWsun
= S ↓direct ξ[HW − Wshd,bld + τ Wshd,tree ]

(2.27)

↓direct
SWshd
= 0,

(2.28)

where Gshd,tree [-] and Wshd,tree [-] are the shadow length on the ground and wall, respectively,
due to the presence of trees. The tree canopy transmittance τ can be calculated as a function
of LAIcan and optical transmittance Kopt [-] using τ = e−Kopt LAIcan [-]. It is assumed that
Kopt is constant and is equal to 0.5 [129]. The total shadow length due to the presence of
trees can be calculated as a function of tree height and the location of shadow on the ground
and walls over the course of a day [174].
The direct shortwave radiation flux reaches the urban trees and is determined as
↓direct
ST↓direct = (1 − τ )(ST1
+ ST↓direct
)/2,
2

(2.29)

↓direct
↓direct
where ST1
[W m−2 ] and ST2
[W m−2 ] are the direct shortwave radiation fluxes received
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by two trees in the canyon and can be calculated using the following equations

↓direct
ST1




0
ξ ≥ tan θ1


p
= S ↓direct [rt 1 + ξ 2 + (1 − dt ) − (HW − Ht W )ξ]/(2πrt ) tan θ2 ≤ ξ < tan θ1


p

S ↓direct [2r 1 + ξ 2 ]/(2πr )
ξ < tan θ2
t
t

↓direct
ST2




0
ξ ≥ tan θ3


p
= S ↓direct [rt 1 + ξ 2 + dt − (HW − Ht W )ξ]/(2πrt ) tan θ4 ≤ ξ < tan θ3


p

S ↓direct [2r 1 + ξ 2 ]/(2πr )
ξ < tan θ4
t
t

(2.30)

(2.31)

where Ht W [-] is normalized height of tree, and θ1 to θ4 are angles that represent interaction
between tree and radiation beams (see Figure 2.3) [174].
θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4

Figure 2.3: Illustration of interaction between solar radiation beam, the urban surface, and
the shadow provided by trees. θ1 to θ4 are the reference angles.

Sky view factors are used to determine the amount of diffuse shortwave radiation flux
that reaches a surface from the sky. Infinite reflections of diffuse shortwave radiation flux
are calculated within the urban canyon using view factors for each pair of urban surfaces
[202, 203]
Si↓diffuse = S ↓diffuse V Fs,i ,
(2.32)
where V Fi is the view factor between the surface i and the sky. For the case of no trees,
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analytical view factors are calculated using standard equations [108, 124, 173, 204], while
for trees the method developed by Ryu et al. (2016) [174] is used. No obstructions are
considered for roofs, i.e. trees cannot be taller than buildings. View factors meet a set of
three requirements: 1) the self view factor of a flat surface is zero, 2) energy at the surface
is conserved, and 3) view factors are reciprocal. The view factors for the case with trees are
calculated using the Monte Carlo ray tracing algorithm [60, 203]. This algorithm performs a
probabilistic sampling of all rays emitted by an urban element. The relative frequency of rays
emitted by one element that hit another element is an estimation of the view factor between
the two elements. On each element, a large number of randomly distributed emitting points
are considered. These view factors are also corrected for the three requirements mentioned
above.
In the radiation model, the total shortwave radiation absorbed by the surfaces account
for infinite shortwave reflections within the canyon [76, 203]. Applying this method leads
to a system of equations that can output outgoing shortwave radiation Si↑ from the urban
surfaces for the case with no trees

↑
↑
↑


CGV αGV (SG↓direct + V FS,G S ↓diffuse ) = SGV
− SWsun
CGV αGV V FG,W − SWshd
CGV αGV V FG,W




↑
↑
↑


CGB αGB (SG↓direct + V FS,G S ↓diffuse ) = SGB
− SWsun
CGB αGB V FG,W − SWshd
CGB αGB V FG,W




↑
↑
↑


C α (S ↓direct + V FS,G S ↓diffuse )
= SGI
− SWsun
CGI αGI V FG,W − SWshd
CGI αGI V FG,W

 GI GI G
↓direct
↑
↑
αW (SWsun
+ V FW,S S ↓diffuse )
= −SGV
CGV fGV αW V FW,G − SGV
CGV fGV αW V FW,G − ,



↑
↑
↑


SGI
CGI fGI αW V FW,G + SWsun
− SWshd
αW V FW,W




↑
↑
↓diffuse


)
= −SGV
CGV fGV αW V FW,G − SGB
CGB fGB αW V FW,G −
αW (V FW,S S




S↑ C f α V F
− S↑ α V F
+ S↑
GI

GI GI W

W,G

Wsun W

W,W

Wshd

(2.33)
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and if trees are considered, the equations are modified as follows
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↑
↑
T
T
= SGV
− SWsun
CGV αGV V FG,W
− SWshd
CGV αGV V FG,W
−
T
ST↑ CGV αGV V FG,T
↑
↑
↑
T
T
= SGB
− SWsun
CGB αGB V FG,W
− SWshd
CGB αGB V FG,W
−
T
ST↑ CGV αGV V FG,T
↑
↑
↑
T
T
= SGI
− SWsun
CGI αGI V FG,W
CGI αGI V FG,W
− SWshd
−
T
ST↑ CGV αGV V FG,T
↑
↑
T
T
= −SGV
CGV fGV αW V FW,G
− SGB
CGB fGB αW V FW,G
−
↑
↑
↑
T
T
SGI
CGI fGI αW V FW,G
+ SWsun
− SWshd
αW V FW,W
− ,
T
ST↑ αW V FW,T
↑
↑
T
T
= −SGV
− SGB
−
CGV fGV αW V FW,G
CGB fGB αW V FW,G
↑
↑
↑
T
T
SGI
CGI fGI αW V FW,G
− SWsun
αW V FW,W
+ SWshd
−
T
ST↑ αW V FW,T
↑
↑
T
T
−
− SGB
CGB fGB αT V FT,G
= −SGV
CGV fGV αT V FT,G
↑
↑
T
T
SGI
CGI fGI αT V FT,G
− SWsun
αT V FT,W
−
↑
T
T
SWshd
+ ST↑ (1 − αT V FT,T
)
αT V FT,W

(2.34)
where V F T are view factors in the presence of trees, CGV , CGB , and CGI are boolean operators
to consider presence or absence of vegetated, bare, and impervious ground respectively, αi is
albedo of the surface i, fGV , fGB , and fGI are the fractions of ground covered by vegetation,
bare soil, and impervious surface, respectively.
The radiation model also checks that the reciprocity criterion is met. The conservation
of radiation energy at the surfaces can be determined as
EBswr =

X fi Ai
i

AG

Si↓ −

X fi Ai
i

AG

Sn,i −

X fi Ai
i

AG

Si↑ ,

(2.35)

where Ai is the surface area and AG is the road area which is equal to the width of canyon
for a 2D case.
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2.2.1.2

Longwave Radiation

The net longwave radiation flux on the urban surfaces can be calculated as the difference
between the incoming L↓i [W m−2 ] and outgoing longwave radiation L↑i [W m−2 ] fluxes. The
emitted radiation fluxes depend on surface temperatures Ti . Infinite reflections of longwave
radiation within the urban canyon are considered. Again, no obstructions are considered for
roofs, i.e. trees cannot be taller than buildings. These fluxes can be calculated as
L↓i =

X

V Fi,j L↑i ,

(2.36)

j

where outgoing longwave radiation can be obtained from
L↑i = Lemit
+ (1 − εi )L↓i ,
i

(2.37)

where εi [-] is the emissivity of the surface, (1− εi ) [-] is the reflectivity of the surface, and the
= εi σTi4 for the urban surfaces. Hence, the net longwave
emitted longwave radiation is Lemit
i
radiation at surface i can be calculated as
Ln,i = L↓i − L↑i .

(2.38)

Following the method proposed by Harman (2004) [76] and Wang (2014) [203], the outgoing longwave radiation flux from surfaces can be determined by solving the following system
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of equations for the case with no trees
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CGB (εGB σTGB
+ (1 − εGB )V FS,G L↓ )
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CGI (εGI σTGI
+ (1 − εGI )V FS,G L↓ )










↓
ε σT 4
W
Wsun + (1 − εW )V FS,W L


















4


εW σTWshd
+ (1 − εW )V FS,W L↓


















= L↑GV − L↑Wsun CGV (1 − εGV )V FG,W −
L↑Wshd CGV (1 − εGV )V FG,W
= L↑GB − L↑Wsun CGB (1 − εGB )V FG,W −
L↑Wshd CGB (1 − εGB )V FG,W
= L↑GI − L↑Wsun CGI (1 − εGI )V FG,W −
L↑Wshd CGI (1 − εGI )V FG,W
= −L↑GV CGV fGV (1 − εW )V FW,G −
L↑GB CGB fGB (1 − εW )V FW,G −

(2.39)

L↑GI CGI fGI (1 − εW )V FW,G +
L↑Wsun − L↑Wshd (1 − εW )V FWW
= −L↑GV CGV fGV (1 − εW )V FW,G −
L↑GB CGB fGB (1 − εW )V FW,G −
L↑GI CGI fGI (1 − εW )V FW,G −
L↑Wsun (1 − εW )V FWW + L↑Wshd .

If trees are present, the view factors are calculated with a simplified two-dimensional
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Monte Carlo ray-tracing algorithm [60, 203] and the equations are modified as follows
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T
= L↑GV − L↑Wsun CGV (1 − εGV )V FG,W
−
T
L↑Wshd CGV (1 − εGV )V FG,W
−
T
L↑T CGV (1 − εGV )V FG,T
T
= L↑GB − L↑Wsun CGB (1 − εGB )V FG,W
−
T
L↑Wshd CGB (1 − εGB )V FG,W
−
T
L↑T CGV (1 − εGV )V FG,T
T
= L↑GI − L↑Wsun CGI (1 − εGI )V FG,W
−
T
L↑Wshd CGI (1 − εGI )V FG,W
−
T
L↑T CGV (1 − εGV )V FG,T
T
= −L↑GV CGV fGV (1 − εW )V FW,G
−
T
−
L↑GB CGB fGB (1 − εW )V FW,G
T
+ L↑Wsun −
L↑GI CGI fGI (1 − εW )V FW,G
T
L↑Wshd (1 − εW )V FWW
−

(2.40)

T
L↑T (1 − εW )V FW,T
T
= −L↑GV CGV fGV (1 − εW )V FW,G
−
T
−
L↑GB CGB fGB (1 − εW )V FW,G
T
−
L↑GI CGI fGI (1 − εW )V FW,G
T
L↑Wsun (1 − εW )V FWW
+ L↑Wshd −
T
L↑T (1 − εW )V FW,T
T
= −L↑GV CGV fGV (1 − εT )V FT,G
−
T
L↑GB CGB fGB (1 − εT )V FT,G
−
T
L↑GI CGI fGI (1 − εT )V FT,G
−
t
−
L↑Wsun (1 − εT )V FTW
T
L↑Wshd (1 − εT )V FTW
+
T
L↑T (1 − (1 − εT )V FT,T
)

The energy associated with the longwave radiation exchanges on the urban surfaces is
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conserved and can be calculated as
EBlwr =

X fi Ai
i

2.2.2

AG

L↓i −

X fi Ai
i

AG

Ln,i −

X fi A i
i

AG

L↑i .

(2.41)

Surface Energy Balance Model

The surface energy balance is the key to understand and model the microclimate at the
surface and exchange processes in the atmospheric boundary layer. When the buoyant
forcing, which arises from the sensible heat fluxes of urban facades, is coupled with the
synoptic wind, it provides the required energy for vertical heat, mass, and momentum fluxes
[154, 157]. Due to the diversity of shape, size, and composition of urban elements, the surface
energy balances in the urban areas are more difficult to model. Figure 2.4 shows the energy
fluxes from urban elements.

𝑺↓ + 𝑳↓
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of surface energy balance in an urban area.

In VCWG, one can express the energy balance equation for the individual urban surface
i as follows
Ln,i + Sn,i = Hi + LEi + Gi ,
(2.42)
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where the left hand side of the equation represents net allwave radiation fluxes at the surface
i (vegetated roof: (r,veg), impervious roof: (r,imp), vegetated ground: (g,veg), bare ground:
(g,bare), impervious ground: (g,imp), wall, and tree), Hi [W m−2 ] is sensible heat flux, LEi
[W m−2 ] is latent heat flux, and Gi [W m−2 ] is conductive heat flux. The latent heat flux
at the walls are assumed to be zero. In the subsequent sections, detailed calculation of heat
fluxes are provided.
2.2.2.1

Sensible Heat Flux

The sensible heat flux from ground, roof, and sunlit and shaded walls Hi [W m−2 ] can be
calculated as [129]
Θatm − Θi
,
(2.43)
Hi = −ρCp P
j ri,j
where i represent the urban surfaces (i=(g,imp) is impervious ground, i=(g,veg) is vegetated
ground, i=(g,bare) is bare ground, i=(r,imp) is impervious roof, i=(r,veg) is vegetated roof,
i=(sun,wall) is sunlit wall, i=(shd,wall) is shaded wall), ρ [kg m−3 ] is density of air at the
P
air temperature of Θatm [K] adjacent to the surface, and j ri,j [s m−1 ] is the sum of thermal
resistances between the surface and the atmosphere. Detail description of the sensible heat
fluxes from surfaces are shown in Figure 2.5 and discussed in the subsequent sections.
Horizontal Surfaces
The resistances for the horizontal surfaces covered by vegetation rveg , bare soil rbare , and
vegetation rimp can be formulated as [56, 129]
rimp = raero

(2.44)

rbare = raero

(2.45)

rveg = raero + r̂lb,veg ,

(2.46)

where raero [s m−1 ] is aerodynamic resistance and r̂lb,veg [s m−1 ] is the re-scaled leaf boundary
resistance. The aerodynamic resistance is based on study by Louis (1979) [113] and can be
calculated as [113]

2
z
ln z0
1

,
(2.47)
raero = Rdrag
2
S z κ Fh z , RiB
z0

where Rdrag = 0.74 [-] is ratio of the drag coefficients for momentum to heat [30], RiB [-]
is the bulk Richardson number, κ = 0.4 is von Kármán constant, z0 [m] is aerodynamic
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Figure 2.5: Detailed description of sensible heat flux from urban surfaces.

roughness length of the surface, and S z [m s−1 ] is wind speed near the surface, and Fh [-] is
the stability function for sensible heat flux and can be calculated using Equation 2.5.
The leaf boundary layer is a thin laminar layer of air surrounding leaf. Due to the high
gradient of temperature, wind speed, and moisture within this layer, it controls the exchange
of mass and energy between the plant and the surrounding environment. The leaf boundary
resistance rlb,veg [s m−1 ] can be calculated as a function of leaf morphology and wind speed.
Re-scaling rlb,veg by a factor of 2, leaf area index LAIveg , and stem area index SAIveg accounts
for two-sided resistance of the leaf and the whole vegetation canopy [56, 129]
r̂lb,veg =

rlb,veg
.
2(LAIveg + SAIveg )

(2.48)

Detailed calculation of leaf boundary resistance is provided in Section 2.2.2.4.
Vertical Surfaces
In VCWG, it is assumed that the sunlit and shaded walls are impervious and the thermal
resistance between the surface and adjacent atmosphere (rwall ) can be formulated as [98]
rwall =
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1
,
hc

(2.49)

where hc = 5.678(1.09 + 0.23(S z /0.3048)) [m s−1 ] is an empirical convective heat transfer
coefficient calculated as a function of vertical profile of wind speed in the canyon. Note that
the surface temperature in Equation 2.43 for sunlit and shaded walls is different and can be
obtained from the surface energy balance equation.
Trees
The thermal resistance for tree rtree [s m−1 ] can be calculated using Equation 2.46. The leaf
boundary resistance of trees (rlb,tree ) can be calculated using the formulation provided in
Section 2.2.2.4, with adopted parameters for tree
Htree = −ρCp

Θatm − Θtree
.
rlb,tree
rtree + 2(LAItree
+SAItree )

(2.50)

The undercanopy resistance approach is used to calculate aerodynamic resistance (raero )
from the tree to the canyon [116]. In this approach, the difference between aerodynamic
resistance below and above the sink of momentum in the vegetation is computed as aerodynamic resistance. The original formulation of the under canopy resistance is based on
exponential and logarithmic wind speed profile within a canyon. In order to be consistent
with the other physical process in VCWG, the vertical wind speed profile calculated in the
column model is used, which provides more realistic representation of momentum exchange
in the urban canyon.
In VCWG, an alternative formulation for sensible heat flux from trees is provided as
[32, 98].
Htree = −2cPM gHa (Ta − Tt ),
(2.51)
where cPM is the molar heat capacity for air [J mol K−1 ], gHa is the conductance for heat
[mol m−2 s−1 ], Tt [K] is tree temperature, Ta [K] is air temperature.
2.2.2.2

Latent Heat and Evaporative Fluxes

The latent heat flux from ground, roof, and trees LEi [W m−2 ] can be calculated by multiplying latent heat of vaporization by evaporative flux
LEi = L × Ei = ρL

Qsat (Ti ) − Q
P
,
j ri,j

(2.52)

where L [J kg−1 ] is the latent heat of vaporization, Ei = LEi /L [kg m−2 s−1 ] is evaporative
flux from surface i, Qsat [kg kg−1 ] is saturated specific humidity at the temperature of surface
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P
Ti , Q [kg kg−1 ] is specific humidity of the adjacent air, and j ri,j [s m−1 ] is the sum of thermal
resistances between the surface and the atmosphere. The air density profile ρ in the urban
domain can be obtained from the column model. The latent heat of vaporization is a function
of air temperature L = 1000(2501 − 2.351Ta ) [J kg−1 ], where Ta [◦ C] is air temperature. The
saturated specific humidity can be computed as a function of saturation vapor pressure esat
[Pa] at Ti [◦ C]
Qsat (Ti ) =

0.622esat (Ti )
Pa − 0.378esat (Ti )

(2.53)

esat (Ti ) = 611e(17.27Ti )/(237.3+Ti ) .

(2.54)

Detail description of the latent heat fluxes from surfaces are shown in Figure 2.6 and
discussed in the subsequent sections.
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Figure 2.6: Detailed description of latent heat flux from urban surfaces.

Horizontal surfaces
The evaporative fluxes at the ground and roof levels are caused by evaporation from runon
at the impervious ground Eimp , evaporation from runon at the bare ground Ebare , evaporation from runon at the soil surface underneath the low vegetation Eveg , and evaporation
from intercepted water on low vegetation Eveg,int , transpiration from sunlit low vegetation
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T Eveg,sun , and transpiration from shaded low vegetation T Eveg,shd and are all in [kg m−2 s−1 ].
The resistance for the horizontal surfaces used in the calculation of latent heat fluxes are
[129]
rimp = raero

(2.55)

rbare = raero + rsoil

(2.56)

rveg = raero + rsoil

(2.57)

rveg,int = raero + r̂lb,veg

(2.58)

rveg,sun = raero + r̂lb,veg,sun + r̂s,veg,sun

(2.59)

rveg,shd = raero + r̂lb,veg,shd + r̂s,veg,shd

(2.60)

where raero [s m−1 ] is aerodynamic resistance which can be calculated from Equation 2.47,
rsoil is the soil resistance (see Section 2.2.2.4), r̂lb,veg is the re-scaled leaf boundary resistance
of low vegetation respectively, and r̂s,veg is the re-scaled stomatal resistance. The subscript
sun and shd denote the sunlit and shaded part of the vegetation, respectively. The re-scaled
stomatal resistance can be calculated as [56, 129]
rlb,veg
(LAIveg + SAIveg )dw,veg
rlb,veg
r̂lb,veg,sun =
LAIveg Fsun,veg (1 − dw,veg )
rlb,veg
r̂lb,veg,shd =
LAIveg Fshd,veg (1 − dw,veg )
rs,veg,sun
r̂s,veg,sun =
LAIveg Fsun,veg (1 − dw,veg )
rs,veg,shd
r̂s,veg,shd =
,
LAIveg Fshd,veg (1 − dw,veg )
r̂lb,veg =

(2.61)
(2.62)
(2.63)
(2.64)
(2.65)

where rlb,veg [s m−1 ] is leaf boundary resistance, rs,veg,sun and rs,veg,shd are stomatal resistance
of the sunlit and shaded part of the vegetation all in [s m−1 ], dw,veg [-] is the fraction of
vegetation covered by intercepted water, and Fsun,veg and Fshd,veg are fraction of sunlit and
shaded vegetation, respectively. The detailed calculation of soil, leaf boundary, and stomatal
resistances are provided in Section 2.2.2.4. The shaded and sunlit fractions of low vegetation
are calculated based on the assumption of exponential decay of direct radiation within the
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vegetation canopy as [129]
Fsun,veg =

1 1 − e(−Kopt LAIveg )
LAIveg
Kopt

Fshd,veg = 1 − Fsun,veg ,

(2.66)
(2.67)

where Kopt = 0.5 [-] is light transmission coefficient. Equations 2.55-2.57 are the resistances
used to calculate evaporation from surfaces and Equations 2.59 and 2.60 are the resistances
used to calculated transpiration from vegetation. As detailed in Equations 2.61-2.65, the
fraction of canopy covered by intercepted water dw,veg contributes to evaporation from intercepted water, while the rest of it contributes to transpiration (1 − dw,veg ), and dw,veg can be
calculated as [129]


dw,veg = min 1, (Int/Intmax )2/3 ,
(2.68)
where Int [mm] is the intercepted water and Intmax [mm] is maximum interception capacity
of the surface, which are discussed in Section 2.2.5.
Trees
The latent heat flux from tree accounts for evaporation from intercepted water and transpiration from sunlit and shaded fractions of the tree. The thermal resistances can be formulated
as follows [129]
rtree,int = rtree + r̂lb,tree

(2.69)

rtree,sun = rtree + r̂lb,tree,sun + rs,tree,sun

(2.70)

rtree,shd = rtree + r̂lb,tree,shd + rs,tree,shd ,

(2.71)

where rtree,int , rtree,sun , and rtree,shd all in [s m−1 ] are used to determine latent heat flux of
intercepted water on trees LEtree [W m−2 ], latent heat of transpiration from sunlit faction
LT Etree,sun [W m−2 ], and latent heat of transpiration from shaded fraction LT Etree,shd [W
m−2 ], respectively. r̂lb,tree is the re-scaled leaf boundary resistance of tree, r̂lb,tree,sun and
r̂lb,tree,shd are re-scaled leaf boundary resistance of sunlit and shaded fractions of the tree
respectively, and r̂s,tree,sun and r̂s,tree,shd are the re-scaled soil resistances (see Section 2.2.2.4)
for the sunlit and shaded fractions of the canopy, respectively. The resistances can be
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calculated as [129]
rlb,tree
(LAItree + SAIt )dw,tree
rlb,tree
r̂lb,tree,sun =
LAItree Fsun,tree (1 − dw,tree )
rlb,tree
r̂lb,tree,shd =
LAItree Fshd,tree (1 − dw,tree )
rs,tree,sun
r̂s,tree,sun =
LAItree Fsun,tree (1 − dw,tree )
rs,tree,shd
r̂s,tree,shd =
,
LAItree Fshd,tree (1 − dw,tree )
r̂lb,tree =

(2.72)
(2.73)
(2.74)
(2.75)
(2.76)

where rlb,tree is leaf boundary resistance, rs,sun and rs,shd are stomatal resistances of the sunlit
and shaded part of the tree all in [s m−1 ], respectively, dw,tree [-] is the fraction of tree
covered by intercepted water, and Fsun,tree and Fshd,tree are fractions of sunlit and shaded
tree, respectively. The detailed calculation of soil, leaf boundary, and stomatal resistances
are provided in Section 2.2.2.4.
In VCWG, an alternative formulation for latent heat flux from trees is provided [32, 98]
LEtree = Λm gv

es (Tt ) − ea
,
Pa

(2.77)

where Tt [K] is tree temperature, Ta [K] is air temperature, gv [mol m−2 s−1 ] is the average
surface and boundary layer conductance for humidity for the leaf, Λm [J mol−1 ] is molar latent
heat of vaporization, es (Tt ) [Pa] is saturated vapor pressure of the air at tree temperature,
ea [Pa] is actual vapor pressure, and Pa [Pa] is the atmospheric pressure.
2.2.2.3

Conductive Heat Flux

Building Envelop
The interaction between indoor and outdoor environments is taken into account by calculating the conductive heat flux through the building envelop (walls and roof)
∂Ti,bld
∂ 2 Ti,bld
= ki,bld
,
∂t
∂z 2

(2.78)

where Ti,bld is temperature of roof (i=roof) or wall (i=wall) layers, ki,bld = λi /Cv,i,bld [m2 s−1 ]
is the thermal diffusivity of the envelop layers and is a function of thermal conductivity λi
[W m−1 K−1 ] and volumetric heat capacity Cv,i,bld [J m−3 K−1 ]. The boundary conditions
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required to solve the conduction equation are provided by the building energy model, which
calculates the temperature and heat flux at the interior surface (see Section 2.7) and the surface energy balance model, which calculates heat flux at the exterior surface (Gi in Equation
2.43).
Ground
The ground heat flux drives the conduction equation at the upper-most soil layer via [26]
d × cvsoil

dT1
= Csoil (T2 − T1 ) + Gi ,
dt

(2.79)

where d [m] is the soil layer thickness, cvsoil [J m−3 K−1 ] is volumetric heat capacity of soil,
T1 = Θrur,s [K] is soil upper layer temperature (the same as soil surface temperature), Csoil
[W m−2 K−1 ] is the soil thermal conductance, and T2 [K] is soil temperature in the second
layer under ground. In the lowest layer (n) of soil the conduction equation is forced by a
deep soil temperature Tdeep [K]
d × cvsoil

dTn-1
= Csoil (Tdeep − Tn-1 ).
dt

(2.80)

In VCWG, the volumetric heat capacity and thermal conductivity of soil columns are determined as a function of soil properties (percentage of clay and sand in the soil) and soil water
content, which is detailed in Oleson et al. (2004) [159].
Tree
VCWG computes the tree surface temperature by solving the energy balance equation. The
latent and sensible heat fluxes are calculated using aerodynamic (imposed by turbulence in
the atmosphere), leaf boundary (imposed by a thin layer of air around leaves), and stomatal
resistances formulated in Equations 2.46, 2.69-2.71 and Section 2.2.2.4. The absorbed shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes by the tree are also determined in Section 2.2.1. Then,
the following energy balance equation is solved for the tree surface temperature using the
least square method
Ln,tree + Sn,tree = Htree + LEtree + LT Etree .

(2.81)

This approach is used when water fluxes have significant effect on the canyon energy
balance, particularly during rainfall events.
As an alternative, VCWG can simplify the problem further by linearizing the following
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tree energy balance
↓
(1 − αt )2ΩStree
+ 2εt (ΩL↓tree − σTt4 ) − Htree − LEtree = 0,

(2.82)

where Ω is clumping factor and Htree and LEtree can be calculated using Equations 2.51
and 2.77, respectively. Then the surface tree temperature can be determined explicitly by
linearizing the energy balance equation [100].
2.2.2.4

Thermal Resistances

As discussed earlier, the sensible and latent heat fluxes of soil and urban vegetation are
calculated using the resistance approach. This section provides detailed parameterization of
soil, leaf boundary, and stomatal resistances.
Leaf Boundary Resistance
In calm air, diffusion coefficient controls the exchange of heat and water vapor from leaf to
the atmosphere. As wind speed increases, the thickness of leaf boundary layer grows and
turbulent flow contributes significantly to the transport of quantities [56]. VCWG calculates
leaf boundary resistance rlb [s m−1 ] as a function of leaf dimension and surrounding flow
condition [57, 129]
1
,
(2.83)
rlb =
gb,free + gb,force
where gb,free and gb,force all in [m s−1 ] are leaf boundary conductance at free and forced
convection and can be computed as [57, 129]
0.5Dh Gr0.25
dleaf
 

Szveg/tree 0.5
2a
=
[1 − e−α/2 ],
α
dleaf

gb,free =

(2.84)

gb,force

(2.85)

where Dh = 1.9 × 10−5 [m2 s−1 ] is molecular diffusivity of heat, Gr = 1.6 × 108 (Tveg/tree −
Ta )d3leaf [-] is Grashof number, dleaf [m] is leaf dimension, a = 0.01 [m s−1/2 ] is a model
constant, α [-] is attenuation coefficient for wind speed profile, and Szveg/tree [m s−1 ] is wind
speed at the height of vegetation which is determined from the column model.
Stomatal Resistance
Stomata of a leaf control the uptake of CO2 from the atmosphere to its chloroplasts for
photosynthesis activity. Stomata are normally open during the daytime and only a small
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fraction of absorbed radiation is used for photosynthesis activity. The large portion of
radiation causes inevitable water evaporation from the leaf tissue. The stomatal resistance
to the water exchange rs,water [m2 s µmol−1 CO2 ] for sunlit and shaded fraction of vegetation
can be calculated as a function of the process of photosynthesis [129]
rs,water =

1
,
1.64gs,CO2

(2.86)

where gs,CO2 is stomatal conductance of CO2 , and the factor of 1.64 represents ratio of
stomatal resistance to CO2 exchange to stomatal resistance to water exchange. rs,water can
be converted to hydrological units of [s m−1 ] as [129]
rs =

1
273.15Pa
106 rs,water ,
0.0224 Tveg/tree Pref

(2.87)

where Pa and Pref = 101325 are the atmospheric pressure and reference pressure in [Pa] and
Tveg/tree is in [K]. The stomatal conductance of CO2 can be calculated as a function of carbon
dioxide assimilation rate AnC [µmol CO2 m−2 s−1 ], vapor pressure deficit of the atmosphere
V P D [Pa], and intercellular CO2 concentration ci [Pa] [129]
gs,CO2 = g0,CO2 + a

AnC
f.Patm ,
(cc − Γ∗ )

(2.88)

where g0,CO2 [µmol CO2 m−2 s−1 ] is the minimum stomatal conductance, cc [Pa] is internal
CO2 concentration of the leaf, f = 1/(1 + V P D/∆0 ) [-], and ∆0 [Pa] is a model constant.
Detailed calculation of these parameters are provided in Fatichi (2010) [56] and Meili et al.
(2020) [129].
Soil Resistance
Atmospheric conditions and soil water content control evaporation from soil pores to the
adjacent atmosphere above. VCWG calculates soil resistance rsoil [s m−1 ] using the model
developed by Haghighi et al. (2013) [72] and Fatichi (2010) [56], where soil resistance is
parameterized as a function of type of soil, soil water content, and atmospheric condition
just above the surface. Hence, rsoil is the sum of resistance to transport water vapor within the
soil column rsv [s m−1 ] and resistance to transport water from soil surface to the atmosphere
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above rsbl [s m−1 ], where rsv and rsbl can be calculated as [56, 129]
γ
4K(θS )
δm + Psz f (θS )
=
,
Da

rsv =

(2.89)

rsbl

(2.90)

where K [m s−1 ] is the soil hydraulic conductivity at soil water content θS , γ = (RHsoil esat −
ea )/(ρw Rd Tg ) [-], RHsoil [-] is relative humidity of the soil, Tg [K] is surface soil temperature,
ρw [kg m−3 ] is density of water, Rd [J kg−1 K−1 ] is gas constant for water vapor, δm [m]
is boundary layer thickness of soil, Psz [m] is soil pore size, Da [m2 s−1 ] is the molecular
diffusivity of water vapor, f (θS ) [-] is a function that relates soil moisture content θS to
diffusivity. Detailed formulation of δm , Psz , and f (θS ) are provided in Meili et al. (2020)
[129].

2.2.3

Urban Vertical Diffusion Model

Numerous studies have attempted to parameterize the interaction between urban elements
and the atmosphere in terms of dynamical and thermal effects, from very simple models
based on MOST [193], to the bulk flow (single-layer) parameterizations [29, 102, 104, 124],
and to multi-layer models [73, 100, 101, 182] with different levels of complexity. The multilayer models usually treat aerodynamic and thermal effects of urban elements as sink or
source terms in temperature, momentum, specific humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy
equations. Parameterization of the exchange processes between the urban elements and
the atmosphere can be accomplished using either experimental data or CFD simulations
[8, 48, 95, 96, 101, 115, 122, 182]. CFD-based parameterizations use results from ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) or Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) including effects of trees
and buildings [101, 123, 147, 182]. These parameterizations are based on temporally and
horizontally averaged CFD results at different canopy heights.
Variables such as cross- and along-canyon wind velocities (U and V [m s−1 ], respectively),
potential temperature (Θ [K]), and specific humidity (Q [kg kg−1 ]) are Reynolds averaged.
The one-dimensional time-averaged momentum equations in the cross- and along-canyon
components are [98, 100, 101, 147, 182, 183]
∂U
∂uw 1 ∂P
=−
−
− Dx ,
∂t
∂x |{z}
| ∂z
{z } |ρ {z
}
III
I

II
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(2.91)

∂V
∂vw 1 ∂P
=−
−
− Dy ,
∂t
∂z
ρ
∂y
| {z } | {z } |{z}
III
I

(2.92)

II

where P [Pa] is time-averaged pressure. The terms on the right hand side of Equations 2.91
and 2.92 are the vertical gradient of turbulent flux of momentum (I), acceleration due to the
large-scale pressure gradient (II), and the sum of pressure, building form, building skin, and
vegetation drag terms (III). The pressure and skin drag force terms exerted on the flow are
formulated as follows [98, 100, 101, 147, 182, 183]
Dx =

1 ∂ P̃
+ ν(∇2 Ũ ),
ρ ∂x | {z }
| {z }
II

(2.93)

1 ∂ P̃
+ ν(∇2 Ṽ ),
ρ ∂y | {z }
| {z }
II

(2.94)

I

Dy =

I

where term I represents dispersive pressure variation (form drag) induced by vegetation and
building and term II represents the dispersive viscous dissipation (skin drag) induced by
horizontal surfaces. The former can be parameterized as

1 ∂ P̃
= BD CDBv + LADΩCDV U expl U ,
ρ ∂x

1 ∂ P̃
= BD CDBv + LADΩCDV V expl V ,
ρ ∂y

(2.95)
(2.96)

where BD [m−1 ] is sectional building area density, CDBv [-] is sectional drag coefficient in the
presence of trees, LAD [m2 m−3 ] is leaf area density in the canyon, Ω [-] is clumping factor,
CDV [-] is the drag coefficient for tree foliage, and U expl and V expl [m s−1 ] are wind velocity
components in x and y directions from a previous numerical solution, respectively, which are
assumed explicitly as constants to linearize the system of equations to be solved. The skin
drag can be parameterized as follows
1
cd fm U expl U ,
∆z
1
ν(∇2 Ṽ ) =
cd fm V expl V ,
∆z
ν(∇2 Ũ ) =
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(2.97)
(2.98)

where cd [-] is skin drag coefficient and fm [-] is a function of stability from Louis (1979)
[113].
K-theory is used to parameterize the vertical momentum fluxes, i.e. uw = −Km ∂U /∂z
and vw = −Km ∂V /∂z (the same approach will be used in potential temperature and specific
humidity equations), where the diffusion coefficient is calculated using a k − ` turbulence
model
Km = Ck `k k 1/2 ,

(2.99)

where Ck [-] is a constant and `k [m] is a length scale optimized using sensitivity analysis
based on CFD analysis of Nazarian et al. (2020) [147]. Note that the plan area density λp
[-] for some experimental runs of VCWG is greater than the limit considered by Nazarian
et al. (2020) [147], so we assume that the parameterizations extrapolate to this value of λp
[-]. More details on Ck [-] and `k [m] are provided in the literature [98, 147]. The turbulence
kinetic energy k [m2 s−2 ] can be calculated using a prognostic equation [101]





∂ Km ∂k
g Km ∂Θ
∂U 2  ∂V 2
∂k
= Km
+ Swake − ε ,
+
+
−
∂t
∂z
∂z
∂z σk ∂z
Θ0 P rt ∂z | {z } |{z}
|
{z
}
V
|
{z
} |
{z
}
IV
I

II

(2.100)

III

where g [m s−2 ] is acceleration due to gravity and Θ0 [K] is a reference potential temperature. The terms on the right hand side of Equation 2.100 are shear production (I), turbulent
transport of kinetic energy parameterized based on K-theory (II), buoyant production/dissipation (III), wake production by urban obstacles and trees (IV), and dissipation (V). The
last two terms can be parameterized as
 3
Swake = BD CDBv + LADΩCDV U expl ,
ε = Cε

k

3
2

`ε,dissip

,

(2.101)
(2.102)

where Ω [-] is clumping factor, Cε [-] is a model constant and `ε,dissip [m] is a dissipation
length scale obtained by sensitivity study using CFD analysis of Nazarian et al. 2020 [147].
Note that plan area density λp [-] could be greater than the limit considered by Nazarian et
al. 2020 [147], so we assume that the parameterizations extrapolate to this value of λp [-].
σk [-] is the turbulent Prandtl number for kinetic energy, which is generally suggested to be
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σk = 1 [-] [163].
To calculate the vertical profile of potential temperature in the urban area, the energy
transport equation can be derived as


∂ Km ∂Θ
∂Θ
=
+ SΘR + SΘG + SΘW + SΘV + SΘA + SΘwaste ,
|
{z
}
∂t
∂z P rt ∂z
|
{z
}
II

(2.103)

I

where P rt [-] is turbulent Prandtl number, the first term on the right hand side is turbulent transport of heat (I), and the heat sink/source terms (II) correspond to sensible heat
exchanges with roof (SΘR ), ground (SΘG ), wall (SΘW ), urban vegetation SΘV , and radiative
divergence SΘA [all in K s−1 ]. The heat source/sink terms caused by roof (SΘR ) and ground
(SΘG ) are calculated based on the study by Louis (1979) [113] and the heat flux from the
wall (SΘW [K s−1 ]) is formulated in Martilli et al. (2002) [122]. The two other source/sink
terms can be parameterized as follows [98]
"

#

4ρabs kair
(1 − λp )LA ,
ρCp vL
"
#
2gHa cPM
=
LAD(1 − λp )(ΘV − Θ) ,
ρCp vL

SΘA =

(2.104)

SΘV

(2.105)

where LA [W m−2 ] is the absorbed flux density of longwave radiation in the canyon, ρabs
[kg m−3 ] is the density of absorbing molecules, kair [m2 kg−1 ] is their mass extinction cross
section, vL = (1 − λp ) [-] is the fraction of total volume that is outdoor air, gHa [mol m−2
s−1 ] is conductance for heat, cPM [J mol−1 K−1 ] is the molar heat capacity for the air,
and ΘV [K] is the temperature of tree foliage. Equation 2.105 is only used when the tree
temperature is calculated using the linearized tree energy balance equation. Otherwise, the
least square method is used to solve tree energy balance equation for tree temperature (see
Section 2.2.2.3) and then SΘV is calculated as a function of sensible heat flux. Contribution
of the waste heat emissions from building Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
system SΘwaste [K s−1 ] is parameterized by
SΘwaste = Fst

1
HHVAC ,
ρCp ∆z

(2.106)

where HHVAC [W m−2 ] is total sensible waste heat released into the urban atmosphere per
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building footprint area, Fst [-] is the fraction of waste heat released at street level, while the
remainder fraction (1 − Fst ) [-] is released at roof level, and ∆z [m] is grid discretization
in the vertical direction. Depending on the type of building, waste heat emissions can be
released partially at street level and the rest at roof level, which can be adjusted by changing
Fst [-] from 0 to 1. Term HHV AC [W m−2 ] is calculated by the building energy model as
HHVAC = Qsurf + Qven + Qinf + Qint +Wcool + Qdehum + Qgas + Qwater ,
|
{z
}

(2.107)

HHVAC = (Qsurf + Qven + Qinf + Qint )/ηheat − Qheat + Qdehum + Qgas + Qwater ,
|
{z
}

(2.108)

Qcool

Qheat

under cooling and heating modes, respectively. In this notation all symbols represent positive quantities unless a negative quantity is emphasized by the negative sign in front of the
symbol in the equation. Under cooling mode HHVAC [W m−2 ] is calculated by adding the
cooling demand (Qcool [W m−2 ], consisting of surface cooling demand, ventilation demand,
infiltration (or exfiltration) demand, internal energy demand (lighting, equipment, and occupants), energy consumption of the cooling system (Wcool = Qcool /COP [W m−2 ]; accounting
for the coefficient of performance, COP [-]), dehumidification demand (Qdehum [W m−2 ], energy consumption by gas combustion (e.g., cooking) (Qgas [W m−2 ], and energy consumption
for water heating (Qwater [W m−2 ]). Under heating mode, HHVAC [W m−2 ] is calculated by
adding the heating demand (Qheat [W m−2 ], consisting of surface heating demand, ventilation demand, infiltration (or exfiltration) demand, and internal energy demand (lighting,
equipment, and occupants) (divided by thermal efficiency of the heating system, ηheat [-],
then subtracting the heating demand and adding the dehumidification demand (Qdehum [W
m−2 ], energy consumption by gas combustion (e.g., cooking) (Qgas [W m−2 ]) and energy
consumption for water heating (Qwater [W m−2 ]).
To complete the urban one-dimensional vertical diffusion model, the transport equation
for specific humidity is


∂ Km ∂Q
∂Q
=
+ SQ V ,
(2.109)
|{z}
∂t
∂z Sct ∂z
|
{z
}
II
I

where Q [kg kg−1 ] is time-averaged specific humidity. The turbulent transport of specific
humidity (I) is parameterized based on K-theory, Sct [-] is the turbulent Schmidt number,
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and source term SQ V [kg kg−1 s−1 ] (II) is caused by latent heat from vegetation and can be
calculated using the following equation [98]
SQV

"

#
V PD
ΛM gv Ω
LAD(1 − λp ) s[ΘV − Θ] +
,
=
ρΛvL
P

(2.110)

where ΛM [J mol−1 ] is molar latent heat of vaporization, Λ [J kg−1 ] is latent heat of vaporization, gv [mol m−2 s−1 ] is the average surface and boundary-layer conductance for humidity
for the whole leaf, s [K−1 ] is derivative of saturation vapour pressure with respect to temperature divided by pressure, V P D [Pa] is the vapour deficit of the atmosphere, and P [Pa]
is atmospheric pressure. This equation is only used when the tree temperature is calculated
using the linearized tree energy balance equation. Otherwise, the least square method is used
to solve the tree energy balance equation (see Section 2.2.2.3) and then SQV is calculated as
a function of latent heat flux.

2.2.4

Building Energy Model

The Building Energy Model (BEM) solves the sensible and latent heat balance at the indoor
environment to determine the indoor temperature and humidity. The BEM is a single-zone
model with respect to both the indoor and outdoor (urban canopy) environments. That is,
only a single temperature is assumed for indoor air, and only a single potential temperature
is assumed for outdoor air by integrating the potential temperature profile from the street
to roof levels. Further, all wall temperatures are assumed to be uniform with height. The
building geometry is defined as average-oriented facade and a flat roof.
In this work, the balance equation for convection, conduction, and radiation heat fluxes
is applied to all building elements (wall, roof, floor, windows, ceiling, and internal mass) to
calculate the indoor air temperature (Figure 2.7). Then, a sensible heat balance equation,
between convective heat fluxes released from indoor surfaces and internal heat gains and
sensible heat fluxes from the HVAC system and infiltration (or exfiltration), is solved to
obtain the time evolution of indoor temperature as
∀ρCp

dTin
= ± Qsurf ± Qven,sens ± Qinf,sens ± Qint,sens ,
{z
}
|
dt

(2.111)

Qcool/heat

where ∀ [m3 m−2 ] is indoor volume per building footprint area, Tin [K] is indoor air tempera-
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ture, and Qcool/heat [W m−2 ] is cooling or heating demand as specified in Equations 2.107 and
2.108. In this notation all symbols represent positive quantities; however, in the equation
either positive or negative signs should be used to emphasize if a term contributes to indoor
temperature increase or decrease, depending on the operation mode (cooling versus heating)
and environmental conditions (indoor, outdoor, and surface temperatures). The heat fluxes
in 2.111 can be parameterized as [28].
Qsurf = ±Σhi Ai (|Tsi − Tin |)

(2.112)

Qinf,sens = ±ṁinf Cp (|Tout − Tin |)

(2.113)

Qvent,sens = ±ṁvent Cp (|Tsupp − Tin |)

(2.114)

Qint,sens = ±Qint (1 − frd )(1 − flat ),

(2.115)

where hi [W m−2 K−1 ] is convective heat transfer coefficient for surface i and Ai [m2 m−2 ] is
area of the surface i per building foot print area. Surface i can correspond to indoor elements
such as ceiling, walls, floor, building mass, and windows. Tsi [K] is the temperature of the
inner layer of elements, Tin [K] is indoor temperature, Tout [K] is the outdoor temperature
averaged over building height, Tsupp [K] is supply temperature, ṁinf [kg s−1 m−2 ] is mass
flow rate of infiltration (exfiltration) per building footprint area, ṁvent [kg s−1 m−2 ] is mass
flow rate of ventilated air in the HVAC system per building footprint area, Qint,sens is total
internal heat gains, frd is radiant fraction of sensible internal heat gain, and flat is the latent
fraction of the internal heat gains.
A similar balance equation can be derived for latent heat to determine the time evolution
of the indoor air specific humidity as well as the dehumidification load Qdehum [W m−2 ] [28]
∀ρL

dQin
= ±Qven,lat ± Qinf,lat ± Qint flat ,
dt

(2.116)

where the latent heat fluxes can be parameterized as
Qinf,sens = ±ṁinf L(|Qout − Qin |)

(2.117)

Qven,lat = ±ṁven L(|Qsupp − Qin |),

(2.118)

where L [J kg−1 ] is latent heat of vaporization, Qout is outdoor specific humidity [kg kg−1 ],
Qin is indoor specific humidity [kg kg−1 ], and Qsupp is supply specific humidity [kg kg−1 ].
Note that energy consumption by gas combustion (e.g. cooking) Qgas and water heating
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Qwater [both in W m−2 ] do not influence indoor air temperature or specific humidity, but
such energy consumption sources appear in the waste heat Equations 2.107 and 2.108. These
terms are determined from schedules [28].

Q roof
Impervious

Vegetation

Roof Layers

Q surf,ceiling

Wall Layers

Qsurf,wall
Qgas
Qint,sens Qdehum
Qwater
Wcool

Q ven,sens
Q inf,sens

Solar Gain

HHVAC

Q wall

Q mass

Figure 2.7: Building Energy Model (BEM).

2.2.5

Hydrology Model

Modeling of ecohydrological processes in natural areas has been undertaken for decades
[20, 57, 105, 169]. Attention to this aspect in the urban areas has recently become popular to
support sustainable urban water management and improved understanding of urban ecology.
In this work, urban hydrological exchanges in the presence of precipitation and ecophysiological behavior of urban trees, road vegetation, and roof vegetation are modeled. The
hydrology model solves the surface water balance equations for impervious surfaces, soil surfaces, and interception on urban vegetation, and it calculates transpiration as a function of
soil moisture, photosynthetic activity, and vapor pressure deficit. The VCWG adopts the
urban hydrology model developed by Meili et al. (2020) [129] with technical modifications
that improve prediction of urban climate variables.
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2.2.5.1

Water Interception

The transient equation for interception of water by urban vegetation (trees, roof and road
vegetation) and horizontal surfaces (impervious, bare soil, and soil underneath low vegetation) can be obtained as [129]
dInt
= Pprecip + Prunon − D − Eint ,
dt

(2.119)

where Int [mm] is the intercepted water, Pprecip [mm s−1 ] is the fraction of total precipitation
that reaches the surface, Prunon [mm s−1 ] is runon, D [mm s−1 ] is the water system outflow
in forms of infiltration, deep leakage, and runoff, and Eint [mm s−1 ] is the evaporation from
intercepted water. It is assumed that the surface runoff and soil water leakage at the roof
level travel directly to the sewer system and do not affect the water balance in the urban
canyon.

Runon
Dripping + Anthp. water

C.V.

Evaporation
Runoff

Soil Surface

Infiltration
Rain
Runon

Runoff

C.V.
Impervious Surface

Rain

Evaporation

Infiltration

Evaporation

C.V.
Dripping
Soil Surface

Figure 2.8: Water balance in the urban area; blue arrows are the source terms, red arrows
are the sink terms, and black arrow is indicator.
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Plant Canopy Interception
The dynamics of interception of water by vegetation can be written as [83, 129]
dInti
= Pprecip − Dsat − Ddrip − Eint ,
dt

(2.120)

where Inti [mm] is the interception of water by low vegetation (Intveg ) or high vegetation
(Inttree ), Pprecip [mm s−1 ] is the fraction of total incoming precipitation P [mm s−1 ] onto the
plant leaves and can be determined as a function of LAI and SAI as follows [117]
Pprecip = Cfol P,

(2.121)

where Cfol = (1 − e−k(LAI+SAI) ) [m2 vegetated area m−2 PFT area] is fractional vegetation
cover and can vary between 0 and 1 depending on the plant type, k = 0.75 is model constant,
and PFT area is plant functional type area which depends on plant type. The outflow from
the interception of water on the urban plant is partitioned into the saturation excess from
the interception storage of foliage Dsat [mm s−1 ] and the dripping water Ddrip [mm s−1 ] [56]

Dsat =


 Int−Intmax

Int > Intmax

0

Int < Intmax

dt

Ddrip = Kc egc (Int−Intmax ) ,

(2.122)
(2.123)

where Int [mm] is the intercepted water at the current simulation time, Intmax [mm] is
the maximum interception capacity of the plant, Kc = 0.06/3600 [mm s−1 ] is the drainage
rate coefficient, and gc = 3.7 [mm−1 ] is the exponential decay parameter. The maximum
interception capacity can vary from a vegetation type to another as a function of LAI, SAI,
and vegetation type parameter, Sp,Int [mm] [129]
Intmax = Sp,Int (LAI + SAI).

(2.124)

Impervious Surface
The transient water balance at the impervious surface can be written as [129]
dIntimp
= Pprecip + Prunon − Dlk − Drunoff − Eint ,
dt

(2.125)

where Pprecip [mm s−1 ] is the fraction of total incoming precipitation that reaches the imper61

vious surface. Pprecip at the roof level is equal to the total incoming precipitation, while at
the ground level an additional term is considered due to the dripping from trees. Depending on the properties of impervious surface including roughness and micro-depressions, the
available water at the surface can exceed that of maximum interception capacity. Based on
Horton overland flow, excess water can leave the system as the surface runoff Drunoff [mm
s−1 ], and a fraction can stay in the system as the surface runon Prunon [mm s−1 ]. The leakage
Dlk [mm s−1 ] from an impervious surface is a function of hydraulic conductivity, which is
small for asphalt and paved surfaces. Impervious roofs are assumed to be impermeable.
Soil Surface
The transient water budget at the bare soil surface can be derived as [129]
dIntsoil
= Pprecip + Prunon − Inf − Drunoff − Eint ,
dt

(2.126)

where Pprecip [mm s−1 ] is the precipitation that reaches the surface underneath the vegetation
(see Equation 2.121) and Prunon [mm s−1 ] is runon that did not leave the system in the previous time step. The infiltration rate Inf [mm s−1 ] into the soil columns of bare and vegetated
ground is limited by the infiltration capacity of the soil. The infiltration capacity is calculated by assuming a Dirichlet boundary condition at the surface with soil water potential of
zero. Then, comparing the available water at the surface and infiltration capacity, the water
flux enters the soil column and provides the Neumann boundary condition. The surface
runoff Drunoff [mm s−1 ] is calculated by comparing the amount of water left in the system
after infiltration into the soil column with the maximum interception capacity. This equation is used for bare soil and soil underneath the low vegetation at the ground and roof levels.
Surface Runoff and Runon
As discussed in the previous sections, the surface runoff can be generated when the water
into the soil exceeds the infiltration capacity, the available water at the surface exceeds
the interception capacity, and the soil columns become saturated. Once the water balance
equation for each type of surfaces is solved, we can calculate the total surface runoff as
[56, 57]
total
Drunoff
= fv Dv,runoff + fb Db,runoff + fi Di,runoff ,
(2.127)
where fv , fb , and fi are the fractions of the ground or roof covered by vegetation, bare soil,
and impervious surface, respectively. A fraction of total runoff can stay in the system in the
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form of runon
total
total
Prunon
= frunon Drunoff
,

(2.128)

where frunon is between 0 and 1. A homogeneous distribution of runon is assumed either at
the roof or ground level.
2.2.5.2

Subsoil water interaction

Vertical and horizontal distribution of soil moisture in an urban area is one of the important
preconditions for urban climate models. Soil moisture influences water and energy exchanges
in the atmosphere and vadose (unsaturated) zone, which is defined as the part of earth
spanning from land surface to the position at which the ground water is at atmospheric
pressure. The vadose zone interacts with the active rooting zone and provides water needed
for growth of vegetation, affects water balance at the surface by absorbing surface water
and energy exchanges via changing latent heat flux, and controls the transmission of water
from land surface to groundwater [82, 150, 190]. As shown in Figure 2.9, the vadose zone
in an urban area is divided into the three soil columns underneath the vegetated, bare, and
impervious surfaces. There is only one soil column at the roof level for green roofs. The first
few layers of the soil column underneath the impervious surface do not contribute to water
balances.

Qiw,imp↔veg
Qiw,bare↔veg

qiw

Figure 2.9: Partitioning of Soil Column.

The vertical water movement in the soil columns is modeled using the one-dimensional
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Richards equation, which is based on the ordinary laws of hydrodynamics and the driving
forces are gravity and the pressure gradient forces [129]


∂θ
∂
∂Ψs (θ)
=
Kv (θ)
+ Kv (θ) − Q̂w − esoil − tveg − ttree ,
∂t
∂zsoil
∂zsoil

(2.129)

where zsoil [mm] is soil layer depth, θ is the soil moisture content [m3 m−3 ], Kv [mm s−1 ] is
the vertical hydraulic conductivity, Ψs [mm] is the capillary potential due to the pressure
gradient, Q̂w [s−1 ] is sink term due to latent fluxes, esoil [s−1 ] is sink term due to soil evaporation, tveg [s−1 ] is sink term due to water uptake for transpiration of low vegetation, ttree [s−1 ]
is sink term due to water uptake for transpiration of trees. This nonlinear partial differential
equation is first solved vertically for each soil column using the method of lines, which is
adopted for unsaturated flow problems in soil physics [107]. This method reduces the transient partial differential equation to a system of ordinary differential equations, which makes
it more efficient in terms of computational time. A non-uniform grid with a higher resolution
near the surface is generated for each soil column. Then, the vertical Richards equation is
coupled to the simplified horizontal equation, where the latter describes the dynamics of
horizontal water flux for each layer
ng

ng

ng

X
X

 X
dθi
out
= Qver,i-1 − Qver,i + Qin
−
Q
−
E
−
T
.r
−
Tveg,j .rveg,i,j ,
dz,i
soil,j
tree,j tree,i,j
lat,i
lat,i
dt
j=1
j=1
j=1
(2.130)
where dz,i [mm] is layer depth, Qver,i-1 and Qver,i [mm s ] are the vertical water fluxes in and
out
−1
out of layer i, Qin
lat,i and Qlat,i [mm s ] are the lateral water fluxes in and out of the layer,
and Esoil,j [mm s−1 ] is soil evaporation of surface j, which exists only in the first layer. In the
presence of low vegetation and trees, the sink term due to the transpiration of low vegetation
Tveg,j [mm s−1 ] and trees Ttree,j [mm s−1 ] from surface j should be taken into account. Tveg and
Ttree are weighted based on their fraction of root biomass in the layer rveg,i,j [-] and rtree,i,j [-]
of surface j. The low vegetation at the roof and ground levels can only access water stored in
the soil column underneath the vegetated fraction of the surface. The horizontal distribution
of tree root can be set to either have access to all three soil columns, or depending on the
size of the tree, it can have access to a fraction of them [129]. Four possible vertical root
biomass profiles are implemented in VCWG, including exponential root profile [83], lineardose response root profile [41], linear-dose response profile with tap roots [57], and a constant
profile. These profiles can be specified based on the rooting depth that contains 50% (ZR50
−1
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[mm]) and 95% (ZR95 [mm]) of the root, and the maximum rooting depth ZR,max [mm]. The
latter should always be less than the total soil depth. The total water that the root of a
n
P
plant type has access to can be determined as θR =
ri θi , where ri and θi are the fraction
i=1

of biomass and soil moisture content at the layer i, respectively.
In Equation 2.130, the vertical water fluxes can be calculated as
Qver,i



ΨS,i − ΨS,i+1
,
= K v,i 1 +
dcz,i+1

(2.131)

where K v,i [mm s−1 ] is averaged vertical unsaturated hydraulic conductivity between two
neighbor layers and dcz,i+1 [mm] is the central distance between two neighboring layers. The
vertical water flux at the first and last layers enter the soil column at the surface in forms
of infiltration and the water leaves the system as deep leakage, respectively. During extreme
events, when precipitation is high or snow melts, the vertical water at the last layer may
exceed the maximum capacity of the water table depth. In this case, the excess water is
transported to the layers above and ultimately contributes to the saturation of soil layers
and the surface runoff/runon.
The lateral water flux from soil column k to the soil column j at layer i can be calculated
as



dz,i
ΨS,i,k − ΨS,i,j
in
,
(2.132)
Qlat,i,k→j = ar K v,i,k→j
dy
fj wcan
where ar [-] represents the anisotropy of hydraulic conductivity by dividing the horizontal
to vertical hydraulic conductivity, K v,i,k→j [mm s−1 ] is the average of vertical hydraulic
conductivity of soil layer i in soil column k and j, dy [mm] is a model constant that represents
the length scale on which the difference between soil water content contributes to the lateral
water flux, which is normalized by the width of soil column fj wcan [mm].
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Chapter 3
Results and Discussion: VCWG v1.3.2
3.1

Model Configuration

VCWG v1.3.2 intends to integrate various submodels introduced in the previous chapter to
create an integrated simulation platform capable of predicting urban climate and building
energy performance variables. This version does not include the hydrologic model, cannot be
forced from the top of the urban domain using mesoscale data products, and does not offer
the opportunity to investigate simulation output variables on a spatial grid of the urban
environment (see Figure 3.1). These additions will be discussed in the following chapter.
The model can predict climate variables within a neighborhood scale at a maximum time
step of 5 minutes. VCWG v1.3.2 consists of five integrated submodels
1. A rural model forces meteorological boundary conditions on VCWG v1.3.2 based on a
surface energy balance model (Equation 2.1), used to calculate the surface heat fluxes
and the soil temperature profile in the rural site, and the Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory, used to compute friction velocity and vertical profiles of temperature and specific humidity in the atmospheric surface layer (Equations 2.15,2.12,2.17). The Bowen
ratio is used to solve the surface energy balance model in rural areas. So, the sensible
heat flux (Equation 2.4) is calculated using the formulation of Louis and latent heat
flux is determined from the Bowen ratio in the rural area;
2. An urban one-dimensional vertical diffusion model is used to calculate the vertical profiles of cross- and along- canyon wind speed (Equations 2.91 and 2.92), potential temperature (Equation 2.103), specific humidity (Equation 2.109), and turbulence kinetic
energy (Equation 2.100) in the urban area considering the effects of trees, buildings,
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and building energy systems. The model is forced at the top of the domain by the
rural model and at the levels within the canopy by surface energy balance;
3. A building energy model is used to calculate the building energy fluxes (Equation
2.111) and waste heat (Equation 2.107 and 2.108) released to the urban environment;
4. A radiation model with trees is used to compute the longwave (Equation 2.40) and
shortwave (Equation 2.34) radiation fluxes between the urban canyon, trees, and the
sky; and
5. An urban surface energy balance model is used to calculate surface heat fluxes, including sensible (Equation 2.43), latent (Equation 2.77), and conductive heat fluxes
(Equations 2.78 and 2.79) for roofs, walls and streets. The only moisture source is tree
foliage.
In this chapter, first, the VCWG v1.3.2 model results are evaluated against micro-climate
field measurements. Next, the model performance is explored with various parametric simulations. A uniform Cartesian grid with 2 m vertical resolution is used. The boundary
condition for potential temperature and specific humidity equations (Equations 2.103 and
2.109) are determined from the rural model. The flow is assumed to be pressure-driven
with the pressure gradient of ρu2∗ /Htop [kg m−2 s−2 ], which is decomposed into the x and y
directions based on the wind angle and canyon orientation. This pressure gradient is forced
as source terms on the momentum Equations 2.91 and 2.92. Thus, the aim of VCWG v1.3.2
is to calculate momentum, temperature, specific humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy exchanges for the centre of each cell in the vertical direction based on the boundary conditions
and source/sink terms obtained from the rural model, the building energy model, and the
surface energy balance model applied to all urban surfaces (i.e., as fixed values, fluxes, or
source/sink terms).

3.2
3.2.1

Evaluation
Observation and Forcing Datasets

To evaluate the model, VCWG’s predictions are compared to observations from the Basel
UrBan Boundary Layer Experiment (BUBBLE) [37, 170], which was conducted for eight
months from December 2001 to July 2002. The urban micro-climate field measurements were
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The only source of latent heat is transpiration of trees.
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Soil Temperature Profile
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Soil Temperature Profile

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Vertical City Weather Generator (VCWG) v1.3.2.

conducted in Basel, Switzerland, in a typical quasi two-dimensional urban canyon (47.55◦ N
and 7.58◦ E). An EPW file is used to force the VCWG simulations with rural measurements.
The rural measurements correspond to a site 7 km south-east of the city (47.53 ◦ N and
7.67 ◦ E). The average building height for the urban area is Havg = 14.6 [m], and the plan
area density is λp = 0.54 [-]. The urban canyon axis is oriented in the northeast-southwest
direction with a canyon axis angle of θcan = 65◦ . The x and y directions are set to be crossand the along-canyon, respectively. The frontal area density is λf = 0.37 [-]. In BUBBLE,
wind speed was measured at z = 2.5, 13.9, 17.5, 21.5, 25.5, and 31.25 [m] a.g.l.; potential
temperature was measured at z = 3.6, 11.3, 14.7, 17.9, 22.4, and 31.7 [m] a.g.l.; and relative
humidity was measured at z = 2.5 and 25.5 [m] a.g.l. The dataset provides the measurements
averaged every 10 min. The model predictions of air temperature, wind speed, and specific
humidity are compared to the observations on an hourly basis.
The input parameters representing the urban area are listed in Table 3.1. The input
parameters are inferred from variables, datasets, and simulation codes in the literature that
pertains to the BUBBLE campaign and associated models, as well as general assumptions
found in the literature [26, 37, 55, 63, 75, 84, 129, 145, 165, 174, 210]. In this table, note
that the choices of average building height Havg = 14.6 [m], street width w = 18.2 [m], and
building width to street width ratio b/w = 1.1 [-] provide λp = b/(w + b) = 0.52 [-] and
λf = Havg /(w + b) = 0.38 [-], which are remarkably close to morphometric variables reported
by Christen and Vogt (2004) [37]. The simulations are conducted for eight months from
December 2001 to July 2002. Usually, the first 24 hours of each month are treated as the
model spin-up period. For analysis of each month, the simulation time is approximately 1
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min, however, it can vary slightly depending on the grid spacing and time step.

3.2.2

Potential Temperature

To compare VCWG results with measured meteorological variables from the BUBBLE campaign, the BIAS, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and coefficient of determination R2
are computed for pairs of model versus observed values every hour for available altitudes
and months. This analysis is performed for wind speed, potential temperature, and specific
humidity. Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2 show the scatter plots of the observed versus simulated
values of potential temperature as well as the statistical metrics used for the comparison.
Over all altitudes and months, on average, the BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for potential temperature are 0.25 [K], 1.41 [K], and 0.82, respectively. These statistics are comparable to what
has been reported in the literature for similar models that were compared against observations. For instance, Lauwaet et al. (2016) [106] reported BIAS, RMSE, and R2 of 0.76 [K],
1.32 [K], and 0.88, respectively, near ground by comparing model and observation values in
a summer. Meili et al. (2020) [129] reported BIAS, RMSE, and R2 of −0.1 [K], 2.2 [K], and
0.98, respectively, near ground by comparing model and observation values in a full year.
Mussetti et al. (2020) [145] reported BIAS, RMSE, and R2 of 0.40 [K], 1.53 [K], and 0.95,
respectively, near ground by comparing model and observation values in a summer. Ryu
et al. (2016) [174] reported BIAS and RMSE of 0.67 [K] and 0.99 [K], respectively, near
ground by comparing model and observation values in a summer. Bueno et al. (2012a) [26]
reported average BIAS and RMSE of 0.6 [K] and 0.9 [K] near the ground for June 2002.
For the same month, VCWG predicts the BIAS, RMSE, and R2 of −0.1 [K], 0.72 [K], and
0.95, respectively, near the ground. This comparison reveals that the BIAS and RMSE are
improved (reduced) compared to the predecessor UWG model.
Figure 3.3 shows the diurnal variation of the observed versus simulated values of potential temperature averaged for every hour of the day for the available months. The diurnal
patterns in temperature reveal that the model has a similar skill in predicting the potential
temperature at all hours in lower elevations (z = 3.6 to 14.7 [m]). This performance is
comparable to other models that show a well-captured diurnal variation of potential temperature at low altitudes [26, 100, 129, 145]. However, the diurnal pattern in temperature
can deviate between the model and observations at higher elevations (z = 17.9 to 31.7 [m]),
especially during midday hours. This can be attributed to more complex flow patterns in
the above-roof-level space due to heat advection, horizontal heterogeneity of the urban site,
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Table 3.1: List of input parameters used in VCWG for model evaluation; input variables
are extracted from assumptions, datasets, and simulation codes available in the literature
[26, 37, 55, 63, 75, 84, 129, 145, 165, 174, 210].
Parameter
Latitude [◦ N]
Longitude [◦ E]
Average buildings height [m]
Width of canyon [m]
Building width to canyon width ratio [-]
Leaf Area Index [m2 m−2 ]
Tree height [m]
Tree crown radius [m]
Tree distance from wall [m]
Ground fractions of vegetation and impervious surface [-]
Roof fractions of vegetation and impervious surface [-]
Building type
Urban albedos (roof, ground, wall, vegetation) [-]
Urban emissivities (roof, ground, wall, vegetation) [-]
Rural overall albedo [-]
Rural overall emissivity [-]
Rural aerodynamic roughness length [m]
Rural roughness length for temperature
[m]
Rural roughness length for specific humidity [m]
Rural zero displacement height [m]
Rural Bown ratio [-]
Ground aerodynamic roughness length [m]
Roof aerodynamic roughness length [m]
Vertical resolution [m]
Time step [s]
Canyon axis orientation [◦ N]
Urban boundary condition
Urban surface energy balance model

Source
[37]
[37]
[37]
[37]
[37]
[55],[210],[145]
[174]
[174]
[174]
[174]

Symbol
lat
lon
Havg
wx =wy =w
bx /wx =by /wy =b/w
LAI
ht
rt
dt
fveg , fimp

Value
47.55
7.58
14.6
18.2
1.1
0-1
8
2.5
3
0,1

[174]

fveg , fimp

0,1

[37], [26]
[26],[174]

αR , αG , αW , αV

Mid rise apartment
0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.2

[26],[174]

εR , εG , εW , εV

[26]
[26]
[165],[26]
[63],[129]

αrur
εrur
z0,rur = 0.1hrur
zΘ,rur = 0.1z0,rur

0.95,
0.95
0.2
0.95
0.2
0.02

[84],[129]

zQ,rur = 0.1z0,rur

0.02

[75]
[37]
[26]
[26]
[37]
-

drur = 0.5hrur
βrur
z0G
z0R
∆z
∆t
θcan
-

1
0.9
0.02
0.02
2
60
65
Rural model
EB
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0.95,

0.95,

Table 3.2: BIAS [K], RMSE [K], and R2 [-] for VCWG predictions of potential temperature
against the BUBBLE observations for different altitudes and months.
Altitude z [m]
3.6

11.3

14.7

17.9

22.4

31.7

Average

Statistic
BIAS [K]
RMSE [K]
R2
BIAS [K]
RMSE [K]
R2
BIAS [K]
RMSE [K]
R2
BIAS [K]
RMSE [K]
R2
BIAS [K]
RMSE [K]
R2
BIAS [K]
RMSE [K]
R2
BIAS [K]
RMSE [K]
R2

Dec.
0.35
1.10
0.97
0.11
1.07
0.97
0.20
1.16
0.96
0.26
1.19
0.96
0.29
1.20
0.96
0.28
1.17
0.96
0.25
1.15
0.96

Jan.
0.16
1.02
0.70
-0.19
1.17
0.68
-0.22
1.25
0.66
-0.21
1.27
0.68
-0.22
1.30
0.68
-0.28
1.35
0.67
-0.16
1.23
0.68

Feb.
0.58
1.78
0.80
0.60
1.7
0.81
0.70
1.78
0.81
0.75
1.82
0.81
0.77
1.85
0.81
0.78
1.87
0.81
0.70
1.8
0.81
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Mar.
0.25
1.90
0.72
0.23
1.84
0.69
0.34
1.84
0.70
0.36
1.85
0.69
0.38
1.88
0.68
0.37
1.90
0.65
0.32
1.87
0.69

Apr.
0.78
1.72
0.62
0.50
1.59
0.68
0.57
1.57
0.71
0.55
1.54
0.73
0.56
1.50
0.74
0.58
1.52
0.68
0.59
1.57
0.69

May
0.81
1.59
0.89
0.87
1.34
0.90
1.03
1.33
0.89
0.99
1.30
0.90
0.99
1.30
0.90
0.95
1.31
0.89
0.94
1.36
0.90

Jun.
-0.1
0.72
0.95
-0.22
0.79
0.93
-0.12
0.97
0.92
-0.35
1.14
0.93
-0.45
1.29
0.93
-0.64
1.43
0.93
-0.31
1.06
0.93

Jul.
-0.25
0.90
0.88
-0.23
0.96
0.86
-0.16
1.11
0.87
-0.35
1.31
0.86
-0.42
1.49
0.86
-0.57
1.69
0.84
-0.33
1.24
0.86

Average
0.32
1.34
0.82
0.21
1.31
0.81
0.29
1.38
0.82
0.25
1.43
0.82
0.24
1.48
0.82
0.18
1.53
0.81
0.25
1.41
0.82
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plots of observed (BUBBLE) versus simulated (VCWG) values of potential temperature for different altitudes and months; each data point corresponds to a 1-hour
comparison between the model and observation.

and the above-roof-level shear layer.

3.2.3

Wind Speed

Figure 3.4 and Table 3.3 show the scatter plots of the observed versus simulated values of
wind speed as well as the statistical metrics used for the comparison. Considering all altitudes and months, the average BIAS, RMSE, and R2 are 0.67 [m s−1 ], 1.06 [m s−1 ], and
0.41, respectively. Although the comparison reveals a reasonable BIAS and RMSE, the R2 is
lower than the values reported for comparisons of potential temperature and specific humidity. This can be explained by the fact that the urban morphology is highly heterogeneous,
the measurement of wind is location specific, and that the wind speed and direction can
change considerably within each hour. Heterogeneous urban morphology results in the great
spatial variability of the components of wind velocity vector as a function of wind direction and wind speed [2, 92, 93]. On the other hand, forced by hourly rural measurements,
VCWG assumes a regular urban morphology and predicts the volume-averaged horizontal
wind velocity components. So it is expected to obtain lower R2 values. Other models also
often report lower R2 values for wind speed compared to potential temperature and spe72
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between the observed (BUBBLE) versus simulated (VCWG) values
of potential temperature; the hourly means are shown; nighttime indicated with shaded
regions; solid line: model and dashed line: observation; times in Local Standard Time
(LST).
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cific humidity [145]. Overall our BIAS, RMSE, and R2 values are in agreement with values
reported in the literature. For instance, Lemonsu et al. (2012) [109] reported a range in
BIAS of −0.16 to 0.56 [m s−1 ]. They also reported a range in RMSE of 0.40 to 0.69 [m s−1 ].
Mussetti et al. (2020) [145] reported the BIAS, RMSE, and R2 of 0.61 [m s−1 ], 1.31 [m s−1 ],
and 0.70, respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Scatter plots of observed (BUBBLE) versus simulated (VCWG) values of wind
speed for different altitudes and months; each data point corresponds to a 1-hour comparison
between the model and observation.

3.2.4

Specific Humidity

Figure 3.5 and Table 3.4 show the scatter plots of the observed versus simulated values of
specific humidity as well as the statistical metrics used for the comparison, respectively. Note
that specific humidity data were only available in June-July 2002. Over all altitudes and the
available months, on average, the BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for specific humidity are 0.00057 [kg
kg−1 ], 0.0010 [kg kg−1 ], and 0.85, respectively. These statistics are comparable to what has
been reported in the literature for similar models that were compared against observations.
For instance, Mussetti et al. (2020) [145] reported BIAS, RMSE, and R2 of −0.00109 [kg
kg−1 ], 0.00152 [kg kg−1 ], and 0.74, respectively, above the urban canopy for comparisons of
model and observations in summer. Lemonsu et al. (2012) [109] reported a range in BIAS of
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Table 3.3: BIAS [m s−1 ], RMSE [m s−1 ], and R2 [-] for VCWG predictions of wind speed
against the BUBBLE observations for different altitudes and months.
Altitude z [m]
2.6

13.9

17.5

21.5

25.5

31.2

Average

Statistic
BIAS [m s−1 ]
RMSE [m s−1 ]
R2
BIAS [m s−1 ]
RMSE [m s−1 ]
R2
BIAS [m s−1 ]
RMSE [m s−1 ]
R2
BIAS [m s−1 ]
RMSE [m s−1 ]
R2
BIAS [m s−1 ]
RMSE [m s−1 ]
R2
BIAS [m s−1 ]
RMSE [m s−1 ]
R2
BIAS [m s−1 ]
RMSE [m s−1 ]
R2

Dec.
-0.5
0.41
0.55
-0.24
0.22
0.55
0.69
0.53
0.5
0.99
0.73
0.56
1.7
1.27
0.51
1.96
1.50
0.47
0.77
0.78
0.52

Jan.
-0.6
0.49
0.19
-0.35
0.27
0.26
0.43
0.36
0.29
0.65
0.56
0.30
0.94
0.82
0.38
0.98
0.95
0.14
0.34
0.58
0.26

Feb.
-0.59
0.46
0.59
-0.43
0.38
0.44
0.83
0.74
0.56
1.27
1.00
0.52
2.3
1.83
0.54
2.63
2.11
0.58
1.00
1.09
0.54
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Mar.
-0.49
0.41
0.47
-0.24
0.21
0.5
0.55
0.46
0.56
0.73
0.64
0.58
1.2
0.97
0.52
1.24
1.18
0.49
0.50
0.64
0.52

Apr.
-0.59
0.47
0.32
-0.28
0.23
0.43
0.54
0.47
0.47
0.72
0.63
0.4
1.25
0.99
0.50
1.24
1.09
0.41
0.48
0.65
0.42

May
-0.40
0.33
0.07
-0.38
0.35
0.39
0.48
0.37
0.08
0.73
0.67
0.21
1.23
1.03
0.28
1.39
1.30
0.17
0.51
0.68
0.20

Jun.
-0.51
0.40
0.43
-0.17
0.18
0.29
0.88
0.74
0.43
1.13
0.97
0.43
1.96
1.67
0.4
2.10
1.78
0.51
0.90
0.96
0.42

Jul.
-0.49
0.40
0.34
-0.18
0.18
0.35
0.87
0.79
0.48
1.15
1.08
0.51
1.93
1.69
0.46
2.08
1.85
0.47
0.89
1.00
0.43

Average
-0.52
0.42
0.37
-0.28
0.25
0.4
0.66
0.56
0.42
0.92
0.79
0.44
1.56
1.29
0.45
1.70
1.47
0.41
0.67
1.06
0.41

Table 3.4: BIAS [kg kg−1 ], RMSE [kg kg−1 ], and R2 [-] for VCWG predictions of specific
humidity against the BUBBLE observations for different altitudes and months.
Altitude z [m]
2.5

25.5

Average

Statistic
BIAS [kg kg−1 ]
RMSE [kg kg−1 ]
R2
BIAS [kg kg−1 ]
RMSE [kg kg−1 ]
R2
BIAS [kg kg−1 ]
RMSE [kg kg−1 ]
R2

Jun.
0.00081
0.0012
0.86
0.00049
0.0014
0.84
0.00065
0.0013
0.85

Jul.
0.00056
0.00086
0.84
0.00042
0.00074
0.86
0.00049
0.0008
0.85

Average
0.00069
0.0010
0.85
0.00045
0.0010
0.85
0.00057
0.0010
0.85

−0.00116 to −0.0005 [kg kg−1 ]. They also reported a range in RMSE of 0.00081 to 0.00172
[kg kg−1 ].
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Figure 3.5: Scatter plots of observed (BUBBLE) versus simulated (VCWG) values of specific humidity for different altitudes and months; each data point corresponds to a 1-hour
comparison between the model and observation.

Figure 3.6 shows the diurnal variation of the observed versus simulated values of specific
humidity averaged for every hour of the day for June-July 2002. While the diurnal variation is
predicted by the model, some deviations are noted between the model and the observation.
The model overpredicts the values at night, while it underpredicts the values during mid
day, especially at z = 25.5 [m]. This could be due to the assumptions of the rural model to
generate the vertical profile of specific humidity. In this model, the latent heat flux in the
rural area is parameterized as a function of the sensible heat flux and a fixed Bowen ratio.
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However, the Bowen ratio can vary diurnally [86]. This can result in a slight miscalculation
of the latent heat flux and a forcing boundary condition for specific humidity on top of the
modeling domain.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between the observed (BUBBLE) versus simulated (VCWG) values
of specific humidity; the hourly means are shown; nighttime indicated with shaded regions;
solid line: model and dashed line: observation; times in Local Standard Time (LST).

3.2.5

Urban Heat Island (UHI)

To compare VCWG results with measured UHI [K] from the BUBBLE campaign, the BIAS,
RMSE, and R2 are computed for pairs of hourly models versus observed values for the available months. UHI [K] for the observation is computed by considering the difference between
the temperature measurements inside the canyon at z = 3.6 [m] and those temperatures provided by the EPW dataset. For VCWG, UHI [K] is calculated by considering the difference
between the temperature prediction inside the canyon at z = 3 [m] and those temperatures
provided by the EPW dataset. Figure 3.7 and Table 3.5 show the diurnal variation of UHI
(for both observations and simulations) as well as the statistical metrics used for the comparison. On average, the BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for UHI [K] are 0.36 [K], 1.2 [K], and 0.35,
respectively. VCWG predictions of UHI [K] are more successful for the months of December,
January, April, May, June, and July (R2 > 0.3) than for months of February and March
(R2 < 0.2). The deviations in predicting UHI [K] may be attributed to several factors.
The heterogeneity of the urban environment and placement of urban sensors may result in
sensing slightly warmer or colder temperatures than the spatial average due to the spatial
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Table 3.5: BIAS [K], RMSE [K], and R2 [-] for VCWG predictions of UHI [K] against the
BUBBLE observations for different months.
Statistic
BIAS [K]
RMSE [K]
R2

Dec.
0.35
1.04
0.32

Jan.
0.16
0.92
0.37

Feb.
0.58
1.63
0.16

Mar.
0.25
1.72
0.12

Apr.
0.78
1.48
0.50

May
0.81
1.42
0.51

Jun.
-0.1
0.66
0.37

Jul.
0.06
0.57
0.47

Average
0.36
1.2
0.35

variability of temperature [145]. Also, the relative position of the rural site with respect to
the urban site, variation of dominant wind directions over different seasons, and horizontal advective transport of heat from the rural area may confound the prediction of UHI.
Given that VCWG does not consider all such variations due to simplifying assumptions, it
is expected to predict different values of UHI [K] over different seasons in comparison to the
observations. Nevertheless, overall, the statistics of the UHI [K] comparison are in reasonable agreement with those reported by other models. For example, Mussetti et al. (2020)
[145] reported BIAS, RMSE, and R2 values of −1.88 [K], 1.66 [K], and 0.55, respectively, for
near-ground predictions of UHI [K] in the summer.

3.3
3.3.1

Exploration
Forcing Datasets

The VCWG performance is assessed by evaluating the model performance as a function of the
urban configurations (λp [-], λf [-], LAD [m2 m−3 ]), building energy configuration (building
type, thermal efficiency, coefficient of performance, location of building waste heat release),
radiation configuration (canyon aspect ratio and axis angle), different seasons, and different
climate zones. Except for the analysis of different seasons and climate zones, all explorations
are performed by VCWG simulations of the urban micro-climate in Basel, Switzerland, for
two weeks starting 15 June 2002, concurrent with the BUBBLE campaign. For analysis
of different seasons, simulation results of VCWG are provided for Vancouver for an entire
year in a period in the early 2000s. For different climate zones, VCWG simulations are
conducted for other cities for a two-week period during the summer season. More details
on the explorations are provided in the subsequent sections. Such analyses will provide
more information on spatio-temporal variation of the atmospheric meteorological variables
and reveal the complexity of urban micro-climate modeling. Additionally, the potential and
limitations of VCWG will be discussed.
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Figure 3.7: Hourly mean and standard deviation (band) of UHI [K] in each month for
the observed (BUBBLE) and predicted (VCWG) values; nighttime indicated with shaded
regions; times in Local Standard Time (LST).
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3.3.2

Urban Plan and Frontal Area Densities

In urban canopy modeling, two parameters often used to describe building and canyon
geometries are plan area density λp [-], which is the ratio of the total plan area of the
buildings to the total urban flat-earth surface area, and the frontal area density λf [-], which
is the ratio of the total frontal area (facing wind) to the total urban flat-earth surface area.
An urban area can be characterized by different types of land use, where each type may
have a different plan and frontal area densities varying from high values in industrial and
commercial districts to low values associated with the land used for public transportation
[205]. Most development in an urban area could be associated with changing λp [-] and λf
[-], which can alter the local climate in different ways, such as air and surface temperatures,
building energy consumption, and thermal and wind comfort levels [44, 50].
Two case studies λp =0.46 and 0.54 [-] (associated with canyon widths of 25 and 18.2
m) are explored to assess the model and see how the urban micro-climate changes when the
plan area density decreases. Here, except for canyon width, all other model input parameters
are kept the same as the evaluation simulations. Figure 3.8 shows typical nighttime and
daytime profiles of potential temperature, horizontal wind speed, specific humidity, and
turbulence kinetic energy in the urban area associated with model simulations for two weeks
corresponding to the BUBBLE field campaign. In this case, higher λp [-] is associated
with more shading and, therefore, lower potential temperatures during the day. During the
nighttime, the temperature difference between the cases is not as much as in the daytime.
However, still slightly higher temperatures can be obtained when plan area density is higher.
Additionally, more urban surfaces by higher λp [-] impose more drag and consequently reduce
wind speed and turbulence kinetic energy during both daytime and nighttime, which can
also be depicted in Fig. 3.8. No change in specific humidity is noted in this exploration.
Further investigations are performed for different frontal area densities λf = 0.37 and
0.51 [-] (associated with building heights 14.6 and 20 m) by model simulations for two weeks
associated with the BUBBLE field campaign. Here, except for building height, all other
model input parameters are kept the same as the evaluation simulations. At first glance, the
cities with high-rise buildings are supposed to release more heat into the outdoor environment
due to greater urban surfaces, but tall buildings can provide solar shading during the daytime
and decrease the temperature of the surfaces. As shown in Fig. 3.9, an increase in λf [-]
reduces the potential temperature in the urban area during the day. However, due to the lack
of shortwave radiation during nighttime and the fact that urban surfaces are the main source
of heat that can be released into the atmosphere, higher λf [-] results in higher potential
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temperatures at nighttime because of longwave radiation trapping. Moreover, increasing
frontal area density tends to increase surface roughness and consequently slow down wind
speed and reduce the turbulence kinetic energy within the canyon during both daytime and
nighttime, which can also be depicted in Fig. 3.9. No change in specific humidity is noted
in this exploration. Note that skin drag is mostly related to roof level drag, which is less
in magnitude compared to form drag caused by the building walls. This hypothesis can be
confirmed using this exploration study. When λp is changed, it is noticed that wind speed
profiles respond to a lesser extent compared to when λf is changed. The VCWG results are
also consistent with previous studies in the literature [44, 181, 212]. The findings reported
here highlight the careful considerations that need to be accounted for by city planners.
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Figure 3.8: Effect of plan area density λp [-] on the profiles of potential temperature, horizontal wind speed, specific humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy during nighttime (averaged
from 0000 to 0400 LST) and daytime (averaged from 1200 to 1600 LST); red: λp =0.54 [-],
blue: λp =0.46 [-]; tree crown with non-zero LAD [m2 m−3 ] shown in shaded green; building
height shown with grey line; times in Local Standard Time (LST).
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Figure 3.9: Effect of frontal area density λf [-] on the profiles of potential temperature, horizontal wind speed, specific humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy during nighttime (averaged from 0000 to 0400 LST) and daytime (averaged from 1200 to 1600 LST); red: λf =0.51
[-], blue:λf =0.37 [-]; tree crown with non-zero LAD [m2 m−3 ] shown in shaded green; building
heights shown with red and blue lines; times in Local Standard Time (LST).
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3.3.3

Leaf Area Density

Urban trees interact with the other urban elements by providing shade to reduce the temperature of surfaces, removing the stored heat in the canyon substantially, and induce drag
to reduce wind speed [101, 112, 167]. The capability of VCWG to take into account these
effects is assessed by investigating two case studies with LAD [m2 m−3 ] representing trees
with canyon-average foliage densities of 0.1 and 0.2 [m2 m−3 ], respectively, by model simulations for two weeks associated with the BUBBLE field campaign. Here, except for LAD
[m2 m−3 ], all other model input parameters are kept the same as the evaluation simulations.
The result is shown in Fig. 3.10. The cooling effect of the trees is evident when the average
LAD [m2 m−3 ] of tree foliage increases, resulting in a decrease of potential temperature
within the canyon, particularly during the day when the shading effect of trees lowers the
surface temperatures and the evapotranspiration of trees lowers the air temperature. Such
effects not only can improve thermal comfort at the pedestrian level, but also can reduce
the building energy consumption in the summertime [5, 186]. On the other hand, the urban
trees are thought to be a sink of momentum and turbulence kinetic energy by exerting drag
and damping the flow fluctuations [65, 211]. This effect can also be modeled by VCWG,
which predicts slightly lower level of wind speed within the canyon with increasing LAD [m2
m−3 ]. Increasing LAD [m2 m−3 ] reduces the turbulence kinetic energy, possibly due to the
combined effects of reducing wind speed, LAD [m2 m−3 ], and the drag coefficient for tree
foliage CDV [-], influencing the wake production term Swake [m2 s−3 ] [98]. Increasing LAD [m2
m−3 ], however, results in higher levels of specific humidity due to higher evapotranspiration
of trees during the daytime. The analysis obtained from this exploration is in reasonable
agreement with previous works [65, 112, 186, 211]. Trees are recognized to be essential urban
elements to moderate extreme wind speeds and heat waves, particularly during the warm
season.

3.3.4

Building Energy Configuration

The building energy model within VCWG is explored by VCWG simulations under different
building types, cooling system Coefficient Of Performance (COP ) [-], heating system thermal
efficiency ηheat [-], and location of the release of building waste heat Fst [-]. Two building
types are considered, the mid-rise apartment and a hospital, with specifications provided in
Table 3.6. It can be noted that the infiltration rate, ventilation rate, volumetric flow for water
heating, and waste heat fluxes associated with gas combustion, electricity consumption, and
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Figure 3.10: Effect of leaf area density profiles LAD [m2 m−3 ] on the profiles of potential
temperature, horizontal wind speed, specific humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy during
nighttime (averaged from 0000 to 0400 LST) and daytime (averaged from 1200 to 1600 LST);
red: LAD = 0.2 [m2 m−3 ], blue: LAD = 0.1 [m2 m−3 ]; tree crown with non-zero LAD [m2
m−3 ] shown in shaded green; building height shown with a grey line; times in Local Standard
Time (LST).
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Table 3.6: Specifications of the building energy configuration for two building types; values
extracted from the Urban Weather Generator (UWG) model [26]; the infiltration is expressed
as Air Changes per Hour (ACH [-]).
Building type →
Building specification ↓
COP [-]
ηheat [-]
Infiltration (ACH [-])
Ventilation [L s−1 m−2 ]
Average waste heat flux from gas combustion [W m−2 ]
Average waste heat flux from electricity consumption [W m−2 ]
Average waste heat flux from lighting [W m−2 ]

Mid-rise apartment

Hospital

3.13
0.8
0.64
0.45
0
5
5

5.2
0.8
0.22
1.8
13
17
22

lighting for a hospital are substantially greater than those for a mid-rise apartment. Note
that construction material properties are also different among different building types, which
are specified in VCWG schedules. Two sets of COP [-] and ηheat [-] are considered for a midrise apartment. For an energy-efficient building default values COP = 3.13 [-] and ηheat = 0.8
[-] are used, while for a low-energy-efficient building values COP = 1 [-] and ηheat = 0.4 [-]
are used. Note that these values for a low-energy efficient building are below permitted
building code values in the U.S., but these values are chosen to amplify the effects on urban
climate variables predicted by VCWG for clarity. For the location of the release of building
waste heat, three conditions are assumed: all waste heat is released at street level (Fst = 1);
half of the waste heat is released at street level (Fst = 0.5); and all waste heat is released at
roof level (Fst = 0). In these simulations, except for building type, COP [-], ηheat [-], and
Fst [-], all other model input parameters are kept the same as the evaluation simulations.
Figure 3.11 shows the effect of building type on hourly mean and standard deviation of
cooling/heating waste heat, dehumidification waste heat, gas combustion waste heat, water
heating waste heat, and UHI [K] calculated for model simulations for two weeks. The waste
heat fluxes are reported per unit building footprint area. It can be noted that the building
energy system operates under heating mode for a few hours before sunrise, while it runs under
cooling mode for the majority of the daytime period. It can be noted that a hospital results
in higher values of waste heat and UHI [K], so the potential impact of an energy-intensive
hospital on the urban climate may be higher than a mid-rise apartment.
Figure 3.12 shows the effect of COP [-] and ηheat [-] on hourly mean and standard deviation of waste heats and UHI [K] calculated for model simulations for two weeks. It can
be noted that lower COP [-] and ηheat [-] result in higher values of waste heats and slightly
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Figure 3.11: Effect of building type on cooling/heating waste heat, dehumidification waste
heat, gas combustion waste heat, water heating waste heat, and UHI [K]; diurnal variation of
mean and standard variation (band) are shown using data obtained over a two-week period;
nighttime is shown with shaded regions; times in Local Standard Time (LST).
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higher UHI [K], so the potential impact of an energy-intensive building on the urban climate
may be higher than an energy-efficient building. Most particularly, it can be noted that
lower heating system thermal efficiency results in greater waste heat flux for water heating.
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Figure 3.12: Effect of building cooling system Coefficient Of Performance (COP [-]) and
heating system thermal efficiency (ηheat [-]) on cooling/heating waste heat, dehumidification
waste heat, gas combustion waste heat, water heating waste heat, and UHI [K]; diurnal
variation of mean and standard variation (band) are shown using data obtained over a twoweek period; nighttime is shown with shaded regions; times in Local Standard Time (LST).

Figure 3.13 shows the effect of Fst [-] on hourly mean and standard deviation of UHI [K]
calculated for model simulations for two weeks. The figure considers cases where all waste
heat is released at the street level (Fst = 1), half of the waste heat is released at street level,
and the other half of waste heat is released at roof level (Fst = 0.5), and all waste heat is
released at roof level (Fst = 0). According to this analysis, on average, the UHI [K] value for
the case with Fst = 1, is higher by 1 [K] than the case with Fst = 0. This can be attributed
to a more effective mechanism to diffuse the waste heat upward due to higher wind speed
and turbulence kinetic energy when this heat is released above roof level compared to when
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it is released near street level. Depending on the urban configuration and amount of urban
vegetation, the location of waste heat release could affect UHI by even higher magnitudes.
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Figure 3.13: Effect of the location of waste heat release on UHI [K]; diurnal variation of
mean and standard deviation (band) are shown using data obtained over a two-week period;
nighttime is shown with shaded regions; times in Local Standard Time (LST); blue: all
waste heat released at street level (Fst = 1); red: half of the waste heat released at street
level (Fst = 0.5); green: all waste heat released at roof level (Fst = 0).

3.3.5

Radiation Configuration

The radiation model within VCWG is explored by VCWG simulations under different canyon
aspect ratios Havg /w [-] and different street canyon axis angles θcan [◦ ] with respect to the
north axis to investigate the effects on shortwave and longwave fluxes. For exploring the
effect of canyon aspect ratio on these fluxes, values of Havg /w = 0.8 and 1.6 [-] are used
while keeping θcan = 0◦ , while for exploring the effect of street canyon axis angle on these
fluxes, values of θcan = 0 and 90◦ with respect to the north axis are used with keeping
Havg /w = 0.8 [-]. For these explorations, VCWG simulations are conducted for two weeks,
and hourly mean values for radiative fluxes are reported. Here, except for Havg /w [-] and
θcan [◦ ], all other model input parameters are kept the same as the evaluation simulations.
Figure 3.14 shows the shortwave S [W m−2 ] and longwave L [W m−2 ] radiative fluxes
for different canyon aspect ratios. It can be seen that the net shortwave radiation flux , i.e.
incoming S ↓ [W m−2 ] minus outgoing S ↑ [W m−2 ] fluxes, by the roof is not affected by the
canyon aspect ratio, while the interior surfaces of the urban canyon absorb lower amounts of
shortwave radiation fluxes for the higher canyon aspect ratio. This is expected since a higher
canyon aspect ratio creates more shading effects on interior canyon surfaces compared to a
lower canyon aspect ratio. Focusing on the net shortwave radiation fluxes on the road and
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tree, it is noted that for the higher aspect ratio canyon, the fluxes are more pronounced near
noon Local Standard Time (LST), while for the lower aspect ratio canyon, the fluxes are
pronounced in more hours before and after noon LST. This is expected since a higher aspect
ratio canyon creates more shading effects on times before and after noon LST compared to a
lower aspect ratio canyon. Focusing on the net longwave radiation fluxes, i.e., incoming L↓
[W m−2 ] minus outgoing L↑ [W m−2 ] fluxes, it is noted that the roof is not affected by the
canyon aspect ratio, while the road and wall surfaces of the urban canyon lose lesser amounts
of longwave radiation for the higher canyon aspect ratio, both during nighttime and daytime.
This can be understood as higher longwave radiation trapping by the higher canyon aspect
ratio. For trees, it can be seen that during daytime, there can be a net longwave radiation
gain (as opposed to loss) due to lower vegetation temperatures compared to the surrounding
surfaces.
Figure 3.15 shows the radiative fluxes for different street canyon axis angles. It can be
seen that the shortwave radiation flux absorbed by the roof is not affected by the street
canyon axis angle, while the interior surfaces of the urban canyon show different responses
to absorbing the shortwave radiation flux given the street canyon axis angle. With θcan = 90◦
the road surface absorbs the shortwave radiation flux over more hours during the day, given
that the combined direct and diffuse shortwave fluxes reach the road surface at both low
and high solar zenith and azimuth angles from the east and west directions. On the other
hand, with θcan = 0◦ the road surface absorbs the shortwave radiation flux in hours around
noon LST, given that this flux reaches the road surface effectively only at low solar zenith
and azimuth angles from the north direction. With θcan = 90◦ the wall surface absorbs the
shortwave radiation flux in most hours during midday, given that this flux reaches the wall
surface with multiple combinations of solar zenith and azimuth angles. On the other hand,
with θcan = 0◦ the wall surface absorbs little shortwave radiation flux in hours around noon
LST, given that this flux does not reach the wall surface when the solar azimuth angle is
from the north direction. Focusing on the net longwave radiation flux components, the road
exhibits a net longwave radiation loss over more prolonged hours of daytime when θcan = 90◦ .
The walls exhibit a higher net longwave radiation loss during daytime when θcan = 0◦ . For
trees, again, it can be seen that during the daytime, there can be a net longwave radiation
gain (as opposed to loss) due to lower vegetation temperatures compared to the surrounding
surfaces.
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Figure 3.14: Effect of canyon aspect ratio Havg /w [-] on hourly mean absolute values of
shortwave S [W m−2 ] and longwave L [W m−2 ] radiation fluxes after reflections; incoming
fluxes (S ↓ and L↓ [W m−2 ]) shown using dashed lines; outgoing fluxes (S ↑ and L↑ [W m−2 ])
shown using dotted lines; diurnal variation of mean is shown using data obtained over a
two-week period; nighttime is shown with shaded regions; times in Local Standard Time
(LST).
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Figure 3.15: Effect of street canyon axis angle θcan [◦ ] on hourly mean absolute values of
shortwave S [W m−2 ] and longwave L [W m−2 ] radiation fluxes; incoming fluxes (S ↓ and
L↓ [W m−2 ]) shown using dashed lines; outgoing fluxes (S ↑ and L↑ [W m−2 ]) shown using
dotted lines; diurnal variation of mean is shown using data obtained over a two-week period;
nighttime is shown with shaded regions; times in Local Standard Time (LST).
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3.3.6

Seasonal Variations

Performance of VCWG is assessed over different seasons with simulations for Vancouver for
an entire year in a period in the early 2000s. The model input parameters are chosen to
correspond to a plan area density of λp = 0.39 [-], a ratio of total surface to lot area of about
2.2 [-], and a canyon angle of θcan = −45◦ [172].
Figure 3.16 shows the VCWG results for the hourly mean values of UHI [K] in each
month of the year in Vancouver, Canada. It can be noted that in general early daytime UHI
[K] values are lower than nighttime values, as expected. Also, the greatest UHI [K] values
are noted to occur in August and September. The seasonal variation of UHI [K] as predicted
by VCWG is in agreement with a similar map reported by Oke et al. (2017) [156].
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Figure 3.16: Hourly mean values of UHI [K] in each month in Vancouver, Canada, as predicted by VCWG; sunrise and sunset times are denoted by dashed lines; times in Local
Standard Time (LST).

Figure 3.17 shows the profiles of potential temperature, horizontal wind speed, specific
humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy during nighttime (averaged at 0200 LST) and daytime (averaged at 1400 LST) in different seasons for the Vancouver simulation. It is notable
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that the potential temperature and specific humidity profiles reflect the seasonal patterns
(low values in the winter and high values in the summer). Wind speed and turbulence kinetic
energy profiles do not reveal notable seasonal variations.
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Figure 3.17: Profiles of potential temperature, horizontal wind speed, specific humidity, and
turbulence kinetic energy during nighttime (averaged at 0200 LST) and daytime (averaged
at 1400 LST) in different seasons; black: winter, green: spring , red: summer, and blue: fall;
building height shown with grey line; times in Local Standard Time (LST).

3.3.7

Other Climates

The VCWG is further explored by predicting UHI [K] in different cities with different climate
zones, including Buenos Aires in February 1996, a city in the southern hemisphere with a
hot and humid climate, Vancouver in September 2011, representing a moderate oceanic
climate, Osaka in August 1989, with a subtropical climate, and Copenhagen in June 1999,
representing a cold and temperate climate. All simulations are conducted for two weeks and
then the hourly mean and standard deviations of UHI are calculated (see Fig. 3.18). In
all simulations it is assumed that all of the building waste heat is released at roof level, i.e.
Fst = 0.
For Buenos Aires, VCWG predicts UHI values of +2.5, +0.1, −0.5, and +2.4 [K] at
0300, 0900, 1500, and 2100 LST, respectively. The observed values for the same hours
were +2.1, +1, +0.1, and +1.5, respectively. On average, the VCWG predictions of UHI
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(+1.1 [K]) are in good agreement with those of the observation (+1.2 [K]) [31]. In case of
Vancouver, VCWG predicts maximum and minimum values of UHI equal to +2.7 and +0.1
[K], respectively. The observed values for the maximum and minimum UHI were +3.8 and
−1 [K], respectively [172], in reasonable agreement with the predictions. Case studies in
Japan have reportedly obtained urban warming in large and developed cities such as Osaka,
which is the interest in this study. This effect is also predicted by VCWG that shows a
monthly-averaged UHI of +1.78 [K], which is consistent with a monthly-average of +2.2 [K]
simulated using meso-scale modelling [103]. UHI [K] in Copenhagen is reported to change
between +0.25 and +1.5 [K] depending on the wind speed [118], which agrees reasonably
well with the VCWG predictions of UHI [K] varying from a −0.4 [K] to +1.9 [K].
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Figure 3.18: Diurnal variation of the UHI [K], as predicted by VCWG, in Buenos Aires, Vancouver, Osaka, and Copenhagen; diurnal variation of mean and standard deviation (band)
are shown using data obtained over a two-week period; nighttime is shown with shaded
regions; times in Local Standard Time (LST).
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion: VCWG v2.0.0
4.1

Model Configuration

VCWG v2.0.0 preserves most features of VCWG v1.3.2, but it adds extra physical models and functionalities to predict urban climate and building energy performance variables.
This version includes a hydrologic model, can be forced from the top of the urban domain
using mesoscale data products, and offers the opportunity to investigate simulation output
variables on a spatial grid of the urban environment (see Figure 4.1). VCWG v2.0.0 consists
of six integrated submodels
1. A rural model forces meteorological boundary conditions on VCWG v1.3.2 based on a
surface energy balance model (Equations 2.1), used to calculate the surface heat fluxes
and the soil temperature profile in the rural site, and the Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory, used to compute friction velocity and vertical profiles of temperature and specific humidity in the atmospheric surface layer (Equations 2.15, 2.12, and 2.17). The
Penman-Monteith (PM) method is used to solve the surface energy balance model in
the rural area. So, the latent heat flux is calculated using Equation 2.6;
2. An urban one-dimensional vertical diffusion model is used to calculate the vertical profiles of cross- and along- canyon wind speed (Equations 2.91 and 2.92), potential temperature (Equation 2.103), specific humidity (Equation 2.109), and turbulence kinetic
energy (Equation 2.100) in the urban area considering the effects of trees, buildings,
and building energy systems. The model can be forced at the top of the domain either
by the rural model or a top forcing dataset (which is provided by the user) and at the
bottom by surface energy and water balances;
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3. A building energy model is used to calculate the building energy fluxes (Equation
2.111) and waste heat (Equations 2.107 and 2.108) of building imposed on the urban
environment;
4. A radiation model with trees is used to compute the longwave (Equation 2.40) and
shortwave (Equation 2.34) radiation fluxes between the urban canyon, trees, and the
sky;
5. An urban surface energy balance model is used to calculate surface heat fluxes, including sensible (Equation 2.43), latent (Equation 2.52), and conductive heat fluxes
(Equations 2.78 and 2.79). The moisture sources include not only evaporation from
tree foliage but also the wet surfaces and soil columns, which contribute to the urban
energy balance; and
6. An urban hydrology model is used to obtain ecophysiological behavior of urban trees
and low vegetation at the ground and roof levels and calculate urban hydrological
exchanges (Equation 2.119) and soil water content profile (Equation 2.129) in the
presence of precipitation.
In this chapter, first, the VCWG v2.0.0 model results are evaluated against the microclimate field measurements, including the BUBBLE dataset in Basel [170] and the Vancouver
Sunset dataset [47]. The simulation results are also compared with the predecessor version
and other studies. Next, the model performance is explored by various parametric simulations.
To evaluate the model against the BUBBLE dataset, the boundary conditions for potential temperature and specific humidity equations (Equations 2.103 and 2.109) are determined
from the rural model. The flow is assumed to be pressure-driven with the pressure gradient
of ρu2∗ /Htop [kg m−2 s−2 ], which is decomposed into the x and y directions based on the
wind angle and canyon orientation. This pressure gradient is forced as source terms on the
momentum Equations 2.91 and 2.92. Evaluation of VCWG v2.0.0 against Vancouver Sunset dataset is conducted by forcing the model using the top forcing approach (see Figure
2.1). Thus, the potential temperature, specific humidity, and x and y momentum equations
(Equations 2.103, 2.109, 2.91, and 2.92) are solved using the Dirichlet boundary condition
at the top and Neumann boundary condition at the bottom. In this case the source term in
the momentum equations are forced to zero, i.e. ρu2∗ /Htop = 0 [kg m−2 ]. The same approach
is used for model exploration in Vancouver.
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A uniform Cartesian grid with 1 m vertical resolution is used for all evaluation and
exploration analyses that are conducted in this chapter. VCWG v2.0.0 is also equipped with
a function that can automate the GIS processes to simulate urban climate within a spatial
raster dataset.
Urban Radiation Model

Rural Radiation Model
Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST)

Boundary Conditions:
1. Rural Model 2. Top Forcing

Rural
Model

Urban
Model

Vertical Diffusion Model

Forcing Weather Data :
1. EPW 2. ERA5

Rural Surface Energy Balance Model:

Urban Surface Energy Balance (SEB) Model:

1. Using Bowen Ratio 2. Penman-Monteith Method

1. EB

Soil Temperature Profile

Soil Temperature and
Moisture Profile

2. EB-WB

Urban Surface Water Balance (SWB) Model

Building Energy Model (BEM)

Figure 4.1: Overview of the Vertical City Weather Generator (VCWG) v2.0.0. The new
additions in VCWG v2.0.0 are highlighted in blue.

4.2
4.2.1

Evaluation
Observation and Forcing Datasets

The results of the VCWG v2.0.0 are compared to the measured data from the BUBBLE
campaign and Vancouver Sunset datasets. A brief description of the BUBBLE field campaign is provided in Section 3.2.1. The model predictions of air temperature, wind speed,
specific humidity, sensible and latent heat fluxes are compared to the BUBBLE observations
on an hourly basis. The measurement in the nearby rural area is used to force the model.
Measurement in the Sunset neighborhood of Vancouver (49.226◦ N and 123.078◦ W) consists
of air temperature and relative humidity at 26 [m] a.g.l, incoming shortwave, and longwave
radiation fluxes at 26.2 [m] a.g.l, barometric pressure, latent, and sensible heat fluxes at 28.8
[m] a.g.l. The dataset provides the measurements averaged every 5 [min]. The urban canyon
axis is oriented in the north direction with a canyon axis angle of θcan = 0◦ . The measured
downwelling shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes, air temperature, humidity, and pres97

Table 4.1: List of input parameters used in VCWG v2.0.0 for model evaluation in Vancouver;
input variables are extracted from assumptions, datasets, and simulation codes available in
the literature [47, 100].
Parameter
Latitude [◦ N]
Longitude [◦ W ]
Average buildings height [m]
Width of canyon [m]
Building width to canyon width ratio [-]
Leaf Area Index [m2 m−2 ]
Tree height [m]
Tree crown radius [m]
Tree distance from wall [m]
Ground fractions of vegetation, impervious, and soil surface [-]
Roof fractions of vegetation and impervious [-]
Building type
Urban albedos (roof, ground, wall, vegetation) [-]
Urban emissivities (roof, ground, wall, vegetation) [-]
Ground aerodynamic roughness length [m]
Roof aerodynamic roughness length [m]
Vertical resolution [m]
Time step [s]
Canyon axis orientation [◦ N]
Urban boundary condition
Urban surface energy balance model

Symbol
lat
lon
Havg
wx =wy =w
bx /wx =by /wy =b/w
LAI
ht
rt
dt
fveg , fimp , fbare
fveg , fimp
αR , αG , αW , αV
εR , εG , εW , εV
z0G
z0R
∆z
∆t
θcan
-

Value
49.226
123.078
5
23
0.4
0.39
5
2
2.5
0.5,0.5,0
0,1
Mid-rise apartment
0.13, 0.14, 0.2, 0.27
0.95,0.95,0.95,0.95
0.02
0.02
1
60
0.0
Top Forcing
EB-WB

sure are used to force the model at the top of the simulation domain. The model predictions
of sensible and latent heat fluxes are compared to the Vancouver Sunset observations on an
hourly basis.
The input parameters representing the urban area in Basel and Vancouver are listed
in Tables 3.1 and 4.1, respectively. The input parameters for Vancouver are inferred from
variables, datasets, and simulation codes in the literature that pertains to the Vancouver
Sunset campaign and associated models, as well as general assumptions found in the literature [47, 100]. In Table 4.1, note that the choices of average building height Havg = 5.0 [m],
street width w = 23.0 [m], and building width to street width ratio b/w = 0.4 [-] provide
λp = b/(w + b) = 0.29 [-] and λf = Havg /(w + b) = 0.16 [-]. For the Basel case, the simulations are conducted for 15 days with one day of spin-up period starting from June 15, 2002.
For the Vancouver case, the simulations are conducted for five months from May 2008 to
September 2008 with one day of spin-up period. The simulation time step for both analyses
is 1 [min].
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4.2.2

Potential Temperature, Wind Speed, and Specific Humidity

To compare VCWG v2.0.0 results with measured meteorological variables from the BUBBLE
campaign, the BIAS, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and coefficient of determination R2
are computed for pairs of model versus observed values every hour for available altitudes.
This analysis is performed for wind speed, potential temperature, and specific humidity.
The results from VCWG v1.3.2 and VCWG v2.0.0 are provided in Table 4.2 for better
cross-comparison. VCWG v2.0.0 simulation results show improvement in RMSE and R2 for
potential temperature, as the RMSE is decreased by 0.5 [K] and R2 is increased by 0.05 [-].
In contrast to the predecessor version, the VCWG v2.0.0 overestimates the air temperature
near the ground (z = 3.6 [m]) with approximately the same magnitude. However, the RMSE
and R2 are improved at this altitude, which can be attributed to the better representation
of sensible and latent heat fluxes. At higher altitudes, the improved rural and urban surface
energy balance models result in lower RMSE and higher R2 . Over all altitudes, on average,
the BIAS, RMSE and R2 for potential temperature using VCWG v2.0.0 are −0.53 [K], 0.56
[K], and 0.98 [-], respectively.
Considering all altitudes, the average BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for wind speed are −0.46 [m
s−1 ], 0.44 [m s−1 ], and 0.46 [-], which are improved in comparison to the predecessor version of
the model. VCWG v2.0.0 also shows better performance in estimating the specific humidity
within and above the canyon. The average BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for specific humidity are
0.0000 [kg kg−1 ], 0.0003 [kg kg−1 ], and 0.98 [-], respectively. Such improvement is mainly
attributed to the incorporation of the hydrology model and more accurate representation of
latent heat flux sources in the column model.

4.2.3

Sensible and Latent Heat Fluxes

The VCWG v2.0.0 is further assessed based on the comparison between the measured and
simulated urban sensible heat flux Hurban [W m−2 ] and urban latent heat flux LEurban [W
m−2 ] above the canyon. Hurban and LEurban are calculated as a function of temperature and
specific humidity gradients, respectively, obtained from the column model and turbulent
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Table 4.2: BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for VCWG v1.3.2 and v2.0.0 predictions of potential temperature Θ [K], wind speed S [m s−1 ], and specific humidity Q [kg kg−1 ] against the BUBBLE
observations for different altitudes and months (green shaded cells show improvement and
red shaded cells show deterioration in the predictions).
Altitude z [m]

2.5

3.6

11.3

13.9

14.7

17.5

17.9

21.5

22.4

25.5

31.2

31.7

Average

Statistic
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2
BIAS
RMSE
R2

VCWG v1.3.2
Θ
-0.1
0.72
0.95
-0.22
0.79
0.86
-0.12
0.97
0.92
-0.35
1.14
0.86
-0.45
1.29
0.86
-0.64
1.43
0.93
-0.31
1.06
0.93

S
-0.51
0.4
0.43
-0.17
0.18
0.84
0.88
0.74
0.84
1.13
0.97
0.43
1.96
1.67
0.4
2.1
1.78
0.51
0.9
0.96
0.42

VCWG v2.0.0

Q
0.00081
0.0012
0.86
0.00049
0.0014
0.84
0.00065
0.0013
0.42

100

Θ
0.12
0.61
0.98
-0.50
0.55
0.97
-0.60
0.56
0.98
-0.68
0.58
0.99
-0.75
0.57
0.98
-0.78
0.50
0.99
-0.53
0.56
0.98

S
-0.68
0.67
0.25
-0.58
0.58
0.25
-0.46
0.50
0.45
-0.33
0.43
0.45
-0.3
0.44
0.60
-0.42
0.40
0.74
-0.46
0.44
0.46

Q
0.0001
0.0004
0.97
-0.0001
0.0003
0.98
0.0000
0.0003
0.98

Difference
Θ
0.11
0.03
0.24
0.11
0.31
0.06
0.56
0.13
0.72
0.12
0.97
0.06
0.5
0.05

S
0.27
0.18
0.4
0.59
0.24
0.29
0.54
0.02
1.23
0.2
1.38
0.23
0.52
0.04

Q
0.0008
0.07
0.0011
0.14
0.001
0.56

diffusion coefficient (Km [m2 s−1 ]) as follows


Km ∂Θ
Hurban = − ρCp
P rt ∂z z=zobs


Km ∂Q
LEurban = − ρL
,
Sct ∂z z=zobs

(4.1)
(4.2)

where zobs is the height at which sensible/latent heat fluxes are measured, and P rt and
Sct are turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers, respectively. For the Basel case, the heat
fluxes are measured at an altitude of 31.7 [m]. Figure 4.2 shows the time series comparison
between the results from both versions of the model and the BUBBLE dataset. VCWG
v1.3.2 and v2.0.0 can follow the same diurnal pattern as the observation. While VCWG
v2.0.0 overestimates the midday sensible heat flux, it performs better than the predecessor
version, which underestimates sensible heat flux over the period of simulation, which can
be attributed to the better performance of the surface energy balance model in the new
version. An appropriate representation of latent heat source/sink terms in the urban area
leads to better estimation of the latent heat flux, as VCWG v2.0.0 can capture the LEurban
peaks that occur shortly after rainfall events. The statistical analysis provided in Table 4.3
shows that VCWG v2.0.0 results in lower RMSE and higher R2 relative to the results from
VCWG v1.3.2. VCWG v2.0.0 results in BIAS, RMSE, and R2 of 22 [W m−2 ], 34.3 [W m−2 ],
and 0.88 [-], respectively, for sensible heat flux and −17.3 [W m−2 ], 23.1 [W m−2 ], and 0.35
[-], respectively, for latent heat flux. Considering the short evaluation period using VCWG
v2.0.0, the model shows reasonable performance in comparison to the previous studies that
reported BIAS of −4.15 [W m−2 ] [174] and −71.8 [W m−2 ] [89] and RMSE of 38.9 [W m−2 ]
[174] and 100.2 [W m−2 ] [89] for sensible heat flux and BIAS of −20.6 [W m−2 ] [174] and
RMSE of 33.8 [W m−2 ] [174] and 36.0 [W m−2 ] [89] for latent heat flux.
The capability of VCWG v2.0.0 to predict latent and sensible heat fluxes over longer
periods of time is evaluated against the Vancouver Sunset dataset. For this analysis, the
model is forced at the top of the urban domain using the observed dataset over five months.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the cross-comparison between VCWG v2.0.0 simulation results and the
field measurements. The simulated and observed urban sensible heat flux show reasonable
agreement with a BIAS, RMSE, and R2 of 0.65 [W m−2 ], 18.1 [W m−2 ], and 0.94 [-], respectively (see Table 4.3). Compared to the previous studies, Oleson et al. (2007) [158]
obtained BIAS of 62 [W m−2 ], RMSE of 81 [W m−2 ], and R2 of 0.87 [-] using an urban
parameterization for a global climate model. The results from the Surface Urban Energy
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the BUBBLE dataset (blue) versus simulated values of
sensible and latent heat fluxes above the urban area using VCWG v1.3.2 (green) and VCWG
v2.0.0 (red); the hourly means are shown; times in Local Standard Time (LST); simulation
for a two-week period in June 2002.

and Water balance Scheme (SUEWS) model showed RMSE of 39.1 [W m−2 ] and R2 of 0.77
[-] [84]. This comparison signifies the adequate performance of VCWG v2.0.0. Urban latent
heat flux is also well-captured with the model. The statistics show that VCWG v2.0.0 simulated LEurban with a BIAS, RMSE, and R2 of 1.35 [W m−2 ], 27.7 [W m−2 ], and 0.55 [-],
respectively, compared to the other studies that reported BIAS of −4 [W m−2 ] [158], 1.9 [W
m−2 ] [129], RMSE of 16 [W m−2 ] [158], 32.5 [W m−2 ] [84], 26.8 [W m−2 ] [129], and R2 of
0.35 [-] [158], 0.74 [-] [84], 0.62 [-] [129]. This demonstrates the reasonable performance of
VCWG v2.0.0 relative to observations and previous studies.

4.3
4.3.1

Exploration
Forcing Datasets

The performance of VCWG is assessed by evaluating the model for different seasons, coverages of urban trees and ground vegetation, roof types (green/cool roof), and Local Climate
Zones (LCZs). All explorations are performed by VCWG v2.0.0 simulations of the urban
micro-climate variables in Vancouver, Canada. For the season and roof type analyses, the
model is automated to run for a whole year in 2007. The other analyses are conducted in
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between the Vancouver Sunset dataset versus simulated values of
sensible and latent heat fluxes above the urban area using VCWG v2.0.0; the hourly means
are shown; times in Local Standard Time (LST); simulation for a 5-month period in 2008.

Table 4.3: BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for VCWG predictions of sensible and latent heat fluxes
[W m−2 ] against the observations and previous studies.
Urban Fluxes

VCWG v1.3.2
BIAS

Hurban (Vancouver)
Hurban (Basel)
LEurban (Vancouver)
LEurban (Basel)

-45.2
-28.7

RMSE

63.5
37.1

R2

0.58
0.28

VCWG v2.0.0
BIAS

RMSE

0.65
22.0
1.35
-17.3

1 Oleson

18.1
34.3
27.7
23.1

R2

0.94
0.88
0.55
0.35

Literature
BIAS
1

62
-4.152 ,-71.84
-41
-20.62

R2

RMSE
1

3

81 ,39.1
38.92 ,100.24
161 ,32.53
33.82 ,36.04

0.87 ,0.773
0.351 ,0.743
-

et al. (2007) [158] evaluation period is 15 days. 2 Ryu et al. (2016) [174] evaluation period is 30 days. 3 Järvi et al.
(2011) [84] evaluation period is 147 days. 4 Kawai et al. (2009) [89] evaluation period is 39 days
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1

Table 4.4: List of input parameters used in VCWG v2.0.0 for seasonal exploration in Vancouver.
Parameter
Latitude [◦ N]
Longitude [◦ W]
Average buildings height [m]
Width of canyon [m]
Building width to canyon width ratio [-]
Tree height [m]
Tree crown radius [m]
Tree distance from wall [m]
Ground fractions of vegetation, impervious, and soil surface [-]
Roof fractions of vegetation and impervious [-]
Leaf area index [m2 m−2 ]
Building type
Urban albedos (roof, ground, wall, vegetation) [-]
Urban emissivities (roof, ground, wall, vegetation) [-]
Vertical resolution [m]
Time step [s]
Canyon axis orientation [◦ N]
Urban boundary condition
Urban surface energy balance model

Symbol
lat
lon
Havg
wx =wy =w
bx /wx =by /wy =b/w
ht
rt
dt
fveg , fimp , fbare
fveg , fimp
LAI
αR , αG , αW , αV
εR , εG , εW , εV
∆z
∆t
θcan
-

Value
49.226
123.078
10.0
23.0
0.4
8.0
1.5
2.2
0.5,0.5,0
0,1
Variable
Mid-rise apartment
0.13, 0.14, 0.2, 0.27
0.95, 0.95, 0.95, 0.95
1
300
0.0
Top Forcing
EB-WB

a warm month. Spatial distribution of climate variables is simulated by coupling the automated GIS processes function with VCWG v2.0.0. For these analyses, the ERA5 dataset is
used to force the model at the top of the urban domain at an elevation of 90 [m]. The input
parameters representing the urban area and the model options used for these explorations
are listed in Table 4.4. Depending on the type of analysis, the input parameters vary within
a reasonable range that is discussed in the subsequent sections.

4.3.2

Seasonal Variations

Compared to the regions close to the equator, the areas at higher latitudes experience
stronger seasonal variability in the cycle of surface energy and water fluxes [15]. The amount
of solar radiation flux reaching the Earth’s surface and the solar zenith angle both vary significantly over the course of a year, leading to different meteorological conditions, shading
effects, foliage amounts, soil moisture content, patterns of anthropogenic fluxes, and building
energy performance.
Performance of VCWG v2.0.0 is assessed over different seasons with simulations for Vancouver for an entire year in 2007. The seasonal LAI cycle describes the vegetation condition
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and controls photosynthesis activities, water, and CO2 conductance and flux.
4.3.2.1

Sensible and Latent Heat Fluxes

As shown in Figure 4.4, the urban area is characterized by higher latent and sensible heat
fluxes in the warm season (Apr-Sep). While the sensible and latent heat fluxes follow approximately the same trend and magnitude during the cold season (Jan-Mar and Oct-Dec),
sensible heat flux is substantially higher during the summer months. Although the sensible heat flux in cold months is considerably lower, it still transfers energy from surfaces to
the urban boundary layer with a daytime mean value of 60 [W m−2 ]. This suggests that
the building waste heat and other anthropogenic activities in the urban areas are dominant
during cold months (see Figure 4.6). The larger values of heat fluxes in the summer months
is mainly attributed to the larger magnitude of solar radiation fluxes interacting with the
surface and growth of active vegetation. The latent heat flux is mainly characterized by
moisture availability in the urban area. Due to the high impervious surface coverage in
the urban area, the latent heat flux exhibits less seasonal variation. However, more active
vegetation in the warm months contributes significantly to the total latent heat flux and
increases daytime mean value of latent heat flux from 50 [W m−2 ] in the winter to 90 [W
m−2 ] in the summer. In other words, higher net radiation in the warm months leads to a
higher vapor pressure deficit. However, this analysis is a strong function of the climate zone.
For instance, tropical regions (e.g., Singapore) experience less variability in latent heat flux
with fluctuations around 80 [W m−2 ] [129]. On the other hand, regions at higher altitudes
show more variability, which is consistent with the findings in this thesis (e.g., Melbourne:
latent heat flux from 40 [W m−2 ] in the winter to 140 [W m−2 ] in the summer [15, 129];
London: latent heat flux from 20 [W m−2 ] in the winter to 80 [W m−2 ] in the summer [97]).
Precipitation and anthropocentric water (e.g., irrigation) are the main contributors to the
latent heat flux in urban areas. Prescribed time series of anthropocentric water for vegetated
and bare surfaces can be considered in the simulation. Days with more precipitation, particularly in the warm months, are more likely to have increased latent heat flux and decreased
sensible heat flux (e.g., late August and early September in Figure 4.4). The results obtained
from this exploration are in reasonable agreement with other studies [15, 97, 129].
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Figure 4.4: Hourly sensible and latent heat fluxes [W m−2 ] in Vancouver: (top) sensible heat
flux above the canyon over the course of a year; (middle) latent heat flux above the canyon
over the course of a year; (bottom) mean diurnal variation of latent (blue) and sensible
(red) heat fluxes for Jan-Mar, Apr-Jun, Jul-Sep, and Oct-Dec. The black line shows daily
precipitation [mm day−1 ].
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4.3.2.2

Surface Temperatures

Due to the high variability of radiative, thermal, and moisture properties of the urban surfaces, they more likely experience different temperatures through a diurnal cycle. The surface
temperature controls the magnitude and direction of heat fluxes at the surface. Figure 4.5
shows the daytime and nighttime percentiles of urban surface temperatures in January, May,
August, and November, which are indicative of each season. Diurnal variation of the roof
temperature is considerably higher than the other surfaces, as roofs are directly exposed
to solar radiation fluxes and are less influenced by the in-canyon surfaces. In the warm
months (May and August), all surfaces experience higher temperatures than the canyon air
temperature except ground vegetation that remains close to the air temperature. During
the nighttime, there is a substantial decrease in roof temperature, while building walls have
the highest temperatures, and the temperature of vegetation remains close to the air temperature. The same pattern was observed by Christen et al. (2012) [36] and Aliabadi et al.
(2019) [8], where roof and lawn temperatures fell below the canyon air temperature during
nighttime. In general, surfaces with higher temperature fluctuations (roof) exhibit considerably higher daytime temperatures than the canyon air temperature, which is consistent with
the findings in the literature [36, 139]. This analysis signifies the effect of replacing natural
areas by impervious surfaces.
4.3.2.3

Building Energy Performance

Building waste heat released into the atmosphere is considered as the main source of anthropogenic heat in the urban areas and is controlled by heating and cooling demand [176]. In
cold months, when the building energy system is on heating mode, the building heat emission dominates the urban sensible heat flux and can alter the urban air temperatures [18].
Figure 4.6 shows the daily mean and maximum of building energy fluxes over an entire year
in Vancouver. The heating and cooling demands are at their maximum in cold months (January, February, and December) and warm months (July and August), respectively. Shoulder
seasons are the transition period from cooling (heating) mode to heating (cooling) mode,
for fall (spring). A small amount of energy is required for dehumidification in the warm
months. It is common to experience few periods with low outdoor air temperature in the
warm seasons, and the building energy system is required to convert to heating mode, which
is well-captured by VCWG.
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Figure 4.5: Variability of urban surface temperatures in January, May, August, and November in Vancouver; roof is impervious and ground is partially covered by vegetation; the box
plot represents 5th , 25th , 50th , 75th , and 95th percentiles for temperature; red line is canyon
air temperature; top row is daytime and bottom row is nighttime; daytime temperatures are
sampled from 1000 to 1400 LST and nighttime temperatures are sampled from 2200 to 0200
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Figure 4.6: Seasonal variation of hourly mean and maximum building energy fluxes including
cooling demand (Qcool ), dehumidification demand (Qdehum ), heating demand (Qheat ), and
building waste heat (Qwaste ); the solid line is daily mean and dashed line is daily maximum
of the variable. The bar plot is the integrated energy flux within JFM (January, February,
and March), AMJ (April, May, and June), JAS (July, August, and September), and OND
(October, November, and December) months. The simulation is conducted for Vancouver.
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4.3.2.4

Water Budget Analysis

Water budget analysis in urban areas is mostly carried out on a seasonal or annual basis,
which provides insight into the urban water management to cope with extreme weather
conditions [121]. In an urban unit, the precipitation and anthropogenic water (e.g., garden
irrigation) are the main water inputs to the urban hydrologic cycle that are partitioned
into surface runoff, evaporation, leakage at the bottom of the soil column, and depression
storage [121, 134]. Performance of VCWG to take into account the seasonal variation of
water budget terms is assessed. Figure 4.7 depicts the monthly variation of water balance
terms for an entire year in Vancouver. In warm months, a large fraction of input water
(precipitation plus anthropogenic water) is returned to the atmosphere via evaporation in
forms of evapotranspiration, soil evaporation, and intercepted water evaporation. Due to
the replacement of natural areas by impervious surfaces in the urban area, a considerable
fraction of precipitations moves over land. This surface runoff is higher during cold seasons,
when cold weather restricts water evaporation. Urban runoff usually hits a peak during and
immediately after rainfall events. In general, the ratio of surface runoff to precipitation varies
from 0.3 in the winter to 0.1 in the summer. The same pattern has been observed in the
Oakridge, Vancouver, suburban area in 1982, where maximum evaporation and surface runoff
were reported in June and January, respectively [68]. During warm months, particularly in
July, rainfall is reduced significantly and urban vegetation and soil are the main sources for
water evaporation. As shown in Figure 4.8, this period of the year experiences extensive soil
moisture depletion; water storage in the urban unit is approximately zero; and leakage is at its
minimum. Extreme precipitation events, which usually occur in the cold months, replenish
the soil column, increase soil moisture content, and may surpass the maximum capacity of
the soil. Figure 4.8 shows the soil moisture content of the impervious and vegetated ground
columns at different depths. The first two layers underneath the impervious surface are
impermeable. The soil water content in these layers is less variable as it exhibits reduced
interaction with the atmosphere and vegetation roots. However, the upper layers of the
vegetated ground soil column exhibit more variations and are significantly influenced by the
amount of precipitation. Deeper layers of soil are less influenced by the weather conditions
and show variation at the larger time scales. The pattern of annual variation of soil moisture
is in reasonable agreement with the study by Meili et al. (2020) [129].
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Figure 4.7: Monthly variation of water balance components for Vancouver in 2007; hourly
terms in the water balance equation are integrated over time to calculate the monthly magnitude for all sink and source terms.
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4.3.3

Effect of Urban Trees on Model Output Variables

The building cooling energy demand and outdoor thermal comfort are major concerns during
the warm seasons in different climate zones. As discussed in Section 3.3.3, the countermeasure of urban trees can mitigate the negative impacts of urban overheating and cool down
the outdoor air temperature. Based on outdoor environmental conditions, the amount of
energy received, emitted, and stored in the building envelop can directly affect the building energy performance and reciprocally the building waste heat released into the urban
atmosphere. Urban trees provide shade and decrease wall temperatures, which reduce the
amount of solar radiation fluxes at the warm walls and transmission of heat through the
building envelop by conduction. The mitigation of the outdoor air temperature due to the
presence of trees can also reduce the sensible heat flux between the building surfaces and
the atmosphere [79, 188, 195, 198]. Thus, it is expected that trees may regulate the building
energy performance.
The capability of VCWG v2.0.0 to take into account these effects is assessed by investigating three cases with LAI [m2 m−2 ] representing trees leaf area indices of 1, 2, and 3 [m2
m−2 ], by model simulations for Vancouver in July. The model is forced by ERA5 dataset at
the top of the domain. The other model input variables are listed in Table 4.4. More vegetation acts to increase latent heat flux and specific humidity but to reduce air temperature
and sensible heat flux during daytime, which is evident in Figure 4.9. Such effects not only
can improve thermal comfort at the pedestrian level, but also can reduce the building energy
consumption in the summertime, as shown in Figure 4.10. The average of daily maximum
building energy fluxes, including dehumidification demand, cooling demand, and building
waste heat, are calculated for July. The addition of more vegetation by increasing LAI from
1 to 3 [m2 m−2 ] can reduce the cooling energy demand and building waste heat by 25% and
15%, respectively. This energy saving is mainly attributed to the effect of tree-shading and
consequent reduction of available solar radiation flux at the walls, as well as evapotranspiration to reduce sensible heat flux. The analysis obtained from this exploration is in reasonable
agreement with previous work [4, 184, 198]. The simulation results of ENVI-met model in
Thessaloniki, Greece, resulted in saving of cooling energy demand by 13% to 15%, depending
on the planting scenario [198]. Other studies have reported that shade by trees can reduce
the cooling energy demand by 25% for a residential building in Los Angeles [4] and by 10%
to 50% for residential buildings in different climate zones in California [184].
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Figure 4.9: Effect of urban trees on the sensible and latent heat fluxes above the canyon in
July. The heat fluxes are diurnally averaged at the height of 30 [m] from ground in July
2007 in Vancouver.
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Figure 4.10: Effect of urban trees on the dehumidification demand, cooling energy demand,
and waste heat of building. The building energy fluxes are mean of daily maximum in July
2007 in Vancouver.
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4.3.4

Effect of Low Vegetation on Model Output Variables
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Vegetation can alter the energy and water balance in the urban area and ultimately mitigate
the negative impacts of UHI and urban flooding during extreme climate events. The effect
of low vegetation on urban heat fluxes and water budget terms are assessed for Vancouver
in the summer. The other model input variables are listed in Table 4.4. Increasing fraction
of ground covered by low vegetation (fveg ) from 0.2 to 0.8 can reduce Bowen ratio (ratio of
sensible heat flux to latent heat flux) of the urban area from 2 to 1 (see Figure 4.11). This
suggests that not only trees can regulate the urban climate variables, but also low vegetation
can reduce the amount of urban warming. Urban vegetation also has the desired effect of
reducing flood hazards in the urban area. As shown in Figure 4.12, increasing fveg from 0 to
1 can substantially decreases the surface runoff from 1.7 [mm day−1 ] to almost zero, while
evaporation flux and deep leakage increase. The results from this exploration are consistent
with the simulation results from the UT&C model, where increasing fveg from 0 to 1 for a
case study in Singapore resulted in the reduction of surface runoff of 4.5 [mm day−1 ] to zero
with mean daily rainfall of 5 [mm day−1 ] [129].
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Figure 4.11: Effect of low vegetation coverage (fveg ) on urban sensible and latent heat
fluxes [W m−2 ] above the canyon for Vancouver in July 2007; fveg varies from 0 (road is all
impervious surface) to 1 (road is all vegetation).
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Figure 4.12: Effect of low vegetation coverage (fveg ) on mean daily water budget terms [mm
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4.3.5

Effects of Green and Cool Roofs on Model Output Variables

Given the growing demand for energy in urban areas, numerous energy saving technologies
have been employed to mitigate the environmental effects of buildings and improve building
energy performance. Green and cool roofs are common technologies for reducing heat in
urban areas, building energy demand, and moderating roof and canyon surface temperatures.
Roof vegetation provides a natural cooling system, insulates the building envelop from direct
exposure to solar radiation, regulates the temperature and humidity of urban environment,
and reduces adverse effects of extreme rainfall events due to high water storage capacity
(see Figure 4.13). He et al. (2020) [77] simulated the performance of a building with green
roof in Shanghai and showed that this technology can save the cooling energy demand by
6.2%. Cool roofs with radiative properties of high solar albedo and high thermal emissivity,
reduce urban heat, surface temperature, and improve building energy performance. Such
urban environment regulation is accomplished by reflecting more solar radiation fluxes and
absorbing less heat, compared to the standard roofs [45, 62]. Simulation results obtained from
integrating BEP-BEM into WRF in a semi-arid urban environment (Phoenix and Tucson)
showed that cool roofs can reduce the cooling energy demand by 14% [177].

Solar Radiation

Solar Reflectance

Traditional Roof

Green Roof

Cool Roof

Figure 4.13: Comparison between the response of traditional, green, and cool roofs to solar
radiation fluxes.
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The effects of green and cool roofs on urban heat mitigation, roof surface temperature,
and building energy performance are studied by simulating VCWG for an entire year in
Vancouver. For the base case simulation, the roof surface is all covered by impervious
surface and the radiative properties are as listed in Table 4.4. For the green roof scenario,
half of the roof surface is covered by low vegetation with leaf area index (LAI) of 2.5 [m2
m−2 ] and soil layer thickness of 100 [mm]. To investigate the environmental effect of a cool
roof, the surface albedo is increased to 0.7 [-], which is common for roofs coating with high
reflective material [77].
Figure 4.14 compares the mean diurnal variation of urban sensible heat flux of the base,
green roof, and cool roof cases in different seasons. Green and cool roofs can reduce daytime urban sensible heat flux by 40% and 18% during warm months, respectively. Due to
shorter daytime length in the cold months, the cooling effects of green and cool roofs are
less significant. Cool roofs can decrease daytime roof surface temperatures by 10 [K] in the
summer with no change in nighttime surface temperatures, as expected (see Figure 4.15).
While green roofs reduce surface temperatures to a lesser extent than cool roofs, they can
decrease temperature fluctuations more effectively, particularly in warm months. Plant type,
the fraction of roof vegetation coverage, and soil properties control the green roof performance. In terms of annual building energy performance, buildings with cool roofs save 16.1%
cooling energy demand and 16.0% dehumidification demand. However, buildings with green
roofs are less efficient and only save 5.2% cooling energy demand and 5.0% dehumidification
energy demand. Figure 4.16 illustrates the maximum building energy loads and sensible
waste heat from buildings to the atmosphere for different seasons. It is worth noting that
these technologies work more effectively in the warm months as they can increase heating
demand during the cold months due to their cooling effects, which can be observed from this
analysis. Additionally, green and cool roofs reduce annual building waste heat by 4% and
1%, respectively, and they are more useful during the warm months.

4.3.6

Variation of Local Climate Zone and Model Output Variables

The local urban climate is primarily influenced by urban morphometric variables such as
building plan area density, frontal area density, anthropogenic activities, and urban vegetation. There could be some pre-defined diurnal/seasonal schedule for human activities. However, some other factors, such as urban morphometric variables, could vary over a longer
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Figure 4.14: Effects of green and cool roofs on urban sensible heat flux [W m−2 ] in different
seasons; the sensible heat fluxes are diurnally-averaged over January-February-March (JFM),
April-May-June (AMJ), July-August-September (JAS), and October-November-December
(OND) for Vancouver in 2007.
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Figure 4.15: Effects of green and cool roofs on roof surface temperature [K] in different seasons; the surface temperatures are diurnally-averaged over January-February-March (JFM),
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Figure 4.16: Effects of green and cool roofs on building energy performance in different seasons; the building energy fluxes are mean of daily maximum over January-February-March
(JFM), April-May-June (AMJ), July-August-September (JAS), and October-NovemberDecember (OND) in Vancouver 2007.

time scale. One may experience different climate conditions within a city, which could be
more sensible by traveling from the high-density built-up regions to the areas with more open
space and ultimately rural areas. Stewart and Oke (2012) [192] developed the Local Climate
Zone (LCZ) classification that identifies a region based on its ability to modify local surface
climates. The surface thermal properties, land cover and land structure define LCZ 1 as
compact highrise to LCZ 9 as sparsely built areas. In this classification LCZ 10 is considered
as an area with heavy industrial activities and LCZs A to G represent natural areas, which
are out of scope of this thesis (For further details, readers are referred to Stewart and Oke
(2012) [192]).
In this section, the capability of VCWG to simulate climate variables within the urban
roughness sublayer for a typical city is investigated. It is assumed that the urban area is
extended from LCZ 1 at the center to LCZ 9 far from the center. Figure 4.17 shows the
spatial variation of plan area density (λp [-]), leaf area index of urban trees (LAItree [m2
m−2 ]), canyon aspect ratio (H/W [-]), and the fraction of ground covered by vegetation
(fveg [-]). The building area density and canyon aspect ratio vary from 0.6 to 0.2 [-] and
3.0 to 0.2 [-], respectively. Such a setup alongside with the urban trees is accompanied with
ground-sky view factor variations from 0.15 [-] in the compact highrise region to 0.9 [-] in
the sparsely built region. The range of variation of these parameters is consistent with the
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typical properties that are considered for LCZ 1 to LCZ9 [192]. More high and low vegetation
covers are considered as moving away from high-density built-up areas by changing fveg for
ground and LAItree from 0.1 to 0.85 and 1 to 4 [m2 m−2 ], respectively.
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Figure 4.17: Spatial variation of urban morphometric parameters including plan are density
(λp [-]), leaf area index of urban trees (LAItree [m2 m−2 ]), canyon aspect ratio (H/W [-]),
and fraction of ground covered by vegetation (fveg [-]) for a typical city.

It has been observed that nocturnal UHI increases as urban heat flux increases and wind
speed decreases [151, 156]. As shown in Figure 4.19, built-up areas slow down wind speed
within the canyon and consequently reduce turbulent mixing. Lower magnitude of forcing
wind speed during nighttime facilitates trapping of heat within the canyon and increasing air
temperatures. Figures 4.18 and 4.20 show larger magnitudes of air potential temperatures
and sensible heat fluxes in the compact highrise region, respectively. Thus, higher temperature in high-density built-up areas than the surrounding sub-urban and rural areas can lead
to nocturnal UHI. For the daytime, areas with higher canyon aspect ratio (H/W [-]) trap
building released waste heat, which can lead to higher surface and air potential temperatures and urban sensible heat fluxes (see Figures 4.18 and 4.20). As discussed earlier, urban
vegetation can significantly cool down urban environments. Increasing urban vegetation as
moving away from the urban center can increase latent heat fluxes by 100 [W m−2 ], particularly during daytime (see Figure 4.20). This process comes with lowering sensible heat
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fluxes by 150 [W m−2 ] and canyon air temperatures by 3 [K], as shown in Figures 4.18 and
4.20, respectively.
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Figure 4.18: Color plots of air potential temperature distribution from Local Climate Zone
(LCZ) 1 to LCZ 9 at 1300 LST (left) and 2100 LST (right) in the summer; simulations are
for Vancouver in 2007 for July.

4.3.7

Spatial Distribution of Model Output Variables for a Neighborhood

As discussed earlier, urban areas are characterized by high spatial variability of surface
properties, land coverage, and population density. Hence, scientists, engineers, and urban
planners require accurate estimation of urban climate and weather variables with reasonable
spatial resolution.
VCWG is equipped with a pre-processor function to automate the Geographic Information System (GIS) processes. At the first step, if a rural dataset is required to force the
model, the pre-processor finds the nearest rural area in the upwind of the urban site. If the
model is set to run using the top forcing approach, the appropriate ERA5 dataset above the
urban area can be retrieved. Urban morphology can be obtained from the geographic file
provided by the user or other source of land cover dataset including OpenStreetMap [160],
OSMnx [17], and World Urban Database and Access Portal Tools (WUDAPT) [24]. OSMnx
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Figure 4.19: Color plots of wind speed distribution from Local Climate Zone (LCZ) 1 to LCZ
9 at 1300 LST (left) and 2100 LST (right) in the summer; simulations are for Vancouver in
2007 for July.

is a tool that can analyze street network, retrieve building footprints, elevation, and download data from OpenStreetMap data. WUDAPT characterizes the built-up areas using the
LCZ classification approach. In the current analysis, the Vancouver geometric parameters
are obtained from the City of Vancouver open data portal [38], and OSMnx and WUDAPT
are used in a consistent way to modify the dataset. Every grid cell of this raster file contains
building geometries, fraction of ground covered by vegetation, bare soil, impervious surface,
land cover, and view factors. The view factors are calculated as a function of urban morphometric parameters using the ray tracing method. Then VCWG simulations are conducted
for each latitude and longitude of the raster file and calculate model output variables for each
grid cell independently. Figure 4.21 shows the urban area in Vancouver considered for this
simulation. VCWG is simulated for 7 days in 2007 starting from July first with a time step
of 5 [min] and vertical resolution of 1 [m]. The horizontal spatial resolution of the domain
is 100 [m] (see Figure 4.22), which is consistent with the WUDAPT dataset.
Figures 4.23 to 4.25 depict the mean spatial distribution of canyon potential temperature,
sensible heat flux, and latent heat flux during daytime (1100 to 1300 LST) and nighttime
(2200 to 0000 LST). It is evident that the residential neighborhood close to Shaughnessy
Park (latitude = 49.256◦ , longitude = -123.135◦ ), where it is highly covered by low and high
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Figure 4.20: Diurnal variation of sensible heat flux (left) and latent heat flux (right) of urban
and sub-urban areas for LCZ 1 to LCZ 9.
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Figure 4.21: The VCWG domain for spatial analysis in Vancouver.
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Figure 4.22: Plan area density (λp [-]) calculated at 1 [m] resolution (left) and 100 [m]
resolution (right) in Vancouver.

vegetation, has the low magnitude of sensible heat flux and high magnitude of latent heat
flux. Such a cooling effect provides lower temperatures in this neighborhood. The eastern
part of the simulation domain (latitude = 49.265◦ to 49.270◦ , longitude = -123.128◦ to 123.120◦ ) is mainly occupied with high-rise buildings (such as Vancouver General Hospital
(VGH) & UBC Hospital Foundation and BC Cancer Research Center) and less amount of
vegetation, which leads to higher cooling demand and building waste heat (see Figure 4.26).
So, the nighttime canyon air potential temperature is expected to be higher within this
region, as well-captured by VCWG (see Figure 4.23).
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Figure 4.23: Spatial distribution of mean daytime (left) and nighttime (right) canyon air
potential temperature Θcan [K] from July 1 to July 7 in Vancouver in 2007; a neighborhood
is chosen in the Lower Main Land.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis has been motivated by the lack of a computationally-efficient and operationallysimple urban microclimate model, which considers the effects of urban vegetation, urban
hydrology, building energy, and the connection to the surrounding rural area. The major
developments in this thesis include coupling the surface energy and water balance models
with a vertical diffusion model, which provides a dynamic interaction with the building
energy fluxes, and provide a climate-prediction tool that can perform spatial urban climate
variable analysis from the neighborhood scale to the city scale. The developed model is
called the Vertical City Weather Generator (VCWG) and has been integrated and refined
at two stages.
The first version, VCWG v1.3.2 integrates a rural model, an urban vertical diffusion
model, a radiation model with trees, and a building energy model. Forced with weather
data from a nearby rural site, the rural model is used to solve for the vertical profiles of
potential temperature, specific humidity, and friction velocity at 10 m a.g.l. The rural
model also calculates a horizontal pressure gradient. The rural model outputs are applied
to a vertical diffusion urban microclimate model that solves vertical transport equations for
potential temperature, momentum, specific humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy. The
urban vertical diffusion model is also coupled to the radiation and building energy models
using two-way interaction. The aerodynamic and thermal effects of urban elements, surface
vegetation, and trees are considered. This version of VCWG does not include an urban
hydrologic model to account for moisture exchange processes at surfaces and subsurfaces.
In the next version, VCWG v2.0.0 accounts for the surface and sub-surface water balance
that lead to the adequate representation of moisture sources/sinks in the vertical diffusion
model. This version of VCWG also provides the capability to be forced from the top of
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the urban domain using measurements or meso-scale model variables, eliminating the need
for a rural model using mesoscale data products if desired. This version of VCWG is also
equipped with utility codes to be able to be simulated on a spatial grid at neighborhood or
city scales automatically.
The models are evaluated against field measurements that are conducted in Basel, Switzerland (BUBBLE dataset) and the Sunset neighborhood in Vancouver, Canada. The capability
of the models is assessed by conducting various explorations with respect to building energy
performance, urban hydrology, climate zones, urban morphometric parameters, and seasonal
variations. These analyses demonstrate that VCWG is well-designed for many practical applications in urban planning, architecture, and engineering consulting.

5.1

Vertical City Weather Generator (VCWG) v1.3.2

The Vertical City Weather Generator (VCWG) v1.3.2 is developed to calculate vertical
profiles of meteorological variables including, potential temperature, wind speed, specific
humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy in an urban area. The VCWG v1.3.2 is composed
of four sub-models for ingestion of urban parameters and meteorological variables in a rural
area (as input and boundary conditions) and prediction of the meteorological variables in a
nearby urban area, the building energy performance variables, and the short and longwave
radiation transfer processes. VCWG v1.3.2 combines elements of several previous models developed by Santiago and Martilli (2010) [182], Bueno et al. (2014) [29], Krayenhoff
(2014)[98], Krayenhoff et al. (2015) [101], and Meili et al. (2020)[129] to generate a model
with the ability to predict vertical profiles of urban meteorological variables, forced by rural
measurements, and with two-way coupling with both building energy and radiation models.
To evaluate VCWG v1.3.2, its predictions of potential temperature, wind speed, specific
humidity, sensible heat flux, and latent heat flux (on top of the urban domain) are compared
to observations of the Basel UrBan Boundary Layer Experiment (BUBBLE) micro-climate
field campaign for eight months from December 2001 to July 2002 [37, 170]. The model
evaluation indicates that the VCWG v1.3.2 predicts vertical profiles of meteorological variables in reasonable agreement with field measurements. The average BIAS, RMSE, and R2
for potential temperature are 0.25 [K], 1.41 [K], and 0.82, respectively. The average BIAS,
RMSE, and R2 for wind speed are 0.67 [m s−1 ], 1.06 [m s−1 ], and 0.41, respectively. The
average BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for specific humidity are 0.00057 [kg kg−1 ], 0.0010 [kg kg−1 ],
and 0.85, respectively. In addition, the average BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for Urban Heat Island
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(UHI) are 0.36 [K], 1.2 [K], and 0.35, respectively. Based on the evaluations, the model
performance is comparable to the performance of similar models.
The performance of the model is further explored to investigate the effects of urban
configurations such as plan and frontal area densities, varying levels of vegetation, building
energy configuration, radiation configuration, seasonal variations, and different climate zones
on the model predictions. Sensitivity experiments are conducted by changing the building
plane area density λp [-], frontal area density λf [-], and leaf area density profile, and the
results show that VCWG v1.3.2 can reasonably capture the change in urban climate variables.
The performance of the building energy model is assessed by investigation of the effect of
building type, coefficient of performance of the air conditioning system, thermal efficiency
of the heating system, and location of building waste heat release on building energy fluxes
and the consequent effects on the outdoor environment. The radiation model responses to
different canyon aspect ratios and street canyon axes are assessed. In a separate exploration,
VCWG v1.3.2 adequately captures the seasonal variation of vertical profiles of potential
temperature, wind speed, specific humidity, and turbulence kinetic energy. The VCWG
model is further explored by predicting UHI [K] in different cities with different climate
zones, including Buenos Aires, Vancouver, Osaka, and Copenhagen, and the results are in
great agreement with the previous studies. The exploration results also show results that
agree with known urban physical processes and observations.
The results obtained from this model development show that the urban microclimate
model VCWG v1.3.2 can successfully extend the spatial dimension of preexisting bulk flow
(single-layer) urban microclimate models in the vertical direction, while it also considers
the relationship of the urban microclimate model to the rural meteorological measurements
and the building energy conditions. The effects of the key urban elements such as building
configuration, building energy systems (e.g. location of condensers and exhaust stacks),
surface vegetation, and trees are considered.

5.2

Vertical City Weather Generator (VCWG) v2.0.0

While the performance of VCWG v1.3.2 is consistent with expectations and comparable to
the other urban climate models, simple parameterization of moisture sources/sinks and lack
of forcing datasets near surface levels at rural sites restrict its application to non-rainy days
and locations with available rural measurements. The development of VCWG v2.0.0 was
motivated by these limitations.
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VCWG v2.0.0 is composed of not only the predecessor version’s sub-models (rural model,
urban vertical diffusion model, building energy model, radiation model, and urban surface
energy balance model) but also an urban hydrology model, and alternative options for the
forcing variables in the rural site and boundary condition at the top of the urban domain
using mesoscale data products. The urban hydrology model, adopted from Meili et al. (2020)
[129], is dynamically linked to the surface energy balance model and predicts surface and
subsurface water balances and ecophysiological behavior of urban trees and low vegetation at
the ground and roof levels. The surface energy balance in rural areas can be determined using
the Penman-Monteith method [11] or Bowen ratio approach. To overcome the limitation of
availability of rural forcing variables, VCWG v2.0.0. can retrieve data from the ERA5
reanalysis dataset. Alternative to the rural model, VCWG v2.0.0 can force the urban model
based on the forcing variables at the top of the domain, which is provided by the user.
This option is particularly useful when the user wants to couple the model with a mesoscale
model. VCWG v2.0.0 is also equipped with a function that can automate the Geographic
Information System (GIS) processes to simulate urban climate within a spatial raster dataset.
To evaluate VCWG v2.0.0, its predictions of potential temperature, wind speed, and
specific humidity are compared to the BUBBLE dataset and the results from VCWG v1.3.2.
The model evaluation indicates that the VCWG v2.0.0 improves the prediction of vertical
profiles of meteorological variables. The average BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for potential temperature are −0.53 [K], 0.56 [K], and 0.98, respectively. The average BIAS, RMSE, and R2 for
wind speed are −0.46 [m s−1 ], 0.44 [m s−1 ], and 0.46, respectively. The average BIAS, RMSE,
and R2 for specific humidity are 0.0000 [kg kg−1 ], 0.0003 [kg kg−1 ], and 0.98, respectively.
The capability of VCWG v2.0.0 to simulate urban sensible and latent heat fluxes is also
evaluated against BUBBLE and Vancouver Sunset datasets. The results show that VCWG
v2.0.0 can predict the heat fluxes in reasonable agreement with the observed datasets. For
the BUBBLE case, the inclusion of urban hydrology reduces BIAS and RMSE of sensible
heat flux by 23.2 [W m−2 ] and 29.2 [W m−2 ], respectively, and increases the R2 by 0.3 [-].
The statistics for latent heat flux also exhibit an improvement, as BIAS and RMSE are
decreased by 11.4 [W m−2 ] and 14 [W m−2 ] and R2 is increased by 0.07 [-]. These statistics
provide evidence that VCWG v2.0.0 represents an improvement relative to VCWG v1.3.2
because it provides more accurate predictions of urban climate variables.
Various explorations including seasonal variations, effects of trees on urban energy fluxes
and building energy performance, effects of ground vegetation on urban water balance, performance of model in different Local Climate Zones (LCZ), effects of green and cool roofs
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on model output variables, and spatial analysis of simulation results, are conducted to assess the performance of VCWG v2.0.0. For the seasonal analysis, model input parameters
are prepared for an entire year in Vancouver, seasonal variation of sensible and latent heat
fluxes, urban facade temperatures, building energy fluxes, and water budget terms are captured well. The model responses to precipitation are evident in the time series, where during
or shortly after rain-fall events latent heat flux increases, sensible heat flux decreases, and
surface runoff increases. Furthermore, depletion of soil moisture in warm months, when precipitation is less frequent and shorter, is well simulated by VCWG v2.0.0. Investigation of
cooling effects of urban trees on building energy performance show that trees with LAI of 3
[m2 m−2 ] can reduce cooling energy demand by 25% compared to trees with LAI of 1 [m2
m−2 ]. The exploration on the effect of ground vegetation on water balance demonstrates that
increasing low vegetation can reduce surface runoff to a great extent. In another exploration,
green and cool roofs are shown to reduce the building cooling demand by 5.2% and 16.1%,
respectively, in July in Vancouver, respectively. The capability of VCWG v2.0.0 to simulate
climate variables within the urban roughness sublayer for Local Climate Zone (LCZ) 1 to
LCZ 9 is investigated. The model is shown to adequately capture the trapping of heat in
compact highrise zones. Finally, VCWG v2.0.0 is equipped with a pre-processor function to
automate the (GIS) processes. This tool is able to simulate the model within a raster file,
which describe the spatial distribution of urban morphometric parameters. This analysis is
successfully accomplished with 100 [m] spatial resolution and 5 [min] temporal resolution for
7 days in July in Vancouver.
The results obtained from these evaluations and explorations show that VCWG v2.0.0
can successfully overcome the limitations of VCWG v1.3.2 and combine most of the necessary
sub-models that are required for accurate prediction of urban climate variables.

5.3

Limitations and Future Work

While this thesis contributes to the development of a new urban climate model that overcomes several limitations of the previous studies, limitations remain. This section discusses
the limitations of VCWG and provides suggestions for further model development and future
work.
The model geometry is simplified as an urban canyon with symmetric and regular dimensions, which can be more realistically represented if more considerations are to be taken
into account about nonuniform distribution of building dimensions. Also the building energy
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model in VCWG is a single-zone model, assuming a uniform temperature with height in both
indoor and outdoor environments. This limitation can be overcome by improving the radiation model, urban vertical diffusion model, and the building energy model so that wall and
indoor temperatures can vary with height, allowing the development of a multi-zone building
energy model. In addition, the horizontal advection from the rural area can be considered
and parameterized in future work. This necessitates addition of urban boundary-layer models. Future studies can also focus on improvement of flow-field parameterization or include
additional source/sink terms in the transport equations to model horizontal motions, eddies,
and flow fluctuations in the urban area, which is realistically very three-dimensional and
heterogeneous. VCWG can also be used as a diagnostic tool to investigate the simulation
results obtained from complex models. Other sub-models (e.g. air pollution model) can be
integrated into VCWG. The building energy model of VCWG can be adjusted to consider
renewable energy technologies (e.g. solar collectors and wind turbines), which could result
in more realistic estimation of building energy performance while using these technologies.
In fact a version of VCWG v1.4.4 has been developed by Aliabadi et al. (2021) with such
capability [9]. VCWG can be improved to include snow processes. Also, VCWG can be investigated and improved in terms of its prediction of urban climate variables during extreme
meteorological events (e.g. storms and flooding). At present, the VCWG model can account
for the spatial variation of urban micro-climate in a computationally-efficient manner independent of an auxiliary meso-scale model. However, there is still a lack of representation of
meteorological processes that can only be captured by mesoscale models.
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Appendix B
Code Availability
The source code is available under the GPL 3.0 license at https://opensource.org/licenses/GPL3.0 and can be downloaded by contacting the author or from https://github.com/MMoradiEng.
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